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Preface to ”Grid-Connected PV Plants”

This Special Issue discusses different aspects of the increasing presence of nonprogrammable

renewable energy sources (RESs) in current power systems, mainly focused on photovoltaic (PV)

power plants connected to the grid. Under this framework, coordinated voltage and reactive

power control analysis are discussed and evaluated, as well as technical and economic PV studies.

In addition, some contributions regarding hybrid solutions considering the variable nature of RES

and discussion of grid synchronization and PV module orientation are included in this Special Issue,

where PV power plant integration is approached from a transversal perspective.

Ángel Molina-Garcı́a, Rosa Anna Mastromauro

Editors
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Abstract: Considering the recent drop (up to 86%) in photovoltaic (PV) module prices from 2010 to
2017, many countries have shown interest in investing in PV plants to meet their energy demand.
In this study, a detailed design methodology is presented to achieve high benefits with low
installation, maintenance and operation costs of PV plants. This procedure includes in detail
the semi-hourly average time meteorological data from the location to maximise the accuracy and
detailed characteristics of different PV modules and inverters. The minimum levelised cost of
energy (LCOE) and maximum annual energy are the objective functions in this proposed procedure,
whereas the design variables are the number of series and parallel PV modules, the number of PV
module lines per row, tilt angle and orientation, inter-row space, PV module type, and inverter
structure. The design problem was solved using a recent hybrid algorithm, namely, the grey wolf
optimiser-sine cosine algorithm. The high performance for LCOE-based design optimisation in
economic terms with lower installation, maintenance and operation costs than that resulting from the
use of maximum annual energy objective function by 12%. Moreover, sensitivity analysis showed that
the PV plant performance can be improved by decreasing the PV module annual reduction coefficient.

Keywords: optimal design; photovoltaic power plants; hybrid optimisation; LCOE; PV module
reduction

1. Introduction

Nowadays, solar photovoltaic energy is being utilised in electrical energy generation to meet
the quick-growing consumption and the urgent need for power [1]. Grid-connected photovoltaic
(PV) systems with a capacity of 3 kW PV modules could meet the electric demand of a 60–90 m2 for
residential building [2]. By contrast, large-scale PV power plants face some major challenges for the use
of vast amounts of components in relation to the cost, reliability, and efficiency, requiring an optimal
design of the PV power plant. Recently, the drop in PV module prices of up to 86% from 2010 to
2017 [3] resulted in a decrement in the levelised cost of energy (LCOE) of large-scale PV power plants
reaching 0.03 ($) [4].

Energies 2020, 13, 2776; doi:10.3390/en13112776 www.mdpi.com/journal/energies1
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TRNSYS software has been used to determine the optimum PV inverter sizing ratios [5].
The simulation has been carried out using three types of inverters with low, medium and high efficiency
to determine the maximum total output of the PV system. Furthermore, the PV inverter sizing ratio of
the grid-connected has been investigated for eight European locations. Mondol et al. suggested that the
installation of a PV system with high-efficiency inverter in the sizing of PV and inverter is more flexible
than that of a low-efficiency inverter. Artificial intelligence (AI) methods have also been used to optimise
the grid-connected PV power plant, as presented in [6], whereas the PV plant global solution is solved
through particle swarm optimisation technique (PSO) and compared with a genetic algorithm (GA), based
on the total net economic benefit. However, the PSO algorithm showed better performance than the GA
approach used in this study. The optimisation design of the grid-connected PV system is introduced in [7].
The decision variables of the proposed methodology are the type of PV modules, inverter, and tilt angle.
The study supports the mathematical models of the PV array, inverter and solar irradiance on tilt PV
modules surface. The optimisation process considered three types of inverter, four types of PV modules
and seven values of tilt angle, as well as the hourly solar irradiance and ambient temperature. As a result,
the optimal design of the system is selected based on maximum efficiency.

In 2012 [8], Sulaiman, S.I., et al. proposed a sizing methodology by using an evolutionary
programming sizing algorithm. The optimisation procedure supports all possible combinations of
PV modules and inverters considering different types of PV modules and inverters. The technical
and economic aspects are included in this method, and both the maximum yield factor and the net
present value of the PV system were calculated. Chen et al. have proposed an iterative method for
the optimal size of inverter for PV systems with maximum savings in nine locations in the USA [9].
The optimisation procedure has selected the gainful inverter size for each location. Additionally,
optimum inverter size lower than or the same as that of PV array rated size can be installed, due to the
inverter intrinsic parameters, economic and weather considerations. In 2014, Perez-Gallardo proposed
an optimal configuration of the grid-connected PV power plant of different PV technologies by using
the GA technique, by considering economic, technical and environmental criteria [10]. This study aims
to maximise annual energy generation. Another methodology was proposed in [11] to design a PV
plant for the self-consumption mechanism for different capacities in the range of 450–1250 kWp for the
university campus. The simulation was performed using PV*SOL software.

A study in [12] investigated the selection and configuration of inverter and PV modules for a PV
system for minimising costs. The purchasing costs can be reduced by 16.45% of 10 kW by using this model.
However, this evaluation model is applicable only at the lowest price and cannot be applied to achieve the
highest efficiency in power production. A mathematical procedure is presented in [13–15] to determine
the optimal number of rows and a PV module tilt angle for maximising the profit during PV plant lifetime,
by considering the effect of shading on the PV module output power. A work in [16] investigated the
design of PV systems grid-connected, considering the PV module degradation rate, to select the optimum
inverter size for increased energy and reduced cost. Actual inverters with high efficiency offer a wider
range than inverter with low-efficiency for sizing factor to increase the energy generation. Research
presented in [17] proposed an eco-design for grid-connected PV systems, on the basis of the combination
of multi-objective optimisation and other software. The techno-economic and environmental criteria were
optimised simultaneously. The installation of thin-film PV modules in PV systems show an advantage
over crystalline silicon ones. A methodology for achieving the optimal configuration of large-scale PV
power plants to improve its performance is presented in [18]. The optimisation process was performed
using different algorithms and is considered to minimise the LCOE by using crystalline silicon and
thin-film cadmium telluride PV module technology. According to this study, the proposed technique of
grey wolf optimiser showed improved results compared with the other methods in solving the optimal
design of the PV power plant. The PV plant LCOE with the thin film had a lower value than crystalline
silicon and is more productive. The work reported in [19] proposed a method to convert the design of PV
power plants to binary linear programming to achieve an economical design. However, in this method,
only the number of inverters and PV modules connected in series and parallel were considered as the
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design variables. Some other methods have also been employed and published by researchers in this
topic to propose a suitable configuration and determine the best solution that considers the environment,
economic and technical aspects of the PV system [20–36]. Additionally, references [37–41] reviewed the
grid-connected PV system optimisation and challenges.

The average time for the input meteorological data is an essential factor in PV system design,
because the monthly and daily average time of the meteorological data fails to determine an optimum
design, resulting in the oversizing system and high energy losses and increasing the financial risk
of the PV plant. Additionally, the geographic latitude of the PV plant installation site can lead to
a significant variation of the PV module optimal tilt angle from one location to another, to convert
maximum solar irradiance into electricity and make the PV system more profitable [42].

This paper intends to present a methodology for designing PV power plants by considering
semi-hourly time-resolution (i.e., 30 min-average) to address the accuracy of the meteorological
data variation, and thus determine the PV plant optimal design and increase its performance.
The procedure considers the detailed specifications of the different alternatives of PV modules and
inverters to determine the optimum component and system topology for the location under study.
Three meteorological parameters of solar irradiation, wind speed, and ambient temperature were
measured for 1 year at the installation field are considered. Hybrid grey wolf optimiser-sine cosine
algorithm (HGWOSCA) [43] and sine cosine algorithm (SCA) [44] were applied as optimisation
techniques to solve the PV plant design problem for two different objectives, including minimum
levelised cost of energy (LCOE) and maximum annual energy, while considering many design variables
for improving the system performance. The contributions of this article to the book of knowledge in
this research field are described below.

• The proposed methodology is suitable to be executed using semi-hourly time-resolution
(i.e., 30 min-average) values of the meteorological input data in designing the PV power plant
and by introducing an actual PV plant field model, by considering the shape and size of the PV
power plant installation area, to arrange all the existing components properly.

• The application of a HGWOSCA optimisation approach after the consideration of two objective
functions to design the PV power plant was presented.

• A sensitivity study was performed to investigate the effect of the annual PV module reduction
coefficient on PV plant performance.

• A review of the Algerian renewable energy target and its integration was presented.

This paper is organised as follows: Section 2 presents an overview of the renewable energy
potential of Algeria, and Section 3 presents the work methodology, including the formulation of
the design problem, the PV system description and meteorological data and, the proposed design
optimization. In Section 4, the HGWOSCA algorithm is described. Section 5 presents the obtained
results with the sensitivity study. Finally, Section 6 presents the conclusions of the paper.

2. The Renewable Energy Potential of Algeria

Algeria has an important potential for electricity generation from renewable energy sources,
as performed in several recent studies. However, according to reference [45], approximately 0.415% of
electricity in Algeria is generated from renewable energy sources in 2014. The diesel generator is the
dominant energy source in rural and Saharan regions in Algeria [46].

2.1. Solar Energy

The potential of solar energy in southern Algeria is the largest in all Mediterranean basins,
with 1,787,000 km2 of Sahara desert, according to the German Aerospace Centre (DLR). The insolation
time of almost all the national territory exceeds 2000 h annually and reaches 3900, as shown in
Figure 1 (high plains and Sahara) [47]. Over most of the country and during the day, the energy
obtained on a horizontal surface of 1 m2 is nearly 5 kWh or about 2263 kWh/m2/year in the south and
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1700 kWh/m2/year in the north [48]. This great potential in solar energy compels Algeria to go towards
the exploitation of solar energy for power generation, rather than oil and gas. Table 1 shows the rate of
sunshine for each region of Algeria.

 

Figure 1. Horizontal Irradiation of Algeria [50].

Table 1. Radiation in Algeria [49].

Region Coastal Highlands Sahara

Area (%) 4 10 86
Average sun hours per year 2650 3000 3500

Energy received kWh/m2/year 1700 1900 2650

2.2. Other Renewable Energy Potential

Algeria has a considerable average of wind speed that can reach 6 m/s in approximately 50% of
the country’s surface. The government plans to promote this energy source. Hydroelectricity potential
is modest and has little benefit to the Algerian economy. For geothermal energy, the Renewable
Energy Development Centre listed more than 200 hot springs, thereby presenting a favourable outlook
to exploit this resource [48]. Finally, the biomass potential in Algeria is considerable. It reaches
5 Mtoe/year, but it is still not consumed. This source of energy offers great promises and should be
enhanced [51].

2.3. Algerian Renewable Energy Program

Currently, Algeria focuses on the production of electrical energy from renewable sources, especially
on solar energy and grid-connected photovoltaic power plants, for a capacity of several megawatts to
reduce its dependence on oil rents, thereby representing approximately 96% of export and 17.36% of
GDP in 2014 [52]. It also aims to reduce the use of diesel generators, which is the dominant energy
source in rural and Saharan regions in Algeria [46].

The development of green energy sources is a key priority for the Algerian government. Nowadays,
enhancing the exploitation of renewable energy is a necessity to decrease the amount of CO2 emissions,
considering that Algeria has shown great interest in signing the historic Paris agreement in 2015 [53].

4
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Furthermore, with such a measure, the government can save conventional resources, which are used to
generate electricity. The renewable sources showed a poor share in the total energy compared with the
conventional sources [54]. The residential electricity sector reached approximately 42% of the total
energy consumption [55]. However, the ambitious national renewable energy program allowed one to
reach 27% of renewable energy in the national energy mix [56].

Renewable energy sources are the focus of the 2011–2030 development program adopted
by the Algerian government to achieve the installation of 22,000 MW of renewables by 2030,
including 10,000 MW for export and 12,000 MW for meeting the national market demand [57].
Notably, photovoltaic energy is the dominant renewable source and is expected to reach a capacity of
13,575 MW, representing 62% of the total power installation, as shown in Table 2. In this ambitious
program, the government strategy focuses on the development of photovoltaics on a large scale and
prepares for the future of Algeria. The adopted program includes the development of wind and CSP
energy, biomass, cogeneration and geothermal sources.

Table 2. Phases of the Algerian renewable energy program [58].

Energy Type 1st Phase 2015–2020 (MW) 2nd Phase 2021–2030 (MW) Total (MW)

Photovoltaic 3000 10,575 13,575
Wind 1010 4000 5010
CSP - 2000 2000

Cogeneration 150 250 400
Biomass 360 640 1000

Geothermal 5 10 15
Total 4525 17,475 22,000

2.4. Photovoltaic Power Plants Installed in Algeria

In August 2019, the Algerian company for electricity and gas (Sonelgaz) signed an agreement
with five companies to construct nine PV power plants in the southern big Sahara region, with a total
capacity of 50 MW [59]. This project aims to make a hybrid energy system with an existing gas turbine
and diesel generator. The PV plants are installed in different locations, as shown in the following
Table 3:

Table 3. Projects of Photovoltaic power plant installation in Algeria.

N PV Power Plant Province Power (MWp)

1 In Guezzem Tamanrasset 6
2 Tinzaouatine Tamanrasset 3
3 Djanet Illizi 4
4 Bordj Omar Dris Illizi 3
5 Bordj Badji Mokhtar Adrar 10
6 Timiaouine Adrar 2
7 Talmine Adrar 8
8 Tabelbala Bechar 3
9 Tindouf Tindouf 11

Several large-scale PV power plants have been installed and connected to the electric grid in
different locations across the country, and most of the PV plants are located in the big Sahara in
the South, thereby indicating that Algeria benefits from this source of energy, as shown in Table 4.
In addition to the absence of batteries that reduce the total capital cost, this system allows power
generation surplus in terms of consumption of the load to be automatically injected into the electric grid.
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3. Methodology

3.1. Formulation of the Design Problem

The single objective optimisation function is used to find the optimum solution corresponding
to the minimum or maximum value defined by the objective function. In contrast, multi-objective
optimisation combines two or more individual objective functions to determine a set of trade-off
solutions, which allow decision makers to select the most suitable solution based on the problem
requirements [60]. In this study, in sizing optimisation methodology depending on the requirements of
the power plant designer, each of the two objectives can be used to produce an optimal design for the
PV power plant. In addition, for comparison purposes, the optimum values are calculated by using
each objective function individually to evaluate the PV power plant performance.

Furthermore, multi-objective optimisation can be used in the design of PV systems with a small
capacity in the range of kW, with a small number of PV modules and inverters or in hybrid renewable
energy systems for example (PV-wind) or (PV-diesel denerator-battery). However, in large scale PV
power plants (i.e., >200 kW nominal power rating—the largest plants reaching several tens of MW of
capacity), with a considerable number of components required in PV plant installation, it is well-known
that the levelised cost of energy (LCOE) is applied to enable the reduction of the PV plant cost per
watt of nominal power that is installed [61,62], for this reason, single objective optimisation is used.
Additionally, a recent study is presented in [63] to investigate the LCOE of large scale PV power plants
at 8 PV plants ranging from 1 to 46 MWp and many similar studies can be found in the literature.

In this section, two objective functions are considered to evaluate the PV power plant performance
and to solve its complex design problem. The design variables and constraints of the proposed
methodology are also explained.

3.1.1. Objective Function

In this work, the LCOE and maximum annual energy were set as objective functions to determine
the optimal solution of the PV plant design. These two objective functions can be combined to form a
single optimisation function.

The first part presents the LCOE which is calculated on the basis of the sum of maintenance,
operation and installation costs of the plant divided by the total energy generation of the plant during
its lifetime. The LCOE method is generally applied to compare power plants with different energy
generation sources, by considering the appropriate cost structures. However, the best LCOE for power
plants presents the lowest possible investment with high annual energy production. The second part
presents the maximum amount of annual energy that can be captured by the PV modules during
the PV plant in its lifetime, which is 25 years. The single optimisation function is expressed by the
following equation:

min
X

[(
Cc(X) + CM(X)

Etot(X)

)
·a−

(
(1− a)·

(
Pplant(X)·ns·EAF

))]
(1)

where ns is equal to 1 year.
The optimum values are calculated by using each objective function individually. In other words,

in the objective function, a is a binary number; if a is equal to 0, the target of the objective function is
maximum energy and, if a is equal to 1, the objective function target is minimum LCOE.

3.1.2. Design Variables

The proposed optimisation algorithm was used for the calculation of all the decision variables,
to determine the optimum design of the PV power plant. The chosen optimisation algorithm should
have high performance in determining the best design variables and solving the design problem.
In this methodology, the proposed decision variables, including the number of PV modules connected
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in series (Ns) and parallel (Np), number of PV module lines per row (Nr), the distance between two
adjacent rows (Fy), the tilt angle of the PV module (β), the orientation of PV modules (PVorien), that can
be installed vertically or horizontally, optimum PV module (PVi), and inverter (INi), can be selected
on the basis of several alternatives from a list of possible candidates.

The vector of the decision variables are summarized as given by the following expression:

X =
[
Ns Np Nr β FyPVorien PVi INi

]
(2)

3.1.3. Constraints

During the design of the PV power plant, many constraints are considered to account for the
limits of the different parameters of the whole system. The following expression shows the limitation
of some variables:

Ns,min ≤ Ns ≤ Ns,max (3)

1 ≤ Np ≤ Np,max (4)

1 ≤ Nr ≤ Nr,max (5)

0 ≤ β ≤ 90 (6)

Socupied ≤ Avalaiblearea (7)

The following equality constraint expressions were used to select the PV module and inverter
from the list of candidates:

PV1 + PV2 + . . . = 1 (8)

INV1 + INV2 + . . . = 1 (9)

3.2. System Description and Meteorological Data

This paper focuses on the optimal design of large-scale PV power plants connected to the
electric grid. The optimisation process was carried out using HGWOSCA and SCA techniques.
The proposed methodology supports PV plant configurations for both central and string topologies
and the arrangement of the components within the installation area. Moreover, it considers a list
with different types of PV modules and inverters and their specifications as candidates to design
the PV power plant, as illustrated in Tables 5 and 6. The actual meteorological data, such as solar
irradiance, wind speed, and ambient temperature, are also considered. The optimisation process in
this methodology aims to determine the number of PV modules connected in series and parallel,
the number of PV module lines per row, the distance between two adjacent rows, the tilt angle of
the PV module, the orientation of PV modules that can be installed vertically or horizontally, the
optimum PV module and inverter, from a list of possible candidates. Two objective functions, namely
the minimum LCOE and maximum annual energy, were considered. Furthermore, the effect of the
annual PV module reduction coefficient on PV plant performance was determined.

Table 5. Photovoltaic (PV) modules specifications at standard test condition.

Specification at STC Unit PV1 PV2 PV3

Nominal maximum power (Pmpp,stc) W 280 285 295
Optimum operating current (Impp,stc) A 8.84 9.02 9.08
Optimum operating voltage (Vmpp,stc) V 31.7 31.6 32.5
Current temperature coefficient (Ki) (%/C) 0.05 0.05 0.05
Voltage temperature coefficient (Kv) (%/C) −0.29 −0.32 −0.29

Open circuit voltage (Voc,stc) V 38.4 38.3 39.6
Wind speed temperature coefficient (Kr) - 1.509 1.4684 1.509

Length (Lpv,1) m 1.65 1.65 1.65
Width (Lpv,2) m 0.992 0.992 0.992

Efficiency % 17.1 17.4 18
Type - Mono Poly Mono
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Table 6. Inverters specifications at standard test condition.

Specification Unit INV1 INV2 INV3

Nominal power (Pi) kW 50 7 500
Minimum input voltage (Vi,min) V 250 335 450
Maximum input voltage (Vi,max) V 950 560 880

Maximum power point tracking voltage (Vi,mppt,max) V 850 540 820
Power loss (Pi,sc) W 1.5 1 200
Efficiency (ηinv) % 97.5 95.3 98.7

3.2.1. System Description

The architecture of PV plants is composed of several hundreds of PV modules that produce
DC power depending on the meteorological parameters (solar radiation and temperature) [64] and
inverters that permit the conversion from DC to AC power and ensure the maximum power extraction
from the PV modules [65]. The generated power is injected directly into the electric network at the
point of common coupling by using step-up transformers [66].

In PV plants, PV modules are connected in series (Ns) to form a string. These strings are rationalised
and connected in parallel (Np ≥ 1) to form a PV array. In the case of central inverters topology, several
hundreds of PV modules are connected to one inverter, and junction boxes need to be used through
the DC main cable before leaving for the inverter. In string inverter topology, one string is connected
directly to one inverter, and junction boxes need not be placed in the installation field.

The PV arrays within the available area are arranged in multiple rows. Each row consists of
multiple lines of PV modules. The number of lines per row is equal to Nr. Considering the shading
effect, the inclined adjacent rows are installed with space in between. The tilt angle (β) of PV modules
is constant during the PV plant lifetime.

The universal transverse Mercator coordinate (UTM, X: east, Y: north) system was used to model
the PV power plant area. Several PV modules vary from one row to another, as the row length varies
on the basis of the installation area shape.

3.2.2. Selected Site

The Djanet village is located in the South East of Algerian Sahara in the province of Illizi, and it is
characterised by a hot desert climate according to longitude 9.28◦ E, latitude 24.15◦ N and an altitude
of 1030 m. Djanet village electrification is still dominated by diesel generation (DG). The delivery
of fuel leads to an increase in the cost and the maintenance of the units. However, a PV plant grid
connected with a capacity of 3 MW was installed in 2015, and its extension is expected to reach 7 MW
to supply the village and decrease the units of DG.

3.2.3. Meteorological Data

The performances of PV modules depend on solar irradiation, ambient temperature, and wind
speed. These data have been recorded to step times of semi-hourly and hourly. Solar irradiation is
expressed in Watts per square meter (W/m2). Ambient temperature is in degrees Celsius (◦C). Wind
speed is in m/s. Figures 2 and 3 show the daily assessment of the meteorological characteristics.
The semi-hourly data of solar irradiance and ambient temperature are observed as more accurate than
the hourly data. That is because the peak values of the solar irradiance and ambient temperature
may not be recorded in the hourly data. This happens because the data only records point values for
every hour, while within a period of time the meteorological data may have significant fluctuation.
Thus, semi-hourly data is more precise and accurate compared to hourly data measurements.
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(a) 

(b) 

Figure 2. Irradiance data. (a) Hourly average time. (b) 30 min average time.

(a) 

(b) 

Figure 3. Temperature data. (a) Hourly average time. (b) 30 min average time.

To determine the energy generated by the PV power plant, knowledge of the solar irradiance profile
during the year is required. The solar irradiation for hourly and semi-hourly (i.e., 30 min-average)
data of the selected location are plotted in Figures 4 and 5. As we can see, the radiation intensity
remained high over the year. It is observed that the maximum value of solar irradiance is reached in
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March. As for the minimum value of irradiance, this is recorded in June. Each vector represents the
same size for 1 year, where the one for semi-hourly step is equal to 17,520 data and the one for hourly
step is equal to 8760 data. The climatic conditions of the location are as follows: high solar irradiance
potential; ambient temperature with a maximum average of (29.7 ◦C) in summer; and the sky is mostly
clear during the whole year.

Figure 4. Hourly solar irradiance over the year (W/m2).

Figure 5. Solar irradiance over the year (W/m2).

3.3. Proposed Design Methodology

The proposed methodology was applied to solve the PV power plant design and aimed to
determine the optimal sizing and configuration of the PV plant, as shown in Figure 6. In the following
section, the PV plant design parameters were calculated step by step by considering the measured
meteorological data of the location, PV modules, inverter specifications, area coordinates, and cost units.
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Figure 6. Flowchart of the proposed design methodology.

3.3.1. Irradiance Model

Solar irradiance on tilted PV modules surface is a very important factor in the optimal design of
PV power plants. Installation areas with PV modules facing south are suitable for PV power plants [35].
Additionally, a good agreement was shown by PV plants oriented towards the south by using the
isotropic model [67].

Several models, which are classified as isotropic and anisotropic, can be used to estimate the solar
irradiance on a tilted plane [67,68]. The treatment of diffuse radiation was the only difference between
these two models, while the rest is treated the same. However, the isotropic model developed by
Liu and Jordan [69] was applied to this methodology to estimate the solar irradiance on the tilted PV
module surface [67].

The total radiation received on a horizontal surface (global radiation: I) can be divided into two
components: beam and diffused radiation. The estimation of solar radiation on the tilted surface is
calculated on the basis of these two components. The total radiation received on the horizontal surface
is given by the following equation:

I(t) = Ib(t) + Id(t) (10)
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The index of transparency of the atmosphere or the clearness index kT of the sky is an essential
factor. The clearness index is the function of the ratio between the extraterrestrial and horizontal
radiation, as expressed by the following equation:

kT(t) =
I(t)
I0(t)

(11)

The diffuse fraction of total horizontal radiation depends on the clearness index of the sky [67]
and is expressed by the following equation:

Id(t)
I(t)

=

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
1.0− 0.09kT(t), kT(t) ≤ 0.22

0.9511− 0.1604kT(t)+4.388(t)k2
T−16.638k3

T(t)+12.336k4
T(t), 0.22 <kT(t) ≤ 0.8

0.165, kT(t) ≤ 0.80
(12)

manipulating Equation (10), the beam radiation is given by the following expression:

Ib(t) = I(t) − Id(t) (13)

The total incident solar radiation on tilted surface is the sum of three components, namely, beam
radiation from direct radiation of the inclined surface, diffuse radiation and reflected radiation.

IT(t, β) = IB(t) + ID(t) + IR(t) (14)

The beam irradiance on an inclined surface can be calculated on the basis of multiplication
between beam horizontal irradiance and beam ratio factor Rb, as shown in the following expression:

IB(t) = Ib(t)Rb(t, β) (15)

where the beam ratio factor Rb is a function of the ratio between beam irradiance on the inclined surface
and horizontal irradiance, as expressed in the Equation (18).

The first component is the incidence angle cos(t, β), which can be derived as follows:

cos(t, β) = sin δ(t) sinϕ cos β− sin δ(t) cosϕ sin β cosγ
+ cos δ(t) cosϕ cos β cosω(t)
+ cos δ(t) sinϕ sin β cosγ cosω(t)
+ cos δ(t) sin β sinγ sinω(t)

(16)

where δ is the solar declination angle, ϕ is the location latitude, γ is the surface azimuth angle, and ω is
the hour angle. The global radiation on the inclined surface calculation model’s error was lower than
3% [70].

The second component deals with solar zenith angle cosθz and can be calculated using the
following equation:

cosθz(t, β) = cosγ cos δ(t) cosω(t) + sinϕ sin δ(t) (17)

Rb(t, β) =
cos(t, β)

cosθz(t, β)
(18)

Diffuse irradiance on an inclined surface is computed on the basis of the isotropic sky model.
A well-known isotropic model was introduced by Liu and Jordan (1963). This model is simple,
and the diffuse radiation has a uniform distribution over the skydome. The diffuse radiation on the
inclined surface increases with an increasing amount of seen by the inclined surface, as expressed in
Equation (19).

ID(t) = Id(t)
(

1 + cosβ
2

)
(19)
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where β is the surface tilt angle and considered as a design variable. Its optimal values are computed
by the optimisation algorithm.

The reflected irradiance on an inclined surface is expressed by Equation (20) and depends on the
transposition factor for ground reflection Rr given by Equation (21) and the reflectivity of the ground ρ
that is equal to 0.2 [68].

IR(t) = I(t)ρRr (20)

Rr(t) =
1− cosβ

2
(21)

3.3.2. Area Calculation Model

In actual cases, the PV power plant installation area is limited in surface and does not have a
uniform shape. However, this proposed methodology can be applied to all actual area shapes to
determine the optimal size and configuration of large-scale PV power plants. This methodology
supports actual area shapes by using the coordinates of the location under study. Additionally,
the universal transverse Mercator coordinate (UTM, X: east, Y: north) system is used to model the PV
power plant area. Furthermore, the PV plant occupying the surface, length, and width of each row,
junction boxes, and cable length are computed on the basis of the coordinates. As mentioned in the
previous section, PV nodules are oriented towards the south in the installation field, as illustrated in
Figure 7.

 
Figure 7. Arrangement of PV modules according to PV plant shape.

The Y-axis was used to calculate the total number of rows supported by the PV plant area and
the width (WT). of each row. The space between two adjacent rows

(
Fy

)
, which is a design variable,

and its optimum value were calculated by the algorithm process. The following equation expresses the
total number of rows:

Nrow = f loor
(

max(Y) −min(Y)
WT + Fy

)
(22)

After calculating the total number of rows (Nrow), it can be used to calculate the north coordinates
of each row (YNi) in the PV plant, as expressed in the following equation:

YNi = min(Y) +
(
WT + Fy

)
Ni (23)

The parameters (Ni) and (YNi) are subject to a constraint in this methodology, as provided in
Equations (24) and (25):

1 ≤ Ni ≤ Nrow (24)
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min(Y) < YNi < max(Y) (25)

The X-axis presents the east coordinates and is used for calculating the length of each row in the
PV plant XNi, as expressed in the following straight-line equation:

XNi =
(X2 −X1)(YNi −Y1)

Y2 −Y1
+ X2 (26)

where (X1 , Y1). and (X2 , Y2) correspond to the coordinates of two consecutive points. The parameter
XNi is a constraint in this methodology, as provided in the following expression:

min(X) ≤ XNi ≤ max(X) (27)

The row length (Mrowi) is obtained after the calculation of the east coordinates (XNi) of each row,
considering the difference between these coordinates, and is expressed by using Equation (28):

Mrowi = XNi1 + XNi2 (28)

The PV power plant area calculation process considers other important parameters, such as row
height (HT), row width (WT) and the space between two adjacent rows

(
Fy

)
. These parameters can be

calculated on the basis of the following equations:

WT = NrLpv,2 cos β (29)

HT = NrLpv,2 sin β (30)

Fy = dHT (31)

where (Nr) and (Fy) are considered as design variables, and their optimal values are calculated via
optimisation. Notably, (Nr) is the number of PV module lines in each row, and (Fy) is the distance
between two adjacent rows. In this methodology, all rows in the installation area have the same lines of
PV modules. The arrangement of rows and PV modules in a row within the installation area is shown
in Figure 7.

3.3.3. Components Arrangement

The arrangement of the components within the installation area is an essential part of the PV
plant design process in the presence of several parameters, such as the location characteristics and the
device’s specifications. In addition, component arrangement depends on the optimal topology selected
by the optimisation algorithm. Furthermore, the distribution of a large amount of the components
among the PV power plant is computed in terms of several constraints.

However, PV modules and inverters are the two main devices considered in the PV power plant
arrangements. Additionally, in case of the optimisation algorithm select central topology, the junction
box arrangement is considered, and its distribution among the PV modules and the inverters is
calculated on the basis of its rating power.

Finally, the PV power plant device arrangement is influenced by the amount of solar irradiance,
ambient temperature, wind speed, and the geographic location. These parameters affect the tilt angle
of PV modules and increase or decrease the PV module energy output, leading to the installation of
varying numbers of inverters in the PV plant. Moreover, in this methodology, the aforementioned
parameters are considered to control the total cost.

Dependent on PV inverter size, the number of series PV modules in each string (Ns) and parallel PV
modules (Np) should be computed by the algorithm to meet a specific voltage and current requirement
of inverters. On the one hand, to avoid the inverter damage that can be caused by overvoltage in case
of low temperature in some locations, in every string, the number of PV modules connected in series
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has to be optimally computed. On the other hand, the number of parallel-connected PV modules (Np)

multiplied by its current is equal to the input current of the inverter. To avoid the inverter damage
created by the overcurrent locations with high solar irradiance, a limited number of PV modules
connected in parallel (Np) should be addressed.

The first part handles PV modules distribution among the inverters and their arrangement within
the PV plant area. The number of series (Ns) and parallel (Np) PV modules are computed in accordance
with the optimum selected inverter by the optimisation process. In this proposed methodology,
the number of PV modules connected in series (Ns) and parallel (Np) were considered as the design
variables, and their optimum values were calculated using the optimisation algorithm. The (Ns)

design variable involves a number of minimum (Ns,min) and maximum (Ns,max) PV modules, and these
limitations can be calculated on the basis of the inverter input voltage range in [11,22], as expressed in
the following equations:

Ns,min =
Vi,min

Vmpp,min
(32)

Ns,min =
Vi,max

Voc,max
(33)

Nsm,2 =
Vi,mpptmax

Vmpp,max
(34)

Ns,max =

{
Nsm,1, Nsm,1 ≤ Nsm,2

Nsm,2, Nsm,2 < Nsm,1
(35)

The maximum number of PV modules connected in parallel (Np) was calculated according to
the selected inverter by using the nominal power (Pi), and the PV module maximum output power
(Pmpp,max) was selected with respect to the optimum number of PV modules connected in series (Ns) [22],
as provided in the following expression:

Np,max =
Pi

NsPmpp,max
(36)

As mentioned in the previous section, the arrangement of PV modules in the PV plant area
requires the use of the length of each row in the PV plant to determine the optimum number of PV
modules installed in each line (Nci) and the total number in each row (Nrowi, pv ). The total number of
PV modules installed in each line (Nci) of rows, which are described as the function ratio between
the length of each row

(
Mrowi

)
and the length of the optimum PV modules

(
Lpv,1

)
, is given in the

following equation:

Nci =
Mrowi

Lpv,1
(37)

The total number of PV modules installed in each row
(
Nrow,pv

)
depends on the number of PV

module lines (Nr), which is a design variable in this methodology, and its optimum value is computed
by the optimisation algorithm.

Nrowi,pv = NrNci (38)

The sum of PV modules in each row of the PV plant results in their total number in the installation
area as expressed in the following equation:

NI =
i∑
1

Nrowi,pv (39)
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The number of series (Np) and parallel (Np) PV modules are the main parameters in the inverter
calculation process. These design variables determine the number of blocks, and xinv represents the
pieces of inverters in blocks, and each piece is composed of Nblock [22], as given in the following equations:

Nblock = NsNp (40)

y = (Ni , Nblock) (41)

xinv =
Ni − y
Nblock

(42)

Finally, the total number of inverters is calculated on the basis of the following expression:

Ni =

⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
xinv,

( y
xinv

)
Ppv,stc ≤ 0.1Pi

xinv + 1,
( y

xinv

)
Ppv,stc > 0.1Pi

(43)

3.3.4. PV Plant Total Energy

The proposed methodology offers many alternatives for PV modules with different specifications.
Additionally, the optimisation algorithm was applied to determine the best candidate for the design of
the PV plant and the optimum configuration of the PV plant as a global solution. However, the PV
module output power depends on the amount of solar radiation, ambient temperature, wind speed,
and electrical characteristics. Moreover, a recent review [71] has covered approximately 70 important
papers on PV cell modelling, and the equations used in this proposed methodology have been applied
in several papers, as shown in this review. The equations have been used in a recent paper [72], and the
obtained results by the proposed procedure are more accurate than the [73] model, which involves the
use of the same equations. Accordingly, these equations are suitable for calculating the performance of
PV modules in our proposed design procedure.

The PV power plant consists of a large number of PV modules. Additionally, the output power is
assumed to be the same for all PV modules in the PV plant, except for the southernmost row, which is
considered never shaded. More importantly, the degradation of PV modules is inevitable regardless of
the size of a PV power plant [74,75]. However, this research considered the PV module output power
derating factor (d f ) due to soiling effect on the PV module surface, which is equal to d f = 0.069, and the
annual reduction coefficient r of PV module [34], which is equal to 0.5%. Finally, PV modules output
power can be calculated using the following expression:

Ppv(t, β) = (1− r)
(
1− d f

)
Pmpp(t, β) (44)

where Pmpp presents the produced power by each PV module in the PV plant.
The produced energy can be affected by the shadow area on PV modules and is related to the

shade impact factor (SIF) [76], and its value is equal to 2 [35]. This parameter can be obtained using the
following equation:

ASi(t) = ξi(t)SIF (45)

where (ξi(t)) presents the ratio of the shadow area.
The total energy of the PV power plant can be calculated according to the optimum inverter

topology selected by the optimisation algorithm. Furthermore, the PV power plant produced energy
and the total cost can be influenced by the selected inverter topology. For string inverter topology,
the following equation is applied to calculate the PV plant output power:

Pplant(t, β) = ntr(1− ηcac)(1− ηcic)Poi(t, β)Ni (46)

where (Poi) is the inverter output power, (Ni) represents the total number of inverters, (ntr) is the
transformer efficiency, (ηcac) presents the AC cable losses and (ηcic) is the interconnection cable losses.
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In the case of central inverter topology, PV plant output power can be obtained using the
following equation:

Pplant(t, β) = (1− ηcdc)nmpptninvntr(1− ηcac)(1− ηcic)

rowi∑
1

Prowi(t, β) (47)

where Prowi(t, β) presents the PV row output power, nmppt, ninv and ntr are the efficiencies of the
PV module, inverter and transformer, respectively, and ηcdc and ηcac, are the DC and AC cable
losses, respectively.

However, in this methodology, the PV plant energy generation was directly injected to the electric
network over its operational lifetime, and it was calculated using Equation (48):

Etot = Pplant(t, β)nsEAF (48)

where EAF is the energy availability factor, and (ns) is the PV plant operational lifetime.

3.3.5. PV Plant Total Cost

The PV power plant consists of two types of costs, as expressed by Equation (49):

Ctot = Cc + CM (49)

The installation cost (Cc) deals with the cost of the device, such as Cpv, Cinv which represents
the unit cost of the PV modules and inverters, respectively. In addition, CB is the PV module
mounting structure cost. Moreover, Ccb, Ctr, Cpd, and Ccm represent the costs of the cable, transformer,
protection devices and monitoring system, respectively. Finally, CL represents the cost of the plant area.
The installation cost is expressed in Equation (50):

Cc = NICpv + NiCinv + CL + CB + Ccb + Ctr + Cpd + Ccm (50)

The operation and maintenance costs of the PV plant during its lifetime depend on the annual
inflation rate (g), the nominal annual interest rate (ir). and the operation and maintenance costs per
watt

(
Mop

)
, as given in the following expression:

CM = NIPpv,stcMop(1 + g)

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
1−

( 1+g
1−ir

)ns

ir + g

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ (51)

4. Hybrid Grey Wolf Optimizer-Sine Cosine Algorithm (HGWOSCA)

SCA and grey wolf optimiser (GWO) are meta-heuristic optimisation algorithms recently
developed by Mirjalili et al. [44,77]. Both SCA and GWO approaches show high performance
compared with other well-known meta-heuristic algorithms [44,77]. The hybrid GWO-SCA technique
was introduced by N. Singh et al. [43] for combining the advantages of both approaches. In the
GWO-SCA hybrid approach, GWO presents the main part, whereas the implementation of SCA assists
in the optimisation of GWO. An improvement in the position, speed, and convergence of the best grey
wolf individual alpha (α) by using the original equation expressed in [77], is achieved by applying the
position updating equations of the SCA approach, as illustrated in [44].

The position of the current space agent is updated on the basis of the following equation:

→
x 2 =

→
x β −

→
a 2 ·(

→
d β),

→
x 3 =

→
x δ −

→
a 3 ·(

→
d δ) (52)

where
→
a is random value in the gap [−2a, 2a].
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The position of
→
Xβ,

→
Xδ. and

→
Xα. is updated using the following equation:

→
x 1 +

→
x 2 +

→
x 3

3
(53)

Details and description of the HGWOSCA approach can be found in reference [43]. Furthermore,
the computational procedure of the HGWOSCA approach is illustrated in Figure 8.

1. Begin of Algorithm 
2. Initialize the grey wolf population xi = 1,2,…..,n 
3. Initialize the parameters A, a and C  
4. Calculate the fitness of each search agent 
5. = the best search agent 
6. the second best search agent 
7.  = the third best search agent 
8. While t < Max_generation 
9. For search space 
10. Update the position of the current space agent in the basis of equation (53) 
11. End 
12. Update the parameters a, A and C 
13. Calculate the fitness of search agent 
14. Update the ,  by equation (52) and  as below 
15. if rand() < 5 
16. then 
17.  
18. else 
19.  
20.  
21. end if 
22. end else 
23. end while 
24. Return  

Figure 8. Pseudo-code of the hybrid grey wolf optimiser-sine cosine algorithm (HGWOSCA).

Although the GWO and SCA are able to expose an efficient accuracy in comparison with other
well-known swarm intelligence optimisation techniques, it is not fitting for highly complex functions
and may still face the difficulty of getting trapped in local optima [43]. Thus, a new hybrid variant
based on GWO and SCA is used to solve recent real-life problems.

5. Results and Discussion

The proposed methodology has been implemented in MATLAB software and applied to the
development of the optimal design of a PV plant connected to the electric grid. Solar irradiance,
ambient temperature, and wind speed data for 1 year from the installation field are required. The effect
of minimum LCOE and maximum annual energy objective functions on the PV plant design was
determined. The HGWOSCA optimisation technique and a single SCA algorithm were applied with
400 search agents and 30 iterations to solve the design problem.

According to the results presented in Table 7, the PV plant optimal design variables depend
on the selected objective function. The minimum LCOE and maximum annual energy result in
two completely different optimal PV plant structures. PV power plant results are presented in
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Table 8. The optimisation process applying HGWOSCA outperforms the single SCA for minimum and
maximum objective functions.

Table 7. Optimal design variables using semi-hourly measurement data.

Design Variables
Minimum Levelised Cost of Energy (LCOE) Maximum Energy

Sine Cosine Algorithm (SCA) HGWOSCA SCA HGWOSCA

Ns 20 18 21 16
Np 70 74 49 62
Nr 5 4 1 1
β 15 15 15 15
Fy 1.925 1.542 0.640 0.643
PVi PV1 PV3 PV3 PV3
INVi INV3 INV3 INV3 INV3
PVorien 1 1 2 2

Table 8. Results of optimal design algorithms using semi-hourly measurement data.

PV Plant Parameters
Minimum LCOE Maximum Energy

SCA HGWOSCA SCA HGWOSCA

LCOE ($/MWh) 29.1829 28.6283 32.0983 32.1174
Yearly total energy (MWh) 731.4199 776.4012 785.8698 786.5035

Total energy (GWh) 18.2855 19.410 19.6467 19.6626
Total cost (M$) 0.5336 0.5557 0.6305 0.6315

Installation Cost (M$) 0.4465 0.4632 0.5368 0.5378
Maintenance cost (M$) 0.0871 0.0925 0.0936 0.0937

Junction Boxes 6 7 18 18
PV modules (NI) 1365 1376 1393 1394

Inverters (Ni) 1 1 2 2
Rows 11 14 36 36

For both objectives using HGWOSCA, the optimisation process has selected mono-crystalline PV
module type 3 (PV3) from the list of candidates. This module uses 295 W, and inverter type 3 (INV3)
was selected from a list of three inverters. This inverter uses 500 kW and presents the central topology
of the PV power plant. With the objective of maximum annual energy, the suggested number of PV
modules is 1394 and 2 inverter to have 786.5035 (MWh). In this case, the LCOE was 32.1174 ($/MWh),
and the PV plant total cost was the highest at 0.6315 (M$). With the objective of minimum LCOE,
the number of PV modules is 1376 and only 1 inverter is required to have 28.6283 ($/MWh) of LCOE.
In this case, the annual energy generation is equal to 786.5035 (MWh), and the total cost was reduced
to 0.5557 (M$) compared with the first case. The use of LCOE’s objective function to optimise the
design of PV plants can reduce the financial risks, as proven in this case study. The total cost of using
minimum LCOE decreased by 12% with a benefit of 71,800 ($) in terms of installation cost, maintenance
and operation costs. Figure 9 illustrates the maintenance and operational costs and the installation cost
throughout the life of the PV plant for minimum LCOE and maximum annual energy generation.

The area occupied by the PV power plant can be calculated based on the summation of the
occupied area by all PV rows, according to the length of each row and the inter-row area of all adjacent
rows. The total available area of the installation field is equal to 3131 m2 and the installed PV modules
occupied 3094 m2 of the installation site, which is nearly the same as the total area of the field. Therefore,
the percentage of the occupied area by PV modules in the two cases presents 99% of the available area.
The arrangement of PV modules in rows within the installation area is illustrated in Figure 10 using
the LCOE objective function. The length of each row changed from one row to another according to
the shape of the PV plant. Furthermore, this configuration has been designed in terms of the shape of
the installation area, reflecting the actual situation. The difference obtained on the energy production
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using LCOE and maximum energy objective functions is due to the configuration and the arrangement
of the PV modules within the available installation area. On the one hand, the optimal design of the
PV plant under the maximum annual energy resulted in the minimum number of lines Nr installed
in each row, which is equal to 1. Additionally, this arrangement allowed the PV modules to capture
more reflected radiation from the ground. Furthermore, at Nr = 1, a small distance between two
adjacent rows in terms of shading effect is required, thereby increasing the total number of rows in
the installation area to Drow = 36 with one PV module line in each row and increasing the reflected
radiation on PV modules. Moreover, the total number of PV modules for maximum energy is equal to
1394 and distributed among two central inverters. However, the number of PV modules for LCOE is
less, leads to 1379 and arranged among only one inverter. PV modules are installed in multiple lines in
case of LCOE objective function. In this configuration, the number of lines Nr for each row is equal to
4 and leads only to 14 rows. Moreover, this configuration decreases the reflected radiation from the
ground to be captured by PV modules and cannot be absorbed by the rest of the lines (Nr > 1). The PV
modules are installed horizontally for minimum LCOE (PVorien = 1) and vertically (PVorien = 2) for
maximum annual energy.

  

Figure 9. Throughout the life of the PV plant optimised by HGWOSCA.

   

 

Figure 10. Rows arrangement for minimum LCOE using HGWOSCA.
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Figure 11 illustrates the monthly energy generation by the PV power plant for the LCOE objective
function. The PV plant energy generation remained high over the year, with an energy average of
65 (MWh) per month. The highest value of the energy generated by the PV power plant is obtained in
March, because this condition is due to the high solar irradiance in this period.

 
Figure 11. PV plant energy generation (MWh).

For comparison, the semi-hourly average time was compared with the hourly average time
meteorological data to examine the step time effect on the PV plant performance. The peaks of the
meteorological data can influence the design solution. Therefore, the usage of annual semi-hourly
average time rather than monthly, daily and hourly is recommended, as semi-hourly data contain
the troughs and peaks of solar irradiation, ambient temperature, and wind speed. According to the
results presented in Tables 9 and 10, the step time data can affect the objective functions. The LCOE for
semi-hourly average time is 28.6283 ($/MWh), and that obtained for hourly average time is higher and
equal to 28.637 ($/MWh). The use of semi-hourly average time meteorological data in designing the PV
plant can increase the financial benefits.

Table 9. Optimal design variables using hourly measurement data.

Design Variables
Minimum LCOE Maximum Energy

SCA HGWOSCA SCA HGWOSCA

Ns 19 18 22 14
Np 70 74 42 47
Nr 5 4 1 1
β 15 15 15 15
Fy 1.925 1.540 0.64 0.64
PVi PV3 PV3 PV3 PV3
INVi INV3 INV3 INV3 INV3
PVorien 1 1 2 2

Table 10. Results of optimal design algorithms using hourly measurement data.

PV Plant Parameters
Minimum LCOE Maximum Energy

SCA HGWOSCA SCA HGWOSCA

LCOE ($/MWh) 28.6622 28.6370 32.0983 32.1552
Yearly total energy (MWh) 770.0032 776.1651 785.6774 786.2915

Total energy (GWh) 19.2501 19.4041 19.6419 19.6573
Total cost (M$) 0.5517 0.5557 0.6305 0.6321

Installation Cost (M$) 0.4600 0.4632 0.5368 0.5384
Maintenance cost (M$) 0.0917 0.0925 0.0936 0.0937

Junction Boxes 6 7 18 18
PV modules (NI) 1365 1376 1393 1394

Inverters (Ni) 1 1 2 2
Rows 11 14 36 36
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In all resulting cases, the proposed HGWOSCA optimisation approach was applied successfully
and showed higher efficiency than that of a single SCA technique, with high performance in determining
the optimal solution and solving the PV plant complex design problem. The convergence optimisation
of annual energy and LCOE is illustrated in Figures 12 and 13.
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Figure 12. Convergence of the optimisation of annual energy using HGWOSCA algorithm for
semi-hourly data.
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Figure 13. The convergence of the optimisation of LCOE using HGWOSCA algorithm for
semi-hourly data.

Effect of PV Module Reduction Coefficient

A sensitivity analysis was applied to evaluate the PV power plant performance. Accordingly, the
variations in the PV module annual reduction coefficient were investigated. The optimisation results
were obtained for different annual reduction coefficient values, from 0.3% to 0.7% per year. The annual
reduction coefficient used in this study was 0.5%, as mentioned in Equation (44).

The optimum results for five different values for the annual reduction coefficient of the PV module
are presented in Figures 14 and 15. According to the results, by increasing the PV module reduction
coefficient, the PV plant energy production is reduced throughout its lifetime period. The LCOE of the
PV plant increases by increasing the PV module reduction coefficient. By contrast, the total cost of the
PV power plant is not affected and has the same value for all reduction coefficient values.
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Figure 14. Total energy for reduction coefficient variations.
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Figure 15. LCOE for reduction coefficient variations.

In economic terms, an improved PV module annual reduction coefficient leads to the recovery of
capital investment of the PV plant within a smaller time period, making the PV plant economically
profitable. Moreover, the sensitivity of the PV power plant improved by the decrement of the PV
module annual reduction coefficient and vice versa.

6. Conclusions

The proposed methodology was executed using semi-hourly time-resolution (i.e., 30 min-average)
values of meteorological input data, including solar irradiance, ambient temperature, and wind
speed. The procedure considers PV modules and inverter specifications, including a list of different
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commercially available PV modules and inverter technologies as candidates. The optimisation process
selects only one PV module and inverter from a list of several alternatives, presenting the optimum
combination. The proposed PV plant area model considers the shape and size of the installation field
to properly arrange all the existing components.

The minimum LCOE and maximum annual energy objective functions were used to design the PV
power plant. On the basis of the optimal results, the total cost of using the minimum LCOE objective
function decreased by 12% with a benefit of 71,800 ($), including installation cost and maintenance and
operation costs compared with the maximum annual energy. In this methodology, the HGWOSCA
optimisation technique and a single SCA algorithm were applied. The optimum design solution shows
that the proposed HGWOSCA is more efficient. Additionally, the PV plant optimal design variables
depend on the selected objective function. The minimum LCOE and maximum annual energy result
in two different optimal PV plant structures. LCOE improved with the use of semi-hourly average
time meteorological data for designing the PV plant and can increase the financial benefits. Moreover,
the sensitivity analysis shows that the PV power plant can be improved by the decrement of the PV
module annual reduction coefficient and makes the PV plant economically more profitable.
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Abstract: The increasing presence of nonprogrammable renewable energy sources (RES) forces
towards the development of new methods for voltage control. In the case of centralized generation,
the hierarchical regulation or secondary voltage regulation (SVR) is guaranteed by coordinated voltage
and reactive power controls in transmission systems. This type of regulation loses effectiveness when
the generation becomes distributed and based on small and medium sized generators. To overcome
this problem, it is important that also distributed generators, typically based on RES, participate
in the voltage regulation. By starting from the methodologies already applied, this work wants
to present a new method for involving distributed generators in SVR. The novelty is given by the
application of an existing methodology to the new configuration of electrical grids characterized by a
relevant distributed generation. The aim is to control the distributed generators (DGs) as coordinated
sources of reactive power for conveniently supporting the voltage regulation. In this paper, a real
large photovoltaic (PV) plant is considered. The power plant is composed of several PV generators
connected through a distribution network. With the algorithm proposed, the set of generators can be
treated as a single traditional power plant that can participate in the hierarchical voltage regulation.
The reactive power of each single generator is coordinated in a way similar to the SVR used in several
national systems.

Keywords: distribution network; hierarchical voltage control; reactive power control; RES; SVR; PV

1. Introduction

As well known in electrical engineering, user appliances work in the best conditions
(i.e., performance, efficiency, and lifetime) when fed at a rated voltage or within a small voltage
deviation from that value [1]. Not only the loads’ section but similar considerations can also be drawn
for production, transmission, and distribution systems (e.g., generators, transformers, lines, reactors,
and shunt capacitors). Indeed, also in these cases, the voltage on components is to be maintained
within a limited range for avoiding various negative effects on the system operation [2,3].

During a standard operative scenario in transmission grids, undesired voltage fluctuations at the
grid nodes are mainly caused by variations in absorbed power, which is variously requested from
the different loads connected to the network [4]. On the other hand, temporary out of service of any
network component (lines, transformers, etc.) are responsible for significant variations in supplied
voltage and even the loads’ disconnection [4]. For the reasons expressed so far, the transmission system
operator (TSO) must guarantee an adequate voltage control service, i.e., a complex of measures for
achieving a suitable voltage control in the different network nodes [4]. Clearly, each TSO operating
on a specific grid can implement a peculiar voltage control service, which is definitely not stiffly
established. Being the high voltage (HV) nodes mainly influenced by the flows of reactive power [4],
the voltage control is typically performed by regulating the reactive power flows by means of
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different reactive power resources. For giving some examples, it possible to mention FACT devices,
synchronous generators, synchronous condenser, transformer tap changers, static VAR compensators,
capacitor banks, and capacitance of lines and cables [5].

During the last decades, several countries have implemented hierarchical voltage control systems,
practically based on the reactive power provided by conventional large power plants [6]. In this regard, a
review of the adopted systems is reported in [5]. As a matter of fact, the standard voltage control systems
have been designed and developed for traditional electric power grids, which are characterized by a
unidirectional energy flow (from large production centers up to the loads). Nowadays, this assumption
is not valid anymore, where the electric power systems are experimenting a great structural change by
moving from the centralized production paradigm to the distributed generation model [7,8]. The latter
is characterized by small–medium size generation centers, typically based on renewable energy sources
(RES), which are conveniently (sometime randomly) distributed throughout the territory. The large
penetration of RES leads relevant consequences on several aspects (power quality, power losses,
and voltage profiles), as discussed in [9–11].

The RES scenario in EU-28 is constantly evolving [12]. Just to give some data [12], at the end
of 2014, the installed RES power has been equal to 369,511 GW, more than a third of total installed
power (37.8%). In detail, RES power plants are capable of contributing to the production of 930 TWh,
another time almost one-third of the total production (29.2%). This data can be summarized not only in
the significant growth rate of RES in the last years but also in the fact that RES growth is the only one
having a positive index among the different resources. There are several technologies that contribute
to renewable generation: among others, hydroelectric, wind, biomass, and photovoltaic [12–14].
Particularly, the last references provide some important reports for the context frame.

Nowadays, the secondary voltage regulation (SVR) for HV networks is based on traditional fossil
power plants and large hydroelectric power plants, while most of the new renewable energy plants
are not taking part in this task [5]. By considering this aspect, the existing voltage control systems
are experiencing a decrease in the control capability, especially when the power of conventional
thermal plants is replaced by the one produced by distributed generators (DGs) [5]. For what concerns
the connection, medium voltage (MV) and low voltage (LV) distribution networks are the standard
end-point for RES power plants, whilst the HV transmission system represents the future connecting
point for high-power renewable sources. In this regard, the Italian case represents an interesting
example, where 6.4% of PV plants are directly connected to the HV grid by the end of 2014 [15].
The Italian case is noteworthy also for the high presence of nonprogrammable RES power plants,
whereas the Italian TSO implements a hierarchical voltage control by adopting the production plants
as actuators [5].

Independently from the voltage level of interconnection, the introduction of RES technology
can determine important consequences on the voltage control [16]. The RES operation outside the
constant unitary power factor is commonly accepted as a standard requirement, independently from
the interconnection at transmission or distribution level [17–20]. Particularly, last references are aimed
at defining regulations and guidelines for network code.

In this regard, the authors have largely studied the contribution of photovoltaic (PV) plants in
supporting the network voltage: in [21], the voltage control functionality is guaranteed by modulating
the reactive power and bounding the injected ramp of active power, while PV power plants are
regulated for behaving as STATCOM devices in [22]. As proposed in [23], PV units can provide reactive
power compensation as ancillary service, whilst the dynamic reactive power compensation can be
obtained by suitably controlling power electronics devices [24]. By regulating active and reactive
power of PV systems, the adaptive droop-based control algorithms are useful to minimize losses and
increase the capacity installation, while avoiding overvoltage [25]. For what concerns the integration of
PV systems into a residential area, the papers [26] and [27] offer some interesting proposals, while the
mix of RES and electrical storage is conversely described in [21,28–30]. Extending the concept of RES
away from the PV power plants, several voltage controls have been proposed in literature [31–35] for
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the wind farms. Particularly, [36] provides important considerations on how to regulate the wind
generators for emulating a hierarchical voltage control. A similar perspective is the one provided by
the so-called virtual power plants (VPP) [37]. In such a case, multiple distributed generation plants are
connected and managed for behaving as a virtual smart network (VSN). For the electrical grid point of
view, the VSN constitutes a single provider of main services (energy and capacity) and auxiliary ones
(regulations, reserves, etc.) [38–41].

The present paper wants to analyze an innovative control strategy to conveniently integrate RES
power plants (i.e., large PV) into the voltage control system of the transmission network. Such a strategy
is based on a hierarchical control architecture, successfully implemented in several countries [6,42–44].
A crucial device for this control system is the reactive power regulator (RPR), which is implemented
in the so-called SART (in Italian language “Sistema Automatico per la Regolazione della Tensione”,
translated as “Automatic Voltage and Reactive Power Regulator”) [45] in the Italian Grid Code. In this
paper, the algorithm adopted by the control system is extended to coordinate the reactive powers of
all generators that participate in the voltage control, despite their size and position in the network
(and therefore applicable also to distribution networks). The final effect is the control of the voltage
of the bus connecting the power plant to the rest of the system, through the reactive power of the
generators. By comparing simulations and data from measurement campaigns on conventional
operating power plants, the paper is initially aimed at validating the proposed methodology. Once the
methodology is proved on standard cases, the control strategy can be proficiently transferred to the PV
test case.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the proposed architecture for the voltage
control, while Section 3 is focused on modeling aspects, particularly on the differences in representing
RES (where large PV power plant is a particular case) and traditional power plants. Then Section 4
discusses the main topic. Once demonstrated, the validity of the proposed methodology by comparing
simulation results and measurements data from traditional power plants, such a methodology will
be proficiently extended to the PV case. Finally, Section 5 provides a discussion about the obtained
results, while Section 6 outlines the conclusions.

2. Hierarchical Voltage Control Architecture

In this paper, the voltage control strategy is based on a hierarchical architecture (Figure 1),
where the main controller has been already proposed and utilized in several countries [46,47].
Therefore, the proposed strategy is based on an already implemented algorithm. Indeed, in the last
30 years this algorithm has proved its simple implementation, while at the same time it is scalable to
transmission networks of different size and topology. For all these reasons, the application of such
an algorithm has been extended to HV networks populated by nonprogrammable energy resources.
The proposed architecture presents an external loop and a cluster of internal controllers, where the
RPR behaves as a central control unit for coordinating the reactive power from each generator. Such a
regulation is therefore adopted to obtain the voltage control on a peculiar pilot bus, named point of
connection (POC). By implementing this control structure, the so-obtained reactive power regulation is
actually similar to what is achieved by the SVR on transmission grids [48].

The control structure is explained in the scheme of Figure 1. Particularly, the network operator
forwards the voltage reference to the control system, while the POC of the RES generation plant is
operating as a pilot bus (as defined in SVR). In traditional fossil fuel power plants, all the generators
are normally connected through a busbar, while in a more general case all generators are connected
through any kind of grid, thus without any topology regularity. In the proposed architecture, the busbar
voltage regulator (BVR) plays a crucial role, being responsible for the pilot bus voltage control (time
constant Tb near ten seconds). Based on a classical PI (proportional-integral) functionality, the BVR
can impose a level of reactive power qliv (between −1 and +1) to be applied by each generator [48]
for getting the requested voltage regulation. For particular cases in which the TSO implements a
remote regional voltage control architecture, the TSO excludes the BVR function by directly sending
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an external qliv reference signal to the reactive power control loop (i.e., switch in Figure 1). In both
cases, the so-obtained qliv signal is the input for the RPR, where the qliv is multiplied by each generator
reactive power limit to define the vector of reactive power references Qre f . The vector components are
then compared to the actual reactive power Q values of each generator, thus determining a vector of
errors ΔQ. The latter is therefore multiplied by the dynamic decoupling (DD) matrix, whose outputs
constitute the inputs for the generator reactive power regulators (GRPRs) [49], thus obtaining the
reactive power control loop (i.e., the time constant TQ is approximately few seconds). The reason for
adopting the DD matrix is demonstrated by observing the MIMO (multiple-input-multiple-output)
characteristic, which is typical of the generator reactive power control loop (i.e., several PI regulators,
one for each generator). Instead, the dynamic decoupling matrix is capable of compensating for
the mutual interactions, thus decoupling the MIMO reactive power control loop and consequently
simplifying the control system design. Thus, the DD application allows the MIMO system to broken
down into n single-input-single-output (SISO) loops, where the n generators are modeled by the same
transfer function [49].

 

Figure 1. Synoptic scheme of secondary voltage control applied to a general case where all generators
are connected by means of a distribution grid with a given topology.

The control signals calculated by GRPRs are the references ΔVre f for each generator, which is
represented as static frequency converter SFC and synchronous generators AVR in Figure 2. For what
regards the control functionality ensured by BVR and RPR blocks, the related regulator parameters are
to be set not only for decoupling internal and external control cycle but also for ensuring a voltage
time response with an equivalent time constant of about 50 s. This value is chosen similar to what is
usually required in conventional HV production power plants [50]. DGs are thus modeled as “voltage
actuators” in terms of a first order mathematical model in d and q-axis coordinates. The time constant
Tv of voltage control loops is fast enough compared to that one of the outer reactive power loop TQ
(i.e., under the second), so ΔVi can be assumed equal to ΔVi_re f . This model can be used for suitably
studying the transient stability of the proposed hierarchical voltage control coupled with a simplified
RES generator model (Figure 2) [51]. In the past, several studies have investigated the possibility
of controlling the reactive power of a voltage source converter (VSC) independently from the active
power. For instance, [52] not only shows the reactive power transient response in the presence of a
changing in reactive power reference but also points out the P and Q injection decoupling. On the
other hand, [53] exhibits a fast response for the reactive power control. This control algorithm can be
applied on generation plants with different production technologies, coordinated by the same TSO.
The application of the same control scheme allows a sort of uniformity in the dynamic responses of
all generators. This control algorithm can be adopted in the case of generation plants with different
production technologies, coordinated by the same TSO. Some examples are shown in [54–56], a cluster
of hydropower plants, wind, and PV farms.
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Figure 2. Distributed Generator model.

3. Power Plants Modeling

By observing Figure 1, the importance of the DD matrix appears undeniable, being capable of
subdividing the initial system into n independent SISO subsystems. In this regard, the calculation of
DD matrix is firstly shown in Section 3.1 for a generic distribution grid connecting all the generators
(suitable for distributed RES production power plants). Then, the matrix is provided in Section 3.2 for
the standard case, where large traditional generators are connected to the HV busbar through their
step-up transformers (i.e., as in traditional large fossil fuel power plants).

3.1. Large RES Production Power Plants

As represented in Figure 3, the large RES production power plants are based on multiple
small–medium generators, usually grouped as a medium voltage (MV) cluster interconnected to the
single HV POC. This topology is common in practice, regardless of RES source (PV, wind, hydro, etc.)
and generators technology (static, synchronous, asynchronous, etc.).

Figure 3. The topology of a renewable energy sources (RES) power plant composed of a medium
voltage (MV) network and a unique point of connection (POC) to the high voltage (HV) network.

By adopting the well-known power flow equations, the MV distribution grid can be described by
Equation (1), when considering active/reactive power for the node k:

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
Pk =

n∑
i=1

Vk·Vi·Yki· cos(θk − θi − γki)

Qk =
n∑

i=1
Vk·Vi·Yki· sin(θk − θi − γki)

(1)
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where Pk and Qk are the active/reactive power at the node k, while Vk and Vi are the RMS voltage,
respectively, at the node k and node i. The magnitude of admittance coefficients in branch ik is
represented by Yki, whereas θk and θi are the voltage phase angle at node k and node i. Finally, γki
is the admittance phase of branch ik, whereas n the total number of nodes constituting the analyzed
grid. By considering the per-unit notation (i.e., rated values are the basis) and linearizing (1) at a given
operating point, the Jacobian matrix is defined as in Equation (2):

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
[Δp]

[Δq]

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

[
dp
dθ

]
|

[
dp
∂v

]
− −[
dq
dθ

]
|

[
dq
dv

]
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
·
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
[Δθ]

[Δv]

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ (2)

By taking into account a behavior around the operating point, the partial derivatives matrices[
dp
dv

]
,
[

dp
dϑ

]
,
[

dq
dv

]
,
[

dq
dϑ

]
are the link between active/reactive power and magnitude/phase angle of voltage

at buses. As a matter of fact, such matrix coefficients embed the information about the characteristic
parameters of the network lines. For the purposes of voltage control, the last equation is to be
particularized as in Equation (3), neglecting the active power variations ([Δp] = 0) and assuming the
only reactive power sources as actuators [57]:

[Δq] =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
[

dq
dv

]
−

[
dq
dθ

]
·
[

dp
dθ

]−1

·
[

dp
dv

]⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦[Δv] (3)

By setting a system-operating point, the power flow problem is solved, thus deducing the following
equations for the linearized system:

[Δq] = [A]·[Δv] (4)

where [Δq] and [Δv] are the vectors (n,1) of reactive power/voltage variations, whilst the (n,n) matrix [A]

models the electric coupling between reactive powers and voltage magnitudes. Hence, the generators
are electrically coupled according to the coefficients (5):

[
dq
dv

]
−

[
dq
dθ

]
·
[

dp
dθ

]−1

·
[

dp
dv

]
(5)

In other words, a voltage variation at every network node causes a reactive power variation in all
the n nodes, according to the matrix [A] coefficients, as expressed in Equation (6):

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
Δq1

Δqi
Δqn

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

a11 a1i a1n
ai1 aii ain
an1 ani ann

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦·
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

Δv1

Δvi
Δvn

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ (6)

It is remarkable to notice that [A] is considered full rank in the most practical applications, while the
discussion of idiosyncratic cases (i.e., [A] singular) is beyond the study aims. Finally, Equation (7) is
capable of modeling the voltage at the POC, where [S] is the vector (1,n) of the sensitivity coefficients
dv/dq for combining the POC to the network nodes:

Δvb = [S]·[Δq] =
n∑

i=1

si ∗ Δqi (7)

Depending on the relative coefficients dv/dq, the reactive power variation achieved at different grid
nodes thus produces at the POC the voltage variation as in Equation (7). The matrix [A] (n,n) and the
vector [S] (1,n) can also be determined by a numerical sensitivity analysis. Indeed, once all the network
parameters are established and the reactive power of each DG plant is increased, the consequent voltage
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variation can be calculated as already discussed in [58]. On the other hand, by starting from the inverse
of the electric coupling matrix, the dynamic decoupling matrix is found as in Equation (8). Such a
matrix is then composed by the coefficients dv/dq; thus its definition is then given by Equation (9):

[DD] = [A]−1 (8)

[Δv] = [DD]·[Δq] (9)

To finally calculate the constants values for the two PI controls, a traditional synthesis is sufficient,
once the cascade system is determined. By observing Figure 1, the latter is constituted by the capability
matrix, the decoupling matrix, the reactive power regulators, and finally the AVRs or SFCs.

3.2. Traditional Power Plants

The grid topology for a traditional power plant based on fossil fuel is offered in Figure 4,
while Figure 5 shows the equivalent electrical model. By comparing the two topologies (i.e., Figure 3
RES versus Figure 4 traditional), the main difference is made manifest: the MV distribution grid
in the RES power plant case. In the traditional power plant case, each generator is connected to
the main busbar by the only generator transformer, which is characterized by a reactance xti [49].
This assumption is true even in the case of a generator directly connected to the main busbar, where the
compound action provides xti, i.e., the equivalent reactance introduced by the control. Therefore, it is
possible to categorize the traditional power plant as a subcase of the RES power plant case, where the
internal distribution network is merely given by the reactance of generator transformers xti. In such a
way, the electrical coupling of generators is only determined by the reactance of generator transformers
xti and the equivalent reactance of upstream network xcc, as clarified in [49]. In this perspective,
the network topology represented in Figure 3 and its mathematical model constitutes the general case,
albeit it is introduced for the RES case. As a matter of fact, this representation can describe a production
power plant either based on RES or on traditional fossil sources. Therefore, the application of control
strategy on traditional power plant is also a particular case of the RES production power plant.

Figure 4. The typical topology of a traditional power plant: several generators parallel-connected to
a busbar.
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Figure 5. Equivalent electrical model.

For the traditional power plant case, the model can be attained by considering Figure 5. In such a
case, the relation between generator voltage variations and reactive power variations is expressed with
the algebraic relations (10): ⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

Δv1 = xt1·Δq1 + xcc·
n∑

i=1
Δqi

...

Δvi = xti·Δqi + xcc·
n∑

i=1
Δqi

...

Δvn = xtn·Δqn + xcc·
n∑

i=1
Δqi

(10)

where the quantities are expressed in the per unit notation. Particularly, xti is the reactance of the i-th
generator transformer, while xcc is the equivalent reactance of the upstream network. The symbol vi
represents the voltage at the terminals of i-th generator and qi the reactive power of the i-th generator.
Finally, vb is the voltage at POC to the transmission network. By expressing Equation (10) in matrix
form, the important Equation (11) is determined. For a traditional electric plant, an additional important
result is provided in Equation (12), where the elements of the dynamic decoupling matrix are clearly
defined by the reactance xti and xcc [49].

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣

Δv1
...

Δvi
...

Δvn

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
=

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

xt1 + xcc xcc xcc
...

xcc xti + xcc xcc
...

xcc xcc xtn + xcc

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣

Δq1
...

Δqi
...

Δqn

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
(11)

DDi, j =

{
xcc if i � j

xti + xcc if i = j
(12)

4. Case Studies

Currently, the proposed algorithm results are already implemented in Italian transmission systems
(involving coal-fired and combined cycle gas power stations rated above 100 MVA) to achieve a
coordinated production of reactive power [48]. In this section, the experimental data collected from
the field for some traditional power plants equipped with a SART apparatus and the simulations
for a large PV power plant are reported and compared. Three different power plant configurations
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are considered. In each of them, tests have been conducted applying at time t = 35 s a step in the
qliv signal. Simulations have been carried out adopting the proposed control system, according to
the mathematical model presented in the third chapter. The mathematical model of the control has
been implemented in DOME (a Python based simulation tool) [59], together with the models of the
networks for the three cases. Three additional files (Case A, Case B and Case C) are made available as
supplementary materials. Datasets and experimental details are in these files.

4.1. Case A) 940 MVA Combined-Cycle Power Plant

The combined-cycle power plant is composed of two identical groups, where each one has a
synchro generator-gas turbine (300 MVA) and a synchro generator-steam turbine (170 MVA).

The considered power plant is connected to the Italian 400 kV transmission grid, whilst its topology
is depicted in Figure 6. The effectiveness of the control (essentially a PI) is checked by analyzing
the step response on the controlled variable reference (the reactive power level, qliv). The obtained
results are reported in Figures 7–12. Particularly, the correspondence between the simulated trends
and the trends measured in the real plants can validate the proposed mathematical model. Such a
correspondence between simulation and experimental data accredits the suitability of the adopted
mathematical model.

By observing the last figures, it is possible to see the different level of reactive power reached by
the groups two and four; this aspect obviously depends on the different size of groups two and four
(170 MVA) in respect of the two twin gas generators of 300 MVA. Particularly, the SART system reactive
requests are proportional to the reactive power capability of each generator. Each group changes its
generated reactive power according to its capability curve and its generated active power (not shown).
In the simulation, a little difference has been considered in the capability of groups one and three,
while all active powers are kept constant during the simulations.

Figure 6. The topology of plant A.
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Figure 7. Generators reactive powers response (in p.u.) to a step in the reactive power level reference
(experimental data).

Figure 8. Generators reactive powers response (in p.u.) to a step in the reactive power level reference
(simulated data).
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Figure 9. Voltage profile (in p.u.) at the different nodes of generation (experimental data).

Figure 10. Voltage profile (in p.u.) at the different nodes of generation (simulated data).
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Figure 11. Voltage profile (in p.u.) at the POC (experimental data).

Figure 12. Voltage profile (in p.u.) at the POC (simulated data).

4.2. Case B) Synchronous Condenser of 160 MVA

This case considers a synchronous condenser rated 160 MVA, whose aim is mainly the reactive
power production to compensate for voltage perturbations in the transmission network. The plant
topology is depicted in Figure 13.

Figure 13. The topology of plant B.
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The obtained results are reported in the Figures 14–17. In this case, the mathematical model is
very simple. Experimental data and simulations are shown both for voltages and reactive powers.
The correspondence between experimental data and simulations is shown as a proof of the correctness
of the proposed mathematical model.

Figure 14. Reactive power profile (in p.u.) of a generator (experimental data).

Figure 15. Reactive power profile (in p.u.) of a generator (simulated data).
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Figure 16. Voltage profile (in p.u.) at the POC (experimental data).

Figure 17. Voltage profile (in p.u.) at the POC (simulated data).

4.3. Case C) PV Power Plant of 46.8 MWp

The considered RES power plant [56] is a large PV plant with a peak power of 46.8 MWp.
Particularly, the plant is composed of 82 photovoltaic subfields, each one rated about 0.57 MWp.
Every subfield has its own inverter with a rated power of 0.5 MVA, connected to the 20 kV-internal
distribution network by a transformer. The topology of the considered network is depicted in Figure 18,
whereas all components are interfaced by using two different types of cables (in Figure 18 the two
different types are drawn with different style according to Table 1). The lengths of all cables are in the
order of hundreds of meters. All lengths have been taken into account in the mathematical model.
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Figure 18. The topology of photovoltaic (PV) power plant, plant C.

Table 1. Cable types.

Line Type Graphic Symbol
R X C

(Ω/km) (Ω/km) (μF/km)

RG7H1R 3 × 1 × 240 mm2 0.0754 0.12 0.25

RG7H1R 3 × 1 × 120 mm2 0.153 0.11 0.32

A single 132/20 kV transformer is used to step-up the voltage to the final HV bus, thus the single
POC to the HV network. From the transmission grid point of view, the POC is seen as a unique
generator similar to a traditional power plant. This PV power plant is traditionally operated at unity
power factor, which is no longer considered satisfactory by the TSO. The presence of several generators
based on inverters suggests the possibility of using their reactive capability for supporting the HV
network voltage control through the proposed control. Additionally, in this PV power plant, a step in
the reactive power level is applied as in the previous cases, while only simulation results are shown.
In this regard, Figure 19 reports the p.u. reactive power (i.e., rated power as basis) of 6 representative
PV inverters, where in total they amount to 82 unities. Each generator injects an amount of reactive
power according to its rated power and its residual capability; therefore, the differences are almost
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negligible. By considering only one size for the inverters, the results are coherent. The voltage outputs
of the considered inverters are shown in Figure 20, while the voltage profile at the POC is highlighted
in Figure 21. The time responses show stable behaviors, whilst the dynamics result in accordance to
the expected time constants. Finally, it possible to highlight the absence of cross dynamics disturbances
between the different PV subfields.

 

Figure 19. Reactive power profile (in p.u.) of six representative PV inverters (simulated data).

 

Figure 20. Voltage profile (in p.u.) at the six representative PV inverters output (simulated data).
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Figure 21. Voltage profile (in p.u.) at the POC (simulated data).

5. Results and Discussion

By focusing on Case A and Case B, the good correspondence between simulated results and
experimental data validates the mathematical models, then the way for representing power distribution
grid and control architecture in DOME platform. This verified methodology can be then applied
to the RES power plant (i.e., Case C), where the results are indeed consequent and thus capable of
well-representing the dynamics of this kind of controlled power plant. It is interesting to highlight that
both simulations and experimental data show a first-order behavior in presence of a reactive power
reference step. On the other hand, the controlled voltage can reach the no-error steady-state condition
without oscillations. In such a way, the group of generators (whether in parallel configuration or
in star configuration) behaves as a single generator in a primary voltage regulation or as a group
when coordinated by means of a secondary voltage regulation. Furthermore, Case C actually shows
a behavior similar of what is observable in the presence of a standard power plant operating for a
secondary voltage regulation. The latter is an important aspect in which the authors are interested in
drawing attention. Finally, the proposed control methodology is not only applicable to the example of
this paper but also it can be used when small–medium generators are interconnected to whichever
distribution grid’s topology.

6. Conclusions

The proposed work has presented a coordinated voltage and reactive power control architecture.
The control algorithm has been originated from well-known techniques, already widely used in the
transmission network of many national systems for conventional power plants. The novelty is the
capability of the algorithm in being adaptable to different technology, size, and topology of generating
plants connected to the HV network. A mathematical model of the control system has been discussed
and then implemented in DOME (a python-based simulation tool). Firstly, this implementation
has been used to simulate the dynamical behavior of traditional power plants, and experimental
data have been compared to validate the control system model. Thus, the validated control system
model has been applied to a large PV power plant, where numerical simulations have verified the
behavior. The performed simulations have demonstrated how a large controlled PV field exhibits an
asymptotically stable behavior, in terms of voltage and reactive power. Moreover, the PV dynamics
(i.e., time constants) are fully comparable to the ones of large traditional power plants, which are
involved in coordinated voltage and reactive power controls in HV networks. Therefore, the reactive
capability of PV power plants and large power stations can be synergistically exploited, while keeping
a uniform dynamic performance.
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The proposed control scheme is finally characterized by several advantages: it is capable of
ensuring a fast response, while performing a perfect tracking of both the HV bus voltage and RES
reactive powers. In addition, there is no steady-state error and the system dynamics does not highlight
oscillations. Each generator participates in the control by sharing its reactive power (in absorption
or injection), where the provided quota is proportional to its capability at the point of operation.
An important note to be highlighted regards the communication data. The proposed control strategy is
based on the communication of a single control signal (i.e., the reactive power level) to all the generators
involved, thus making its implementation rather simple. The transmitted qliv value is coherent to the
reactive power level’s control signal that is already in use in the coordinated voltage and reactive power
control of transmission networks. This makes the proposed control architecture fully compatible with
existing ones. As a further development, authors are investigating how this control architecture can be
scaled and integrated into distribution networks. In a glance, the proposed control is characterized by
the two important pros: a) only one signal is requested for regulating multiple-generators and b) it
is strictly alike to the secondary control already used in transmission system, thus consequently it is
compatible. The proposed solution is feasible when promoting the integration of large PV systems in
the HV networks’ control strategies (i.e., voltage and reactive power).

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at http://www.mdpi.com/1996-1073/13/10/2441/s1,
File S1: Case A.dm, File S2: Case B.dm, File S3: Case C.dm. Three additional files (Case A, Case B and Case C)
are made available during the submission process. Full datasets and full experimental details are provided in
these three files. The three files are the inputs for performing simulations then reproducing the results in DOME,
the Python based simulation tool used in this paper.
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Abbreviations

AVR Automatic Voltage Regulator
BVR Busbar Voltage Regulator
DD Dynamic Decoupling
DGs Distributed Generators
GRPRs Generator Reactive Power Regulators
HV High Voltage
LV Low Voltage
MIMO Multiple-Input-Multiple-Output
MV Medium Voltage
PI Proportional-Integral
POC Point Of Connection
PV Photovoltaic
RES Renewable Energy Sources
RPR Reactive Power Regulator
SFC Static Frequency Converter
SISO Single-Input-Single-Output
STATCOM Static Synchronous Compensator
SVR Secondary Voltage Regulation
TSO Transmission System Operator
VPP Virtual Power Plants
VSC Voltage Source Converter
VSN Virtual Smart Network
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Abstract: Solar plants suffer of partial shading and mismatch problems. Without considering the
generation of hot spots and the resulting security issues, a monitoring system for the health of a PV
plant should be useful to drive a dynamic reconfiguration system (DRS) to solve bottlenecks due to
different panels’ shading. Over the years different DRS architectures have been proposed, but no
suggestions about costs and benefits have been provided. Starting from technical subjects such as
differences of the topologies driving the hardware complexity and number of components, this paper
identifies the cost of DRS and its lifetime, and based on these issues it provides an economic analysis
for a 6 kWp PV plant in different European Union countries, in which the dissimilar incentive policies
have been considered.

Keywords: energy policies related to PV power plants; economic analyses; monitoring and case studies

1. Introduction

The trend of the last decade to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and decarbonize the energy
sources is mainly due to the increase of the temperature of the planet, has driven the development and
improvement of technologies for renewable energy sources. As well known, solar energy is the most
available renewable energy source in the world with respect to the other sources and an interesting
topic of research is the evaluation of its economic convenience. For this reason, in many studies
reported in literature, the economic convenience of grid-connected PV systems has been evaluated
with respect to other technologies. The traditional approach is based on the use of the “levelized cost”
method that represents the per unit value of total costs (i.e., capital, operation and maintenance, fuel)
over the economic life of the power plant [1,2]. The notion of economic convenience of PV plants
emerged from these studies.

In the European Union (EU), the number of the PV plants is increasing significantly thanks to
the policies of the different countries that have led to economic benefits for private citizens and in
particular for small size PV plants called “residential plants” (from 1 kWp to 10 kWp) through diverse
incentive systems. The international policies to encourage the installation of the PV plants usually
consist of an incentive for the total “green energy” produced and in an incentive for the energy injected
into the grid only for the grid-connected plants.

As well known, a typical issue of PV plants is the power loss due to the differences of irradiation
(partial shading or wrong design) among the cells of the same module or among different modules of
an array. This phenomenon, known as mismatch, can generate a considerable power loss of the total
system with a consequent economic loss. In [3] an interesting estimation of PV mismatch losses caused
by moving clouds is reported. Moreover, this phenomenon can be caused from a fixed obstacle that
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may have appeared years after the installation of the PV plant. The presence of a fixed obstacle after
the installation is a frequent case in residential PV plants.

In order to limit the mismatch phenomenon, monitoring systems are extensively used in renewable
energy applications to track the performance of the generation plant. A monitoring system for PV
arrays is usually needed to collect power production and performance data as well as weather condition
information and relate them [4–6]. These systems allow detecting fault conditions, but they are not
effective for estimating the power reduction of a PV plant.

The issue of the different irradiation levels among the cells of a module has been studied in [7],
where an investigation on partially shaded modules with different PV cell connections was reported.
The authors compared five different connection configurations in order to find the best solution to
increase the maximum power production and the fill factor of a module. The same problem has been
studied in [8] and [9].

The different irradiance causes also problems in maximum power point tracking (MPPT) algorithms
because the P-V curves of the PV module exhibit multiple maximum power points due to the bypass
diodes, which are used to exclude the module of an array. In [10], the authors classified MPPT
techniques for different PV array configurations. Obviously, each method presents advantages and
drawbacks. Again, an interesting MPPT strategy for PV arrays under uniform and non-uniform
irradiance condition is described in [11].

A recent solution proposed in the literature to reduce the power losses is the use of a dynamic
reconfiguration system (DRS). The DRS allows one to change the configuration of the PV plant in order to
increase the power production. Different solutions have been recently proposed in literature to optimize
the power output adopting dynamic reconfiguration systems for PV module interconnection [12–19].

An interesting topic about DRS concerns the economic benefits introduced by the use of these
systems. In [20] a technical-economical evaluation on the use of a DRS in some EU countries for PV
plants is reported. In particular, by considering the incentive policies and others technical aspects of a
3 kW PV plant the NPV have been evaluated for each country taken into account. Nevertheless, in
this study the technical aspects and different configurations of the DRS were not considered. For this
reason, it is necessary to extend the economic analysis by introducing the real technical considerations
of the DRS for different configurations reported in literature.

The aim of this paper is to evaluate the economic benefits accrued by using a DRS in a residential
PV plant. First, an economic analysis of different DRSs according to the costs of the components and to
the adopted topological schemes, is carried out; to the authors’ knowledge, this issue has never been
addressed in the technical literature. Architectures involve switching matrix, sensing network and
driving circuit, the choice of switches affects the electro-technical and, electrical endurance. As will be
shown in the following sections, the choice of a more flexible DRS comprises higher initial cost due to
the number of switches required by the adopted architecture, but at the same time a less exploitation
and therefore a longer useful life.

In particular, the study takes into account different technical and economic aspects of a PV plant
in order to present a complete economic analysis. In other words, the study is focused on the use
of different DRS configurations reported in literature, in some EU countries in order to evaluate the
performances of the investment. The economic tools are the net present value (NPV) and payback time.

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides a brief description of the DRS topology
taken into account in this work and technical considerations to estimate the costs and lifetime of
DRS. Section 3 describes the experimental set-up to perform the evaluation of performance of DRSs.
In Section 4 the economic data are reported and in Section 5 the economic results are presented. Finally,
Section 6 concludes the paper.

2. Dynamic Reconfiguration Systems

A DRS allows changing the connections among PV modules in order to increase the total power
production from a PV plant under poor irradiance conditions or other situations, that determine the
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degradation of the performance. In this way, the hardware complexity of the DRS depends on the
possible connections among the modules. Generally, in a reconfiguration algorithm each panel is a
considered a node of the dynamic array; the number of the nodes is identified as m while n switches
perform the dynamic connections among the panels. A plant with a high number of panels requires a
DRS with a high number of switches in order to connect all the nodes. Thus, a topology with more
switches guarantees a high number of possible configurations for connection of the panels. In this
section, a brief state of art of the dynamic reconfiguration systems (DRS) and a technical-economic
analysis of the four cases studied, are reported.

2.1. Case Studies

In order to carried out a complete technical-economic analysis, four DRS cases have been
investigated. The same cases have been studied in [21], but without considering the implications in
terms of cost and lifetime of the DRS. The first case under test has been presented in [22]. The authors
proposed an optimised switch set (SWS) topology for reconfiguration of PV panels based on a particle
swarm optimization (PSO) algorithm. Figure 1 shows the optimised topology structure suggested by
the authors, in which there are four lines and ten switches.

Figure 1. Optimised topology structure proposed in [22], IET: 2018.

From Figure 1, it is possible to observe that the number of switches n for each node m, is equal to:

ncase1 = m·10 (1)

An interesting low-cost method has been presented in [23]. This method does not require any
additional MPPT controllers or sensors and it is based on the use of fuzzy logic (FL) which is used to
identify shaded, dirty or faulty panels, to estimate the percentage of shading or dust and to evaluate
the minimum and maximum voltage values at which PV panels should be connected/disconnected.
The validity of this system has been demonstrated through experimental tests. Figure 2 shows the
connection of the system with four panels described in case 2.

Figure 2. Topology structures obtained with the method proposed in [23], Elsevier: 2015.
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The number of switches required for the case 2 can be evaluated as:

ncase2 = m + 6 (2)

In [24] a photovoltaic array switching algorithm is presented. This algorithm, in order to find the
best configuration of a PV array, is based on the use of only two parameters: the array load voltage
and the PV module’s temperature. The study has been focused on the evaluation of the performance
of four PV modules, as shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Topology structures obtained with the algorithm proposed in [24], reproduced from the
proceedings of the TENCON 2009, IEEE: 2009.

The number of switches necessary in case 3 is equal to:

ncase3 = 3× (m− 1) (3)

The last case taken into account in this work is presented in [25]. Case 4 is a system configuration
approach using an adaptive architecture based on a switching matrix. The adaptive strategy is based
on the fact that the switching matrix allows one to rearrange the active PV modules in series into
multiple strings to meet the required voltage level. Figure 4 shows the proposed switching matrix of
case 4.

Also, in this case, the number of switches of the matrix depends by the number of modules in the
PV array. The number of switches can be expressed as:

ncase4 = 4× (m) + 2× (dc) + 2× (inv) (4)

where the terms 2dc and 2inv represent the switches to connect the PV array with the inverter and the
direct current converter. In the next section, the cost estimation analysis is reported.
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Figure 4. Switching matrix proposed in [25], reproduced from the proceedings of the IECON 2010,
IEEE: 2010.

2.2. Costs Estimation of DRS

The cost of each reconfigurator system has been evaluated on the basis of the direct proportionality
between the number of switches composing the system and the cost of the technology needed to
produce it.

For each of the four considered reconfiguration cases, a cost estimation of the reconfiguration
system has been carried out according to the following procedure: for each case, the required amount
of components has been evaluated; after that, for each type of electrical component, a specific item
which is available on the market has been chosen, compliant with the technical requirements of the
system; finally, for each of the selected components, a price is given, as provided by a major distributor
of electronics [26].

Generally, the hardware of a dynamic reconfigurator basically consists of three different parts:
the switching matrix, the sensing network and the driving circuit. The switching matrix includes
all the switches that are used in the reconfiguration system. Taking into account the solutions
available in the market, each switch is generally assembled through two parallel-connected devices:
an electromechanical relay and a semiconductor device, e.g., a MOSFET [27,28]. A state-solid relay is a
valid alternative as well, but it turns out to be more expensive. Whenever the switch has to be put
in the off state, the semiconductor switch is closed as first, so that the electromechanical switch can
be switched off at a low voltage. When the switch is on, the electromechanical relay guarantees the
conduction losses minimization. In this way, the current breaking capability of the electromechanical
switch is fully employed, since it is better to be opened at a quite low voltage. The number of
parallel-connected MOSFETs arises from the type of electromechanical switches: one MOSFET has
to be connected to one single pole single throw (SPST), whereas two MOSFETs have to be connected
to one single pole double throw (SPDT). In Table 1 the chosen electromechanical relays are reported
along with their respective prices [26,29,30].

Table 1. Electromechanical relays types.

Component Switch

Type SPDT SPST
Brand Finder Hongfa Europe GMbH

Price (€) 5.22 2.6
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In Table 2 the selected MOSFETs and drivers and respective prices are reported as well [26,31,32].

Table 2. MOSFET and driver taken into account.

Component MOSFET Driver

Type n-ch. Isolated
Brand IPB08CN10N MAX845

Price (€) 1.273 3.2

As far as the sensing network, three types of measurements are generally needed: voltage,
current and temperature. In all four cases provided in this paper no irradiance sensor is required.
The electronics involved in the voltage sensing circuit are normally very cheap, therefore voltage
sensors are not considered in the hardware balance for the sake of simplicity. The selected sensors of
temperature and current and their price are reported in Table 3. Note that for the current measurement,
the selected sensors are compliant with a 6A rated current [26,33,34].

Table 3. Selected sensors for current and temperature.

Component Sensors

Type Temperature Current
Brand LM35 LEM

Price (€) 1.393 12.11

Table 4 provides the details concerning the number of the different components which should be
used in the four considered reconfiguration cases: PV modules (Np), SPST and SPDT switches (NSPST

and NSPDT), MOSFETs, drivers and sensors. The total price has been calculated according to the cost
tables previously reported.

Table 4. Components considered for each case.

Cost of Components Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 Case 4

Np 20 20 20 20
NSPST 200 26 57 44
NSPDT 0 0 0 40

MOSFET 200 26 57 124
Drivers 200 26 57 124

Current sensors 20 0 0 20
Temperature sensors 0 0 20 20

Total price (€) 1 657 184 431 1 148

Note: Each driver is supposed to drive one MOSFET.

2.3. Lifetime Estimation of DRS

The lifetime of each reconfiguration solution has a significant contribution to the overall economical
impact, even though in the scientific literature this aspect is generally neglected [35] Regarding this, the
most important issue to be addressed is the lifetime of the relays, due to their mechanical characteristics.
Both the electrical and the mechanical endurance are reported in the technical datasheets. Indeed,
both the electrical and the mechanical behaviour of the relay are affected by the switching operations.
More in detail, the electrical endurance, given by the maximum number of cycles recommended to not
affect the electrical behaviour of the relay, is usually much shorter than the maximum number of cycles
recommended not to affect the mechanical behaviour. Therefore, being first in the time course, only the
electrical endurance has been considered in the overall lifetime estimation.
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As reported in the technical datasheets, the maximum number of cycles for the selected SPST
switches is 105, whereas for the selected SPDT switches this value is 60 × 103 [29,30]. In order to
evaluate the actual number of switching operations for each reconfiguration case, the specific algorithm
as well as the irradiance conditions should be exactly known. Nevertheless, being these data due
to the designer in the first case and unpredictable in the second, a simple approach has been here
adopted. Considering NSPST and NSPDT the number of SPST and of SPDT respectively, the probability
of a switching operation for each of them has been considered to be 1/NSPST and 1/NSPDT. These are
meant to be the probability values whenever the algorithm and the irradiance condition lead to a
reconfiguration operation. As far as the hours of sunlight and the frequency of reconfiguration are
concerned, two “worst case” values have been considered: 16 h of sunlight and 1 reconfiguration every
minute. Even though these values are generally peak values across the whole day, these are meant to
be the average values, so that a “worst case” situation is taken into account. In Table 5, the number of
considered sunlight hours, the number of considered reconfiguration operations per minute and the
electrical endurance of SPST and SPDT are given, referenced as ESPST and ESPDT, respectively.

Table 5. Main characteristics of the proposed study case of reconfiguration.

Sunlight hours 16

Reconfigurations Per Minute 1
ESPST 105

ESPDT 60 × 103

According to the 16 light hours and one reconfiguration per minute, 350,400 operations are
calculated per year, so that the corresponding number of reconfiguration per switch is calculated,
according to (5):

Ryrsw,SPST = Ryr · (1/NSPST)Ryrsw,SPDT = Ryr · (1/NSPDT)Nyr,SPST = ESPST/Ryrsw,SPSTNyr,SPDT = ESPDT/Ryrsw,SPDT (5)

where: Ryr is the number of reconfigurations per year; Ryrsw,SPST and Ryrsw,SPDT are the number of
reconfigurations per year per switch for SPST and SPDT respectively; Nyr,SPST and Nyr,SPDT express, in
terms of number of years, the endurance of SPTS and SPDT switches respectively.

Table 6 reports the data referring to both types of switches and to the four considered cases
of reconfiguration, obtained from (5). Note that the number of total reconfigurations Ryr has been
considered the same for all the cases.

Table 6. Estimated number of reconfigurations per year and endurability of the switches in the four
cases, for the “worst case” condition.

Number of
Reconfigurations

Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 Case 4

1/NSPST 0.005 0.038 0.018 0.023
1/NSPDT 0.025

Ryr 350,400 350,400 350,400 350,400
Ryrsw,SPST 1752 13,477 6147 7964
Ryrsw,SPDT 8760
Nyr,SPST 57 7 16 13
Nyr,SPDT 7

According to that, the total cost evaluation, including the overall system, is considered and
reported in Table 7 for different cases of years to come before the switches are changed.
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Table 7. Cost evaluation according to the estimated endurability, as reported in Table 6 in the four
cases, for the “worst case” condition.

After n Years
Switches Cost Evaluation

Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 Case 4

n = 10 0 67.6 0 208.8
n = 20 0 135.2 148.2 532
n = 30 0 270.4 148.2 1064

After n Years
Total Cost Evaluation

Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 Case 4

n = 10 1 657 € 251 € 431 € 1 357 €
n = 20 1 657 € 319 € 579 € 1 680 €
n = 30 1 657 € 454 € 579 € 2 212 €

The economical contributions concerning the switches and the overall system, as reported in
Table 7, arise from the data reported in Tables 1 and 2, respectively. Note that the configurations
with the lowest number of switches are less convenient if only the price of the switches is considered,
supposing that in the same number of years they require to be changed a higher number of times.
On the contrary, if the total cost of the reconfigurator is considered, the cases with the lowest number of
switches are the most convenient. Indeed, the initial price in terms of sensors, drivers and MOSFETs is
generally higher if the number of mechanical switches is higher, due to the higher hardware complexity.
Note as well as that if a low number of switches is associated to a more complex algorithm, so that the
reconfiguration frequency is higher, the frequency of maintenance increases. As an example, Table 8
refers to two reconfigurations per minute in case 2, whereas the number of reconfigurations per minute
in the other cases is kept at 1.

Table 8. Cost evaluation if in case 2 (case of minimum number of switches) the number of
reconfigurations per minute is 2 instead of 1.

Total Cost for Years Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 Case 4

Reconfigurations per minute 1 2 1 1
after n years Total cost evaluation

n = 10 1 657 € 319 € 431 € 1 357 €
n = 20 1 657 € 522 € 579 € 1 680 €
n = 30 1 657 € 725 € 579 € 2 212 €

One can see that in this case the most convenient solution, after 30 years, is the one corresponding to
the case 3. Although the obtained economical results of this comparison among different reconfiguration
cases shall not be critically considered, what is significant in this paragraph is the proposed approach
for an economical estimation of the system lifetime.

3. Experimental Set-Up

Figure 5 sketches a realistic situation in which, during the day, a shadow overlays different panels.
As a consequence, the shadowed panels disturb those connected in parallel: a decrease in voltage of
shadowed panel involves a decrease of not shadowed ones and a rise of current for the power balance.
This rise of current is not constantly probable: if the not shadowed panels are in the area of maximum
power point, any decrease of voltage decreases the power.
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Figure 5. Probable shadow projections in the studied situation.

Figure 6 shows the effect of a shadow due to the presence of a pole by considering a PV DRS
scheme. The hypothesis is that each panel has three lines of cells and is connected to the DRS. DRS is
connected to a two channels inverter.

Figure 6. DRS in a PV plant.

Reconfiguration performances were tested with a prototype DRS developed at the University of
Palermo and working on a twelve panels system. DRS acquires the state of every panel with a sensing
system (voltage, current and temperature).

Figure 7 shows the experimental DRS system. Twelve panels (PMMP 215 W, VMPP 28.27 V, IMPP
7.59 A, Voc 36.37, Isc 8.21 A, Conergy, (Hamburg, Germany) have been connected individually to
the DRS. Panels located at latitude: 38◦ 5.9’; longitude: 13◦ 20.6’, measurement carried out in the
morning of 27 April 2016, from 10:00 to 13:00, with incident radiation between 1.0 and 1.1 kW /m2 and
temperature between 20–25 ◦C.

Without shadows, each panel works in the same point: the DRS generates basic topology, in this
case, two parallel identical strings of six modules in series. To perform the behavior of the DRS,
different resistive loads have been considered and Table 9 lists the different working conditions.

In order to test the DRS, an artificial shadow has been created. Figure 8 displays three shadow
cases for a panel connected in series with five others. The artificial shadow cuts one, two or three lines
of modules, dropping the performance of the panel and of the string. Each stoppage of line requires
the action of the bypass diode, and a successive voltage decrease of the panel. The shadowed panel
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has labelled with the number 6, so V1–V5 are the voltages of normally irradiated panels and V6 is the
shadowed one; DRS evaluates the power of each panel and connects the panels into the string.

 
Figure 7. Experimental system with panels individually connected to DRS.

Table 9. Electrical characteristics in different load conditions evaluated by reconfigurator for each panel.

Electrical
Characteristics

Load A Load B Load C Load D Load E

Voltage (V) 31.3 28.9 26.1 23.1 16.8
Current (A) 1.9 4.0 6.0 7.0 7.4
Power (W) 54.5 115.6 156.6 161.7 124.3
String (W) 356.2 693.7 939.2 970.2 745.5

 

Figure 8. Shaded panel case 1, 2 and 3. In case 1 shadow can vary from 225 to 450 cm2; which
corresponds to one interruption of a line of cells; in case 2 shadow varies from 450 to 900 cm2, which
corresponds to two interruption of lines; case 3 corresponds to the interruption of the panel.
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Table 10 recapitulates the behavior of the DRS with shading and without; P1–P5 are the powers of
the not shadowed panels, P6 is the power of the shadowed one in three cases, I is the current of the
system in the different cases taken into account

Table 10. Electrical characteristics of the string in different shadow conditions.

Load Shadow V1–5 (V) V6 (V) I (A) P1-P5 (W) P6 (W) Pstring (W)

Load A

Not
shaded 31.3 31.3 1.9 54.5 54.5 356.2

case 1 31.6 20.2 1.6 50.5 32.3 285.1
case 2 31.8 9.0 1.2 38.1 10.8 201.6

Load B

Not
shaded 28.8 28.8 4.0 115.2 115.2 691.2

case 1 29.2 18.7 3.3 96.6 61.7 543.5
case 2 30.1 8.2 2.6 78.3 21.3 412.6

Load C

Not
shaded 26.1 26.1 6.0 156.6 156.6 939.6

case 1 27.7 17.1 5.0 138.5 85.5 778.0
case 2 29.1 7.4 4.2 122.2 31.1 642.2

Load D

Not
shaded 23.1 23.1 7.0 161.7 161.7 970.2

case 1 25.9 15.6 6.4 165.7 99.8 928.6
case 2 27.7 6.8 5.2 144.0 35.4 755.6

Load E

Not
shaded 16.8 16.8 7.4 124.3 124.3 745.9

case 1 16.8 11.0 7.4 124.3 81.4 703.0
case 2 16.8 4.2 7.4 124.3 31.1 652.6

Figures 9 and 10 show respectively the voltage-current and voltage-power profiles of the panel
with three working lines of cells, two working lines of cells and only one working line. Blue curves
describe the working points without any shading. If a line of cells is shaded the orange curve has to be
considered, maintaining a similar current and with a new voltage. When a shadow covers two lines of
cells from the blue curve the gray curve has to be considered, maintaining a similar current and with a
new voltage.

Figure 9. Interpolated V-I curves of the panel with different shadows. Working lines have been described.
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Figure 10. Interpolated V-P curves of the panel with different shadows. Working lines have
been described.

New voltages indicate the new power conditions. The DRS is able to regroup similar irradiated
panels and/or exclude the densely shaded panels. The different operation is due to the DRS architecture
and the algorithm implemented. A not smart DRS can only exclude shaded panels, a high-performance
DRS relocates them on suitable dynamic arrays.

3.1. Evaluation of Power Losses for a Single Shaded Panel

In the following part three cases are evaluated: case 1, only a line has been interrupted; case 2,
two lines were interrupted; case 3, the whole panel is shadowed. By excluding the shaded panels there
will be 16.7% of losses. DRS can enable the power increases shown in Table 11.

Table 11. Electrical Characteristics in different loading conditions evaluated by reconfigurator for
each panel.

Electrical
Losses

Losscase1% Losscase2% Reco (W) Loss Rec% ΔP1% ΔP2%

Load A 20.0 43.4 297.3 16.7 +3.5 +26.9
Load B 21.4 40.3 576.0 16.7 +4.8 +23.7
Load C 17.2 31.6 783.0 16.7 +0.6 +15
Load D 4.3 22.2 808.5 16.7 -12.3 +5.6
Load E 5.7 12.5 621.6 16.7 -10.9 −4.1

Data presented in Table 11 can be plotted in Figure 11: in case 1 and for the lower currents (load
A, B and C) there is an increase of power, for higher currents (loads D and E) there is a decrease; in case
2, for lower currents (loads A, B, C and D) there is an increase, for the higher current (load E) there is
a decrease.

Case 3 is now considered: the shadow cuts entirely the panel, as shown in Figure 8. A negative
voltage of the shadowed panel affects the performance of the string. Each not shaded panel varies its
operating condition assuming a voltage slightly higher than the non-perturbed, to compensate the
voltage drop on the shaded panel and to try to maintain a high current. Table 12 shows the increase of
power when a panel is totally shaded. The study of case 3 shows that when the shadows cuts in two
parts the panel 6 and it becomes a load, reconfiguration reduces always the loss of power.
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Figure 11. Zones of convenience of the disconnection of shaded module.

Table 12. Characteristics in different load conditions evaluated by reconfigurator for each panel.

Loads Shadow
V1–5

(V)
V6 (V) I (A)

P1–55

(W)
P6 (W)

Pstring

(W)
Loss% ΔP3%

Load C

Not shadow 26.1 26.1 6.0 156.6 156.6 939.6 - -
Case 3 26.7 −2.9 5.1 136.1 −14.8 665.7 −29.1 -

reconfigurated 26.1 open 6.0 156.6 - 783.0 -16.7 +12.4

Load D

Not shadow 23.1 23.1 7.0 161.1 161.1 970.2 - -
Case 3 23.7 −3.0 6.5 154.0 −19.5 750.7 −22.7 -

reconfigurated 23.1 open 7.0 161.1 - 808.5 -16.7 +6.0

Load E

Not shadow 16.8 16.8 7.4 124.3 124.3 745.9 - -
Case 3 17.4 −3.1 7.4 128.7 −21.5 620.8 −16.7 -

reconfigurated 16.8 open 7.4 156.6 - 621.5 −16.7 0

Case 3 shows the real performance of the DRS. Between loads C and D the maximum power
point is performed. By considering the overall behavior of two shaded strings used simultaneously, a
possible performance increase between 12 and 25% can be expected.

3.2. Evaluation of Power Losses for two shaded panels

The previously obtained performances only consider a shaded panel, and the logic is to maintain it
(partially shaded) or exclude it (totally obscured). Now if two panels are shaded there is the possibility
of placing in parallel. Panels named 6 and 7, can be re-configured to ensure the maximum current of
the arrays. This feature requires a more evolved DRS, which can put in parallel panels belonging to
different arrays, the sum of which currents is equal to the current of not obscured panels. This feature
is useful only when it considers case 2 as shown in Table 13. The performances of different DRS are
a mixture of the ones presented in Tables 12 and 13. For the economic analysis the increased power
given by the reconfigurator is taken as an increase of the energy produced during the day.
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Table 13. Electrical characteristic of the string in different shadow conditions.

Electrical
Parameters

Load C Load D

Not Shaded Case 1 Case 2 Not Shaded Case 1 Case 2

V1–5 (V) 26.1 27.7 29.1 23.1 25.9 27.7
V6–7 (V) 26.1 17.1 7.4 23.1 15.6 6.8

I (A) 6.0 5.0 4.2 7.0 6.4 5.2
P1–5 (W) 156.6 138.5 122.2 161.7 165.7 144.0
P6–7 (W) 156.6 85.5 31.1 161.7 99.8 35.4

Pstring (W) 1096 863.5 673.3 1132 1028 755.6
Loss% - -21.2 -38.5 - -9.2 −33.2

V6–7 (V) - 19.3 6.2 - 15.0 5.0
I6–7 (A) - 6.0 6.0 - 7.0 7.0
P6–7 (W) 156.6 60 36.1 161.7 101.0 36.3

Pstring(W) 1096 903.3 909.2 970.2 1010 881.1
ΔP% - +4.2 +21.4 - −1.5 +11.1

4. Economic Data

In order to carry out a complete study, the economic analysis presented in this paper takes into
account different aspects of a PV plant, such as PV technology, location of the installation, government
incentives, component lifetime, aging and periodic maintenance costs.

This study is based on the use of economic a tool called net present value (NPV), in order to
evaluate the benefits of an economic investment in PV field with innovative devices such as a DRS.
The NPV allows to evaluate the economic convenience of an investment for a specific period from
a sum of cash flows actualized at time zero. In (6) the mathematic expression to evaluate the NPV
is reported:

NPV = −C0 +
n∑

y=1

Cy

(1 + i)y (6)

With reference to expression (6), C0 is the cash flow at time zero, Cy is the cash flow at the year y,
i is the interest rate and y is the year of investment. Thus, the sign of the NPV, positive or negative,
indicates the infeasibility of the investment and therefore the economic convenience. The interest rate
i% considered in this work is equal to 5%. In this study, the technical-economic analysis has been
carried out by considering an investment time equal to 20 years. In the following, detailed description
of different aspects taken into account for the economic analysis and economic data are reported.

4.1. PV Plant

Since the first PV plants became commercially available on the market the cost of PV components,
installation and maintenance has changed notably. In particular, in the last years there has been a
constant decrease of the costs on the world market.

In this study, only residential PV systems with 6 kWp of power have been taken into account. This
choice is motivated by the fact that the use of DRS is very interesting in residential PV plants, where the
probability of installation of a fixed obstacle is high in respect to other type of plants. Indeed, four years
after the installation, a fixed obstacle reducing by 35% the total power is assumed to appear. This value
of reduction has been demonstrated in study [20]. Moreover, in order to carry out a complete analysis
among different locations of installation taken into account, an installation of the PV plant between
2013 and 2014 was assumed, considering that in those years there were incentives in all the countries.

Regarding the cost of the PV plant, the average estimated price for this type of plant is about
2500 €/kWp (included installation). In Table 14 the economic data about the PV plant under test
are summarized.
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Table 14. PV plant data.

PV Plant Type Residential Grid Connected

Power 6 kWp

Number of modules 20

PV plant Cost (installation included) 15, 000€

Power reduction 35%

Year of installation 2013/2014

4.2. Location of Installation and Economic Aspects

The installation location represents an interesting point of analysis in terms of production capability,
government incentives and payments to private citizens for the production of the energy. Moreover,
also the lifestyle of people plays an important role and therefore the average consumption per capita of
the electric energy. In order to extend the economic analysis Italy, Germany, France, Spain, Bulgaria,
Romania, Greece and Croatia have been considered as reference countries. As well known, these
countries have different PV plant performances, different policies to improve the use of electricity
generated from renewable sources and different people’s lifestyle. In detail, the common strategy is
based on a feed-in tariff (FIT) system with different values and timing of the incentives.

The economic data for each country (average consumption per capita, production facility, energy
cost and incentives) have been referred of a PV plant installed in the capital of each countries. Moreover,
has been considered a family composed by four people that lives in the capital of each countries.
In Table 15 the considered economic data are reported.

Table 15. Economic data of the reference countries reproduced from [20], reproduced from proceedings
of the 2018 International Conference on Smart Grid, IEEE: 2018.

Country
Average

Consumption per
Capita kWh/year)

Production Facility
(kWh/year)

Energy Cost
(€/kWh)

Incentives per
Years (€/kWh)

Incentive Duration
(years)

Italy 3200 9900 0.200 0.208 20
Germany 3512 6240 0.330 0.130 20

France 6343 7020 0.180 0.280 20
Spain 4131 9960 0.280 0.340 20

Bulgaria 4640 9000 0.090 0.240 20
Romania 2495 8400 0.125 0.160 15
Greece 5029 11,100 0.180 0.140 20
Croatia 3754 9600 0.132 0.150 14

These data are based on the following consideration:

• a family composed of four members and living in each capital of the considered countries;
• the electrical energy produced per year by a 6 kWp PV plant has been taken into account.
• the installation of the plant has been assumed between the year 2013 and 2014.

It should be noted that France has the highest value of average consumption per capita. This data
is very high with respect to the production facility of the PV plant, so the analysis for the use of DRS is
particularly difficult. The higher value of the energy production is in Greece, whereas, Romania and
Croatia only offer incentives for 15 and 12 years. It should be noted that these considerations have
influenced the economic results.
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4.3. Inverter

The inverter represents the heart of the production from the solar energy. In particular, as well
known, this system allows the electric energy conversion from DC to AC in order to inject the power
surplus into the grid. Therefore, in the case of inverter fault it is not possible to use the energy with a
consequence economic loss. From different studies, it is known that the inverter is the component
more sensitive to failure. In [2], the authors considered an inverter life equal to 10 years. Nevertheless,
it is not possible to estimate with accuracy the lifetime of an electronic component. For this reason, by
considering a possible worst case, in this study it was assumed that the average lifetime of the inverter
is equal to seven years. As far as the cost is concerned, according to [36] for a residential PV plant with
6 kWp of power the average cost is equal to 1000 €.

4.4. Increase of Production by DRS

The purpose of a DRS system is to increase the power of a PV plant in the case of a reduction of
the total power production. The increment of the power production is a parameter that depends on
the DRS topology and therefore hard to estimate. Indeed, the increment of power depends on the type
of DRS and therefore of the number of possible available configuration. Thus, the number of possible
reconfiguration available play an important role. By considering that a DRS with high number of
switches allows many reconfigurations with respect to a DRS with a low number of switches, it is
supposed to provide a higher increment of power. Nevertheless, this consideration is not enough to
estimate the increment of power provided by a DRS with a defined number of switches, because it is
possible that a DRS with high number of switches has redundant configurations. For this reason, in
this work the same value of power increment has been considered for each DRS and fixed equal to
10% for the sake of simplicity. This obviously represents an unfavourable condition for DRS with high
number of switches and higher costs. Nevertheless, this choice allows to emphasize the effect on the
economic analysis of the costs and lifetime for each DRS.

4.5. Aging and Maintenance of PV Plant

After the installation, a natural phenomenon is the aging of the PV components. This phenomenon
causes a reduction of the power and it increases over the time. Thus, in the economic analysis has been
considered a reduction of power after the first year of the installation equal to 3% and a reduction for
each year equal to 0.5%. Moreover, also a periodic maintenance has been considered with a cost equal
to 100 €/year.

5. Economic Results and Discussion

As described above, the economic analysis of this study is focused on the evaluation of the
economic benefits by using a DRS system four years after the installation of the PV plant with a power
reduction equal to 35%. In particular, four cases of DRS have been analysed in different EU countries
in order to extend the economic results. Figure 12 shows the NPV trend over the time of four cases of
DRS1-4 and without DRS for each country.

The best result has been obtained in Spain with the highest value of the NPV after 20 years due to
the incentives per year. Positive NPV values have been obtained in Italy, Bulgaria and Greece thanks
to the high values of the production facility. Romania and Croatia have been penalized for a lower
duration of the incentives, whereas, France and Germany have been penalized for the lower values of
the production facility. The values of the NPV for each country and for each DRS are summarized
in Table 16.
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Figure 12. NPV trend over the time of four cases of DRS1-4 and without DRS, in (a) Italy, (b) Germany,
(c) France, (d) Spain, (e) Bulgaria, (f) Romania, (g) Greece and (h) Croatia.

By analysing the NPV values of Table 16, it is interesting to note that DRS4 allows one to obtain
the best results also in the cases in which there the negative values of NPV. Moreover, this result is
interesting because the DRS4 present the second highest cost equal to 1148 € also by considering the
worst case for the DRS with higher costs. Other interesting consideration can be done by changing the
increment power. By considering an increment of the power equal to 20%, the NPV values obtained
are reported in Table 17.
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Table 16. NPV values after 20 years (increment power 10%).

Countries
NPV After 20 Years (€)

DRS1 DRS2 DRS3 DRS4 Without

Italy 10,871 11,095 11,068 11,480 8723
Germany −3298 −3075 −3101 −2689 −4991

France −2663 −2439 −2466 −2054 −4380
Spain 23,633 23,856 23,830 24,241 20,349

Bulgaria 4076 4300 4274 4685 2497
Romania −1601 −1377 −1403 −992 −2713
Greece 3186 3410 3384 3795 1297
Croatia −1646 −1423 −1449 −1038 −2873

Table 17. NPV values after 20 years (increment power 20%).

Countries
NPV After 20 Years (€)

DRS1 DRS2 DRS3 DRS4 Without

Italy 13,019 13,243 13,217 13,628 8723

Germany −1606 −1382 −1408 −997 −4991

France −946 −722 −748 −337 −4380

Spain 26,917 27,140 27,114 27,526 20,349

Bulgaria 5656 5879 5853 6265 2497

Romania −489 −265 −291 120 −2713

Greece 5075 5299 5273 5684 1297

Croatia −420 −196 −222 189 −2873

In respect to the previous case, the DRS4 with an increment of power equal to 20% allows to obtain
positive values of the NPV also for Romania and Croatia. This result is realistic because the DRS4,
thanks to the high number of switches and thus the high number of the possible configurations, may
generate an increment of power equal to 20%. Another interesting point of analysis is the payback
time. In Table 18, the payback times for each country and for each DRS in two power increment cases
are reported.

Table 18. Payback time for increment of power equal to 10% and 20%. In some cases the payback time
exceeds the reasonable time for the return on the investment, and it is not evaluated (n.e.).

Countries

Payback Time (Years)

DRS1 DRS2 DRS3 DRS4

10% 20% 10% 20% 10% 20% 10% 20%

Italy 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8
Germany n.e. 28 n.e. 27 n.e. 27 n.e 25

France n.e. 25 n.e. 24 n.e. 24 n.e. 23
Spain 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5

Bulgaria 13 12 13 12 13 12 13 12
Romania n.e. n.e. n.e. 27 n.e. n.e. n.e. 20
Greece 15 12 14 12 15 12 13 12
Croatia n.e. n.e. n.e. n.e. n.e. n.e. n.e 19

Spain and Italy present the best results and it is interesting to note that the same values in the
two cases of the increment of power have been obtained. In other countries (Germany, France and
Romania), it was necessary to extend the duration of the investment in order to find the payback time
but in all cases the best results have been obtained with DRS4 and an increment of power equal to 20%.
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Only in Bulgaria and Greece a reduction of the payback time has been obtained, an increment power
equal to 20%, 13 years to 12 years and from 15 years to 12 years, respectively.

6. Conclusions

This paper presents a complete analysis on the real benefits introduced by a DRS system in a PV
plant after a considerable power reduction. In particular, in order to evaluate the overall economic
impact on the costs of a PV plant the technical and economic aspects about the DRS have been
considered. In the first part of the paper an economic analysis of different DRSs due to the costs of
the components and to the adopted topological schemes, is carried out. Switching matrix, sensing
network and driving circuit constitute the architecture of DRS, the choice of switches and their number
affects the electrical endurance. A more flexible DRS involves higher initial cost due to the number of
switches required by the adopted architecture, but at the same time a less exploitation and therefore a
longer useful life.

From the economic point of view, the analysis has been extended to different countries of EU in
order to considerate incentives policies, location of installation and lifestyles of the people, while, from
a technical study, that takes into account the hardware complexity in terms of the components required
and other technical aspects, the costs and lifetime of four DRS have been estimated. The economic tool
used in this analysis is the NPV and the payback time.

Firstly, in all scenarios the analysis has demonstrated the positive economic impact on the use
of a DRS in a PV plant with respect to the cases without DRS. The best results have been obtained
in Spain thanks to the higher value of the incentives per year in terms of NPV and payback time,
whereas good results have been obtained for Italy, Bulgaria and Greece. The worst results have been
obtained for France and Germany due to the lower values of the production facility. Among the DRS
considered in the economic analysis, the DRS4 option allows one to obtain the best results in all cases.
The best performance of DRS4 is attributable to the high number of switches that allows it to increase
the lifetime of the system.
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Abstract: The increasing integration of renewable energies reduces the inertia of power systems and
thus adds stiffness to grid dynamics. For this reason, methods to obtain virtual inertia have been
proposed to imitate mechanical behavior of rotating generators, but, usually, these methods rely
on extra power reserves. In this paper, a novel ancillary service is proposed to alleviate frequency
transients by smoothing the electromagnetic torque of synchronous generators due to change of active
power consumed by loads. Being implemented by grid-tied inverters of renewables, the ancillary
service regulates the reactive power flow in response to frequency transients, thereby demanding
no additional power reserves and having little impact on renewables’ active power generation.
Differently from the active power compensation by virtual inertia methods, it aims to low-pass
filter the transients of the active power required to synchronous generators. The proposed ancillary
service is firstly verified in simulation in comparison with the virtual inertia method, and afterwards
tested on processor by controller-hardware-in-the-loop simulation, analysing practical issues and
providing indications for making the algorithm suitable in real implementation. The ancillary service
proves effective in damping frequency transients and appropriate to be used in grid with distributed
power generators.

Keywords: ancillary service; PV Plant; frequency-assisting; hardware-in-the-loop; Photovoltaic; DER

1. Introduction

Renewable energy sources (RESs) are of strategic importance and crucial to the sustainability
of energy production from an environmental point of view. They are playing an important role in
distribution networks [1,2] transforming them from passive to active [3], and representing a challenge
for power planning and operation [4,5]. The increasing penetration of RESs, which are usually
interfaced with static power converters, reduces the inertia of the electric network, so issues related
to stiff frequency transients and oscillations arise and the immunity against faults and disturbances
is weakened [6,7]. Nevertheless, RESs themselves are foreseen to play a major and decisive role in
maintaining the reliability and stability of the grid in the future [8]. Moreover, the idea to divide the
distribution networks in several small zones capable of self-regulating can help to overcome those
issues. These kinds of partitioned networks, which are called microgrids, are well reviewed and
classified in [9]. The photovoltaic (PV) system is one of the most representative RESs, which takes
an active part in the construction of these modern grids. Therefore, the grid codes of many countries
have requested for PV systems’ cooperation in case of faults and transients [10,11]. Another important
aspect is related to the management of both active and reactive power among different sources and
loads. This aspect is crucial for microgrids that can operate both in grid connected mode and in
islanded mode [12]. In any case, among the most popular control strategies, which also help for the
stability of the network, there are the well-known droop-based controls. These kinds of control are
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very powerful because they can deal with different sources; they are flexible and can be used both
in high voltage (HV) lines and low voltage (LV) distribution lines. In HV lines, it is well-know the
assumption for which it is possible to decouple the frequency and voltage controls by acting on the
active power (P/f) and reactive power (Q/V), respectively. This assumption is valid because in HV
lines the inductive effect is predominant on the resistive one. On the contrary, in LV lines, where the
resistive effect is the predominant one, the two droop controls can be exchanged each other having the
P/V control and Q/f control [13–16]. In general, both effects are coupled. In particular, in the medium
voltage lines the inductive and resistive effects are comparable, therefore, it is not possible none of
the two assumptions. In this case, to decouple the problem it is possible to use the orthogonal linear
rotational transformation matrix from the active and reactive actual powers to the modified ones as
reported in [17]. Another way to decouple the two droop-controls, also considering the harmonic
current in case of non linear loads, is through the usage of the virtual impedance [18–20].

Focusing, in particular, on the frequency stability of networks in which it is valid the assumption
of predominant inductive effect, several approaches and control techniques have been studied and
proposed. They can be categorized into two main groups: active power based frequency controls and
reactive power based frequency controls. The active power based frequency controls are the most
common used because they are related to the assumption itself of P/f and Q/V decoupling controls [21].
In this case, static reserves such as battery storage units can be dispatched to provide fast response
when the system is under serious or peak load conditions [22,23]. Frequency-oriented advanced
converter control algorithms, such as the virtual synchronous generator (VSG), are also viable methods
tackling those problems [4,24,25]. They can be either provided by specific equipment or integrated into
RES systems. In the former case, the energy reserve is utilized as a backup so it does not contribute
to the nominal capacity. In the latter case, the availability of the VSG service could be restricted by
ambient conditions; therefore, in order to ensure the service in any condition, auxiliary battery energy
storage systems can be added to the RES [26]. The presence of additional equipment implies increased
budget and complexity. In [27], the frequency-active power curve is studied and integrated into PV
systems focusing on the curtailment, dead band and droop. Again, the droop-like control is limited by
solar radiation and the efficiency of the PV systems is reduced. Ochoa [28] proposes an innovative
control for wind system by shifting the maximum power point tracking (MPPT) to an optimized power
point tracking, so that the power generation curve versus the ambient condition is smoothed. In this
way, the wind farm contributes to the power grid capacity. Moreover, due to its self-regulating feature,
it is not sensitive to grid conditions. All these methods present a common drawback related to the
necessity to have an energy reserve to be implemented. For this reason, even if the active power based
frequency controls are the most studied for the above-mentioned reasons, also the reactive power
based frequency controls have been analyzed as well. It is worth nothing that, even if we are in the case
in which it is valid the P/f and Q/V controls for the steady state power management, it is possible to
use the reactive power during the transients to dump and help the frequency stability [29–35]. The first
developed tools were the so-called power system stabilizers (PSSs) that act directly on the exciters of
the synchronous generators (SGs) damping both the local and inter-area frequency oscillations [29,35].
Recently, thanks to the wide spread of the well-kwon flexible alternating current transmission systems
(FACTSs) the supplementary damping controllers (SDCs) have also been developed [30–35]. Both the
PSSs and SDCs provide an additional voltage signal to the voltage reference of the exciters of SGs or
FACTSs. This signal is related to the frequency deviation. In order to avoid the influence of the voltage
reference signal at the steady state regulation a washout filter is usually employed [34]. These methods,
acting on the exciters of synchronous generators or on voltage references of FACTS are usually not
really fast and, mainly, can be implemented only in few points of the grid.

Unlike the aforementioned previous researches, in this paper it is proposed a method based on a
simple reactive power based frequency control carried out by RESs without introducing any additional
reserve or reducing the active power efficiency. Moreover, no additional voltage reference is employed.
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For this reason, the proposed method can be applied in any RES converter, spreading the service in the
grid and improving, in this way, its effectiveness.

Taking the PV system as an example, its excessive capacity design makes it possible to generate or
absorb a considerable amount of reactive power also at the peak hours. The capacity of the PV inverter
is defined according to the maximum evaluated solar irradiance of the day. However, the inverter is
not used at its maximum power during the whole day. Indeed, it stands partially idling in most of the
daytime and completely idling after the sunset. Therefore, the active power produced by the PV can be
controlled according to MPPT while exchanging reactive power. For this reason, the proposed control,
based on exchanging reactive power to smooth frequency transients can be implemented without
affecting the main PV control (i.e., MPPT). In the following, the proposed ancillary service will be
shortly indicated as Q/f control.

In order to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed ancillary service, it is firstly tested by means
of numerical simulations. Frequency transients and the consumed power for this service are illustrated.
For proving the hypothesis based on which the ancillary service is proposed, significant internal
variables of the synchronous generator (SG) are shown as well. Moreover, a comparison between the
proposed method and the VSG method is carried out focusing on the working principles, performance,
cost effectiveness and practicability. Then a controller-hardware-in-the-loop (CHIL) platform is set up
based on which, the ancillary service is tested in real time.

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 reports the theoretical aspects of the proposed
ancillary service; Section 3 demonstrates the effectiveness of the ancillary service in simulation and
the comparison with the VSG method; Section 4 describes the performance of the algorithm in
CHIL highlighting the related issues and suggesting appropriate solutions; finally Section 5 draws
the conclusions.

2. The Proposed Ancillary Service

2.1. Scope and Comparison with VSG

Advanced control strategies, such as virtual inertia generation, are studied and implemented on
grid-tied inverters to mitigate the stiffness caused by lack of inertia technologies. Virtual synchronous
generators usually are implemented using a reference for the active power dependent on the virtual
inertia, the virtual friction factor, the frequency and the rate of the frequency change (ROCOF) while the
set point of the reactive power is obtained by the voltage regulator. This method partially compensates
the fast active power variations of the loads during transients and thus gives less pressure to SG’s
governor to recover the frequency. The differential component ROCOF makes the active power loop
respond to the frequency change earlier; however, as a consequence, it can bring instability concerns.
VSG can be carried out by the highly integrated RESs. RESs are expected to work at the MPPs which
are determined by ambient conditions and therefore, the MPPs can be taken as the output active power
of VSG at steady state. When frequency goes below the setpoint, VSG is required to provide fast active
power response greater than the MPP and the amount over MPP must be supported by other reserves.
These reserves serve the transients but do not contribute to the capacity of the network.

The purpose of the proposed ancillary service is to alleviate frequency transients without either
introducing additional power reserves or sacrificing the maximum active power generation. This is
achieved, in this paper, by relating the grid frequency to the reactive power Q exchanged by the RES
inverter with the grid itself.

The main idea is to change the voltage across the terminals of the SG with a consequent variation
of the electromagnetic torque developed by the machine. In order to achieve this objective, the reactive
power can be utilized. Indeed, while the excitation system fixes the rotor flux, controlling the reactive
power it is possible to change the stator flux and, consequently, the machine torque. Acting on
the torque, it is possible to modify the speed transient of the SG and, as a consequence, the grid
frequency transient. Therefore, a relationship between grid frequency and reactive power can be
implemented in the inverter control for a transient assisting purpose. Frequency transients are due to
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unbalance between prime motor torque and electromagnetic torque. When electrical load increases,
the electromagnetic torque increases and, while the prime motor adjust its torque, the machine speed
decreases and so does the frequency. For this reason, when, for example, the grid frequency drops
below its set point, the proposed ancillary service makes the inverter to absorb reactive power reducing
the stator flux and limiting the increasing of the electromagnetic torque mitigating the speed transient.
Finally, the proposed service is implemented by means of a linear relationship between the reactive
power absorbed by the inverter and the frequency deviation from the rated value.

Table 1 summarizes and compares the features of the VSG method and the proposed Q/f method.
J is the virtual moment of inertia; F is the virtual friction factor; ω is the electrical angular frequency;
v is the voltage; p is the number of pole pairs. P∗ and Q∗ are the active and reactive power set
points of the ancillary service control loops. In the VSG method, the fast change of the load power is
compensated by a third entity, i.e., the VSG.

Table 1. Features of VSG and the proposed Q/f method.

SG Model Based VSG Proposed Method

working principle P∗ = f (J, F, ω
p , d(ω/p)

dt )
Q∗ = 0 or Q∗ = f (v)

P∗ = MPP
Q∗ = f (ω)

effective power P or P, Q Q

extra reserve? Yes No

expected effect compensating load power impeding voltage recovery

other features
responds to dω/dt, early
instability concerns

responds to ω, later
high loop speed required

In order to achieve a low-pass filtering effect on the change of the electromagnetic torque, the
proposed method must be faster than the governing and excitation systems of the SG. Mostly, both
systems are much slower than the power electronic devices.

It is worth noting that, in low voltage distribution grids with low X/R ratio it is not possible
to decouple the frequency and voltage regulation using active and reactive power respectively. In
those cases, a cross-coupled regulation of active and reactive power is used to regulate frequency and
voltage [36]. Nevertheless, for grid connected PV plants, active power is usually injected to support
microgrids during frequency transients [37]. Moreover, it has to be highlighted that, the proposed
service is a fast-transient service. Indeed, the regulation proposed has its positive effect in the fast
transient when, usually, excitation systems of synchronous generators are not yet capable of working.
A sort of secondary regulation leading the reactive power to zero after the frequency transient can be
designed. In this paper, for sake of simplicity, this possibility has not been investigated.

2.2. Working Principle

Since the electrical frequency is set by the grid former which is usually a SG, the analysis is started
from the mechanical behavior of the SG. Under the assumption of the friction absence the rotation
motion of SG’s rotor can be expressed by:

J
dω

dt
= Tm − Te, (1)

where Tm is the mechanical torque produced by the prime mover and Te is the electromagnetic torque
applied to the rotor. From the Equation (1) it can be easily understood that the frequency transient
depends on the ratio between the torque difference and the inertia. Given a SG, the inertia is fixed
and the mechanical torque is provided by a governor with a slow response. Therefore, during a load
change which induces an abrupt variation of the electromagnetic torque, the frequency experiences
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either an over-shooting or a drop in addition to a long recovery process usually accompanied by
oscillations due to the low speed of the governor’s response.

The working principle of VSG is to compensate the slow response of the mechanical system by
injecting or absorbing active power to the grid. The motion equation of SG’s rotor is then changed into:

J
dω

dt
= Tm +

ΔPVSG
ω

− Te = (Tm + ΔTm)− Te, (2)

where ΔPVSG is the compensating power injected by the VSG. This direct compensation is achieved by
active power control and the compensated power is then transformed into compensated torque.
Consequently, there are three origins of torques influencing the motion of the rotor: the prime
mover torque, Tm, the virtual mechanical torque ΔTm resulted from the active power of VSG and the
electromagnetic torque Te given by electric loads.

Differently from VSG, the proposed method aims at damping the frequency oscillations during
the transients by means of regulating the reactive power. The motion equation of SG’s rotor is thus
changed into:

J
dω

dt
= Tm − fLPF(Pload)

ω
= Tm − fLPF(Te), (3)

where the function fLPF() stands for low-pass filtering behaviour. The high-frequency attenuation
is achieved by additional reactive power absorption or injection which smooths the change of
electromagnetic torque.

Figure 1 shows the dynamic equivalent model of SG in the dq rotating frame. All the parameters
have been transformed to the stator side. For clarity, the losses and the presence of dampers are
ignored. Subscripts d and q respectively represent the variables or parameters on d-axis and q-axis;
Superscript r refers to the dq-frame; Vf and i f are the excitation voltage and current; v is the terminal
voltage of SG; i is the armature current; φ is the stator flux; Ll is the armature leakage inductance; Lm is
the magnetizing inductance and L f l is the field winding leakage inductance.
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Figure 1. Equivalent dynamic model of SG seen at stator side in the dq frame set on the rotor.

As is known, the dq terminal voltages of SG are function of the stator flux, of its derivative and
of the speed of the reference frame coinciding, at steady state, with the angular frequency. This is
expressed, under lossless condition, as:

{
vd

r = dφd
r

dt − ωφq
r

vq
r =

dφq
r

dt + ωφd
r

. (4)

Therefore, in symmetric situation, the instantaneous active electric power of SG can be derived as:

Pe =
3
2

vd
rid

r +
3
2

vq
riq

r =
3
2

ω(φd
riqr − φq

rid
r) +

3
2
(

dφd
r

dt
id

r +
dφq

r

dt
iqr), (5)
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which indicates that the output active power of SG is a result of the developed torque and of the rate
of change of magnetic stored energy. Hence in the rotating reference frame, the electromagnetic torque
can be expressed as:

Te =
3
2

p(φd
riq

r − φq
rid

r), (6)

where p is the number of pole pairs. According to the equivalent circuit shown above, the flux is
obtained as: {

φd
r = Lmd

ri f − (Lld
r + Lmd

r)id
r

φq
r = −(Llq

r + Lmq
r)iqr . (7)

Based on (6) and (7) the electromagnetic torque can be rewritten as:

Te =
3
2

p
(

Lmd
ri f − ΔLmdq

rid
r)iq

r, (8)

where ΔLmdq
r = (Lmd

r − Lmq
r). The high frequency part of Te can thus be expressed as:

T̂e =
3
2

p
((

Lmd
ri f − ΔLmdq

rid
r)îq

r − ΔLmdq
rîd

r
(iq

r
+ îq

r
)
)

, (9)

where the over-line symbol represents the low frequency component of the variable while the hat
symbol represents the high frequency component. The partial differentials of T̂e respecting to the high
frequency currents are: ⎧⎨

⎩
∂T̂e=

∂îd
r = − 3

2 pΔLmdq
rirq

∂T̂e=

∂îq
r = 3

2 p(Lmd
ri f − ΔLmdq

rid
r)

. (10)

Since in (10) the currents are the main variables, vector diagrams are drawn so that the internal
current of the SG can be associated to the current that is provided by the ancillary service actuator.

Figure 2a shows the vector diagram of the SG variables under normal generative operation. Two
sets of dq-frames: r-dq-frame and c-dq-frame have been drawn respectively according to the rotor
position and the coupling point voltage. Therefore, in the following passage, r-d-axis, r-q-axis, c-d-axis
and c-q-axis are used in short to refer to the d,q axes oriented on the rotor and on the grid voltage
respectively. E0 represents the no-load electromotive force lying on q-axis of rotor (r-q-axis). θ is the
torque angle and ϕ is the power angle. c-dq-frame leads r-dq-frame by (π/2 − θ) and, θ should be an
acute angle under stable condition. In case of ohmic-inductive loads, ϕ should be an acute angle with
the armature current i lagging the terminal voltage v.

Back to the discussion of T̂e, as the magnetizing inductance is proportional to the reciprocal
of the magnetic reluctance, the term ΔLmdq

r in a salient pole machine is positive while in a round
rotor machine it is close to zero. In normal generative operation, both iqr and (Lmd

ri f − ΔLmdq
rid

r)

are positive. Referring to Equation (10), the partial differential of T̂e respecting to îd
r

is negative for
a salient pole rotor and zero for round rotor while the partial differential of T̂e respecting to îq

r
is

positive for both salient pole and round rotors. So if we are able to increase îd
r

and decrease îq
r
, we

can attenuate T̂e as long as the armature current is located in the first quadrant of r-dq-frame, i.e., r-I.
In other words, the target variation of armature current Δi should be located in quadrant r-IV when
T̂e > 0 and in quadrant r-II when T̂e < 0. Without decreasing the active power of the ancillary service
actuator, the reactive power can be utilized to provide the low-pass filtering of the electromagnetic
torque. As the c-dq-frame is set by the voltage at the coupling point, the current which induces reactive
power flow should lie on the c-q-axis. As it is shown in Figure 2, the positive part of c-q-axis locates in
quadrant r-II and the negative part in quadrant r-IV. So when a load is connected to the grid, T̂e > 0.
To attenuate T̂e, the ancillary service actuator injects a positive c-q-axis current Δiinv to the grid and
thus forces the SG to generate Δi, which is 180◦ shifted from Δiinv, as shown in Figure 2b. Projecting Δi
to r-dq-frame, we obtain:
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{
Δid

r = Δi · cosθ

Δiq
r = −Δi · sinθ

. (11)

The change of flux can be calculated as:

{
Δφd

r = −(Lld
r + Lmd

r) · Δi · cosθ

Δφq
r = −(Llq

r + Lmq
r) · Δi · sinθ

, (12)

indicating both fluxes in r-d-axis and r-q-axis having been weakened. The flux change depends on
the amplitude and polarity of Δi, and the torque angle θ. The removed high-frequency part of the
electromagnetic torque can be obtained:

(1 − α)T̂e = μ
3
2

p
(
ΔLmdq

ri · Δicos(2θ + ϕ) + Lmd
ri f Δisinθ

)
, (13)

where α is the attenuation coefficient of the electromagnetic torque; μ is the percentage of Δi in high
frequency domain. The faster is the ancillary service control loop, the higher becomes the value of μ .
In the case of a round rotor, it’s only θ that determines the contribution of the ancillary service while
in the case of salient pole rotor, the load current and the power angle matter as well. The way the
ancillary service works under no-load condition is similar to changing the polarity of the controlled
current Δiinv.

c-d

c-q

v

(a)without ancillary service

c-d

c-q

v'

iinv i

i'

'

(b)with ancillary service

Figure 2. Vector diagrams on dq-frames set by SG and coupling point voltage.

Based on the explanations above, the frequency regulation process is summarized by the block
diagram shown in Figure 3. The grid former sets and regulates the frequency of the network. Since
the electromagnetic torque is a result of the excitation current and the load current, changing a part
of the load current will lead to changes in the electromagnetic torque. According to Figure 2, it is
possible to refer the q-axis current of the PV inverter to the same reference system of the rotor. From
the comparison of the two diagrams reported it can be said that even if this q-axis component of the PV
inverter current calls for only reactive power from the PV plant, it still influences the electromagnetic
torque seen by the SG. In order to obtain a good result, the response speed of this control loop must be
faster than that of the SG exciter. Therefore, in the PV inverter a Q(f) control is implemented in order to
smooth the electromagnetic torque transient without changing the active power injected in the grid. In
particular, a linear relationship between reactive power and frequency deviation is implemented. It is:
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Q = k(f ∗ − f ) (14)

where f* is the reference frequency and k is tuned considering the maximum reactive power and the
maximum allowed frequency variation. It is worth noting that, in a grid with distributed PV systems,
the service can be performed by different devices, each one acting on the basis of its power rating.
To summarize, the VSG method temporarily compensates the blanking period of the mechanical power
unlike the proposed method which works on the transient of the electromagnetic torque.
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Figure 3. Frequency regulation algorithm of concerning a synchronous generator and the connected
loads including both the VSG method and the proposed method.

3. Numerical Simulations: Comparison between Proposed Method and VSG

3.1. The Microgrid under Test

In this section, simulations are carried out to verify the proposed ancillary method. The system
under analysis is represented in Figure 4, with power generators, loads, transmission lines and VSG
equipment. The nominal frequency and line-to-line voltage of the system are respectively equal to
50 Hz and 400 Vrms. In order to have a better understanding of the analysis, most parameters are
described using per unit (pu) values. Their base values are calculated and listed in Table 2.

The main power generator is a 250 kVA/400 V salient pole SG. Its detailed parameters are listed
in Table 3. The SG is driven by a governor and excited by an excitation system, both of which have
a much slower response compared to the power electronic devices in PV systems. The description
and the parameters of the excitation and governing systems for the SG are listed in Tables 4 and 5,
respectively.
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Figure 4. Block diagram of the microgrid under test.

Table 2. Base values.

Common Base Values

Base voltage Vbase =
√

2/3Vn = 326.599 V

Base angular frequency ωbase = 2π fn = 314.159 rad/s

Synchronous Generator

Base stator current ISG
base = (2SSG

base)/(3Vbase) = 510.310 A

Base impedance ZSG
base = Vbase/ISG

base = 0.640 Ω

Base stator inductance LSG
base = ZSG

base/ωbase = 2.037 mH

PV Plant

Base output current IPV
base = (2SPV

base)/(3Vbase) = 204.124 A

Base impedance ZPV
base = Vbase/IPV

base = 1.600 Ω

Base inductance LPV
base = ZPV

base/ωbase = 5.093 mH

Base capacitance CPV
base = 1/(ωbaseZPV

base) = 1.989 mF

VSG

Base output current IVSG
base = (2SVSG

base)/(3Vbase) = 51.031 A

Base impedance ZVSG
base = Vbase/IVSG

base = 6.4 Ω

Base inductance LVSG
base = ZVSG

base /ωbase = 20.372 mH

Base capacitance CVSG
base = 1/(ωbaseZVSG

base ) = 0.497 mF
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Table 3. Parameters of the SG in the microgrid.

Configuration

Rotor type Salient-pole Stator windings wye
connection

Pole pairs 2 Friction factor 0.16 Nms
Moment of inertia 3.553 kgm2

Nominal Ratings

Power 250 kVA Voltage(rms line-line) 400 V
Frequency 50 Hz Ns/Nf 0.1

Parameters (pu)
(base values are calculated in Table 2–Synchronous Generator)

Stator resistance 0.026 Stator leakage inductance 0.090
Magnetizing inductance (d) 2.750 Magnetizing inductance (q) 2.350
Field winding resistance 0.094 Field winding leakage inductance 147.262
Damping resistance (d) 0.292 Damping inductance (d) 1.982
Damping resistance (q) 0.066 Damping inductance (q) 0.305

Table 4. Parameters of the excitation system for the SG.

Approximate model PI regulator
Setpoint Amplitude of line-line voltage = 566 (V)
Output Signal Field voltage (V)
Proportional coefficient 15
Integral coefficient 80
Output range [0, 240] (V)

Table 5. Parameters of the governing system for the SG.

Approximate model PI regulator

Setpoint Rotor angular frequency = 157 (rad/s)

Output Signal Mechanical torque (Nm)

Proportional coefficient 70

Integral coefficient 51

Output range [0, 1600] (Nm)

The second power generator unit is a PV plant. The nominal active power at standard test
condition (STC) is 100 kW. The detailed parameters of the PV plant are listed in Table 6.

Table 6. Parameters of the PV plant in the microgrid.

Nominal Ratings of the PV plant

Power 100 kW Voltage(rms line-line) 400 V
Frequency 50 Hz Switching frequency 20 kHz

Parameters of the PV array @ STC ∗

Maximum Power 100 kW
Voltage @ MPP 273.5 V Current @ MPP 368.3 A

Parameters of the output LCL Filter (pu)
(base values are calculated in Table 2–PV Plant)

Inverter side inductor 15.669 × 10−3 Inverter side resistor 6.250 × 10−6

Grid side inductor 9.424 × 10−3 Grid side resistor 6.250 × 10−6

Shunt capacitor 0.272 Shunt resistor 0.049
∗ Standard test condition: 1000 W/m2 and 25 ◦C.
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The VSG is realized by a three-phase inverter whose nominal power is 25 kW. The detailed
parameters are listed in Table 7.

Table 7. Parameters of the VSG in the microgrid.

Nominal Ratings of the VSG

Power 25 kW Voltage(rms line-line) 400 V
Frequency 50 Hz DC side voltage 1 kV

Parameters of the output LCL Filter (pu)
(base values are calculated in Table 2–VSG)

Inverter side inductor 3.917 × 10−3 Inverter side resistor 1.563 × 10−6

Grid side inductor 2.356 × 10−3 Grid side resistor 1.563 × 10−6

Shunt capacitor 1.089 Shunt resistor 0.012

Finally, the parameters of the transmission lines are described in Table 8.

Table 8. Parameters of the transmission lines.

R/km L/km lSG−PCC lLoad−PCC lPV−PCC

78 mΩ/km 238 μH/km 0.1 km 0.3 km 0.1 km

3.2. Control Methods

As previously discussed, the grid-tied inverter of the PV plant can be controlled to implement the
proposed ancillary service as illustrated in Figure 3. The PV system is controlled to inject in the grid
the active power given by the MPPT algorithm while the reactive power reference, Q, is set to zero
when the frequency is at rated value. In the test of the proposed ancillary service, the reactive power is
regulated by means of the current on c-q-axis related to the frequency transient rate. The VSG method
is, instead, executed by adding a virtual inertia and friction factor to the active power control loop to
emulate the mechanical behavior of the rotor.

3.2.1. Proposed Q/f Control

The control algorithm of grid-tied inverter of the PV plant is proposed as shown in Figure 5. It
consists of active power control loop and reactive power control loop. In the active power control,
perturb & observe MPPT is firstly performed to determine the right duty cycle of the boost converter.
Then the output voltage of the boost converter is stabilized by a feedback control loop using a PI
regulator with Kp = 7 and Ki = 800. The set point of this loop is 500 V and the output will be the set
point of c-d-axis current in pu values limited between [−1.5, 1.5] pu. The reactive power control aims
at stabilizing frequency. When frequency deviates from the set point 50 Hz, a c-q-axis current (in pu
values) is set as a c-q-axis current reference by a positive coefficient DQ/ f = 0.5 :

{
iq
∗(k) = DQ/ f

(
f ∗ − f (k)

)
v ∈ [360V, 440V]

iq∗(k) = iq
∗(k − 1) v /∈ [360V, 440V]

. (15)

The set point of c-q-axis is kept between limits [−1.5, 1.5] pu. With the two set points of currents,
the current loop is controlled by a PI regulator with Kp = 0.3 and Ki = 20. The output signals will
be considered as the set points of c-d-axis and c-q-axis voltages in pu values and be limited between
[−2, 2] pu. Feed-forward control concerning the output filter is added to speed up the control loop.

The regulators have been tuned by means of a trial and error procedure in order to obtain a fast
and stable response by each control loop. The choice of the droop coefficient DQ/ f is done to have a
pu quadrature current 0.5 when a 1Hz (i.e., 2%) deviation occurs on the grid frequency.
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Figure 5. Control block diagram of the PV system.

3.2.2. VSG Control

At the same time, a parallel comparison is made between the proposed method and VSG. The
VSG is implemented by inserting an extra voltage source inverter (VSI) supplied by a DC voltage
source. The control algorithm is depicted by the block diagram shown in Figure 6. Similar to the
swing equation of the SG, the virtual inertia and the virtual friction factor amplify the ROCOF and
the frequency deviation, respectively. A corresponding electric power is thus generated to emulate
the change of mechanical power of the SG in order to dampen the frequency transient. Here in the
test, a virtual inertia J = 15 kgm2 and a friction factor F = 33 Nms are used to replicate the change
of the mechanical torque. Therefore, the set point is the nominal mechanical angular frequency and
the output is the set point of mechanical torque (both in SI values). Based on the mechanical angular
frequency and the base values of the VSG shown in Table 2, the set point of the active power in pu value
can be obtained which will be limited between [−1, 1] pu. Since the main focus is on frequency, the set
point of the reactive power of VSG is set equal to zero. With set points of active and reactive power
and the measured voltage, set points of c-d-axis and c-q-axis currents can be calculated. Feedback
loops are controlled by PI regulators with Kp = 0.3 and Ki = 20. The outputs are set to the set points of
c-d-axis and c-q-axis voltages in pu values limited between [−2, 2] pu. Feed-forward control is applied
to compensate the voltage drop across the output filter. The regulators have been tuned by means of a
trial and error procedure in order to obtain a fast and stable response by each control loop.
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Figure 6. Control block diagram of the VSG.

3.2.3. Test Condition and Results

In Sections 3.2.4 and 3.2.2, the droop coefficient of the Q/f control is set to 0.5 pu/Hz and the
virtual inertia and the friction factor are set to 15 kgm2 and 33 Nms for VSG control. Under the
condition of such parameters, the two ancillary services can achieve the same attenuation of the
frequency overshooting during a transient. In this way, the two methods can be compared from the
working principle aspect.

The simulation test starts from a steady state where load power is 175.8 kW–6.1 kvar. Referring
to the base values of the SG, the load power is 0.704–0.024 j pu. The PV plant is generating 100 kW
which means 1 pu referring to PV plant. Both ancillary services are not activated. In order to produce a
frequency transient, an extra load of 27 kW–1.4 kvar (0.108–0.006 j pu referring to the SG) is connected
to the micro grid at 0 s and disconnected at 10th s. The connection and disconnection is done by a
circuit breaker. Therefore, under-frequency and over-frequency situations are provided.
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The test is repeated three times. At the first time, neither of the ancillary services is activated. In
the following plots, this case is named as No AS and it is taken as the reference. At the second time,
just the proposed ancillary service, i.e., the Q/f control is activated. This case is named as Proposed
AS. Finally, the VSG ancillary service is activated. This case is named as VSG AS.

The frequency transients are shown in Figure 7a. Even though the maximum deviations of
frequency are comparable for VSG and the proposed ancillary service, the frequency transients are
still different. According to the test results, both ancillary services are effective on reducing frequency
over-shooting. However, the two methods are distinguished from each other by the transient curves.

Figure 7b describes the power provided by the two ancillary services. In Q/f control, it is the
reactive power that is responsible for the frequency transient mitigation where in VSG control, the
active power is in charge. As shown in Figure 7b a 10% of additional reactive power is required to the
inverter of the RES. In order to be able to exchange this reactive power also when the active power is
maximum, the inverter has to be oversized. Anyway, an additional 10% of reactive power implies only
a 0.5% increasing of the apparent power. Therefore, the additional cost to oversize the inverter (by 0.5%)
can be considered negligible and it is possible to state that the service can be obtained with almost null
costs. In the VSG test, ΔP performs the compensation process with the slow response of the governer.
ΔQ in Q/f method controls the flux inside SG and thus smoothing the voltage recovery, which is shown
in Figure 7c. Summarizing, the proposed ancillary service performances are comparable to those of a
VSG in terms of limitation of minimum and maximum frequencies during the transients. Nevertheless,
the recovery time of both frequency and voltage is slowed by the proposed ancillary service. Even if
this seems a disadvantage, it is worth highlighting that this is obtained without needing any energy
reserve and this makes the proposed service implementable in all the RES devices distributed in the
grid. This is the main advantage of the proposed algorithm in comparison with the traditional VSG.

Figure 8 shows the transients of the internal variables of the SG based on the c-dq-frame. The
armature currents are regulated by the ancillary services. Relating to the reference current obtained in
the reference test, the changing trends of id and iq being regulated by Q/f method and VSG method
are different. Therefore, the resultant electromagnetic torques Te of the two ancillary services have
different shapes. However, both torques are smoother than that of the reference test, giving more time
to the governor system to follow the change of load.
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Figure 7. Cont.
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Figure 7. Offline simulation test results of the proposed ancillary service (AS) in comparison with VSG.
∗ pu values are obtained according to the base values of the synchronous generation system in Table 2.

With quite close performances of alleviating frequency deviation, the proposed method is shown
to be more efficient owing to the sole use of reactive power. In other words, the proposed method does
not ask for an extra reserve to provide the requested active power. From the budget and simplicity
point of view, the proposed ancillary service is a viable choice for the existing networks.

The main advantage of the method is that it can be implemented on every grid-connected
inverter and works without affecting the functionalities of the MPPT. Requiring no additional power
reserves, this methodology reduces costs of installation and can be flexibly integrated into the
existing equipment.
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Figure 8. Internal changes of the SG due to the proposed ancillary service. ∗ pu values are obtained
according to the base values of the synchronous generation system in Table 2.

3.2.4. Stability Analisys of the Proposed Q/f Control

In order to test the local stability of the proposed Q/f control we chose to use the indirect
Lyapunov method for nonlinear systems. This method consists in linearizing the nonlinear system
around an equilibrium point and assess its local stability for small perturbations. In our case, we
want to assess the mechanical frequency stability of the SG at 50 Hz. The linearization was performed
using the linear analysis tool of Matlab/Simulink software. Moreover, for the stability analysis all the
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saturations of the regulators were removed and the VSG is not connected. In the simulink model, we
had to select one input perturbation point and one output measurement point in order to obtain the
linearized closed loop transfer function between the mechanical frequency of the SG and the reference
one. In fact, a perturbation in the reference frequency acts on both the governor of the SG and the
proposed Q/f control. The poles placement of this closed loop transfer function is dependent on
several parameters, among which, the value of the droop coefficient DQ/ f that we want to assess
for the stability analysis. Therefore, this was varied between 0 (proposed control not active) and 15
pu/Hz with a step of 0.5 pu/Hz. Since, the system was simulated using a discrete solver the poles
are in the z-domain. As is well known, a nonlinear time invariant discrete system, trimmed at an
equilibrium point and for small perturbations, is stable if and only if all the poles of the linearized
system have an amplitude less than one, i.e., they are into the circumference of unitary radius. Figure 9
shows the zero-pole map of the closed loop transfer function for the different droop coefficient values.
We can note that the region of the map in which some poles are out of the circumference is near to 1.
Figure 10 show a zoom of such region. From this figure, we can see that for increasing values of the
droop coefficient the poles are moving towards the boundary of the circumference up to pass it for
values higher than 11 pu/Hz. This means that for droop coefficients greater than 11 pu/Hz the system
becomes unstable; for droop coefficients less than 11 pu/Hz the system is locally stable, i.e., only for
small perturbations. In order to assess the convergence domain, i.e., for which values of perturbation
the system is stable, we should use other stability methods that for our system can be very difficult
to apply. On the other hand, the transfer function for the chosen value of the droop coefficient (0.5
pu/Hz) has the poles far enough from the boundary of the circumference. Moreover, the actual system
contains several saturations in the controllers helping in stabilizing the system response. Therefore, it
is possible to state that the proposed service is stable if the droop coefficient is chosen much lower
than the stability limit. In the paper a value 20 times lower than the limit was used obtaining a stable
answer from the system.
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4. CHIL Simulation Results

4.1. CHIL Platform of Microgrid

In order to test the effectiveness of the proposed ancillary service on real processor, a CHIL
platform is built on the basis of a real-time controller dSPACE [38] and a real-time simulator Typhoon
HIL [39]. Figure 11 illustrates the general construction of the micro grid. The complete PV control is
implemented by the real embedded system while the rest of the system including the model and other
control units are simulated in real-time by the simulator.
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Figure 11. CHIL simulation structure of the microgrid.

4.1.1. Real-Time Microgrid

To reduce the total computation burden and to make a better usage of the hardware resources,
the model is subdivided into two parts considering the PV system in one core and the rest in another
using an ideal transformer model (ITM) as the interface algorithm [40]. The ITM is placed in the
LCL output filter of the PV inverter (Figure 12). The single-line diagram then is used to clarify the
description. A voltage amplified ITM is placed within the PV inverter at the primary side and the
grid at the secondary side. The stability of the system is affected by the value of the impedances on
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both sides of ITM as shown in [41]. Therefore, more attention needs to be paid while setting the ITM
parameters. After circuit partition, the computation burden is greatly reduced from 145 % by one core
to 25 % and 3 % respectively by two cores.

vconv

iconv L1

C
ipri

vpri

L2isecz-1

z-1
vsec vgrid

Primary Side Secondary Side

Figure 12. Equivalent circuit of the partitioned LCL filter used in the Real-time simulation.

The fundamental time step is defined as 1 μs, which is the reference clock to synchronize all parts
of the system as well. In the micro grid, the SG is the only source of natural inertia; furthermore, since
the proposed approach handles the reactive power flow from the PV plant to mitigate the frequency
transients, the system’s response has to be faster than the excitation system of the SG. The electrical
part of the machine is modeled by a fifth-order state-space model in a synchronously rotating d-q
coordinates; the mechanical part is modeled by a second-order state-space model [42]. The execution
rate of the simulation of the synchronous generation system is defined as 5 kHz and the parameters
are listed in Tables 3–5.

The PV plant is composed of DC side voltage source (PV panels), 3-phase inverter and LCL filter.
The state-space variables are calculated at every fundamental step. The inverter gate driving signals
are calculated at 1 MHz and therefore, they are generated with an oversampling frequency of 50 MHz,
guaranteeing high fidelity of the pulsed signals even under fast switching and narrow duty cycle
conditions. The features of the PV plant are listed in Table 6.

The loads and transmission lines are simulated at 1 MHz. The loads consist of a permanent
175.8 kW–6.1 kvar load and an optional 27 kW–1.4 kvar load which creates the frequency transients
by connection and disconnection actions. For transmission the equivalent three phase RL modeled
overhead lines are used. The related parameters are shown in Table 8. The synchronous generation
system, PV system and the loads are joined at the PCC via transmission lines of 100 m, 100 m and
300 m respectively.

4.1.2. Interface and Real-Time Control

As previously mentioned, the PV control algorithm is executed by an embedded system in
real-time out of the grid simulator, so an interface is required to join these two devices both physically
and logically. The inputs of the control are voltages and currents measured at the PCC and the outputs
of the control are the driving signals for the PV inverter. In real implementation, the voltages and
currents are firstly measured and transformed by transducers. Before being sent to the controller, these
analog signals are normally amplified or attenuated and filtered by conditioning circuits and finally
converted into digital signals. On the other hand, the generated gate driving signals are sent to the
driving circuit of the inverter where the non-ideal switching of the semiconductors takes place. Aiming
at replicating the impact of the sampling devices, a software interface is created inside the real-time
simulator, as it is illustrated in Figure 13. The PCC variables are firstly sampled by the maximum
rate available in the model, i.e., 1 MHz to avoid aliasing issues. Then the samples go through a set of
1st-order low pass filters (LPFs) and absolute time delays which are executed at 50 kHz, to represent
the limited bandwidth, anti-aliasing handling and response time of the measurement system. After
the functional part, the physical connection is achieved by the analog-to-digital converters (ADCs),
digital-to-analog converters (DACs) and digital inputs/outputs (DI/Os) of the two real-time devices.
The conditioned PCC variables are amplified by DACs at 1 MHz. Compared with the receiver ADCs
at controller side (10 kHz), the PCC variables are quasi-continuous. The modulation wave generated
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by the control algorithm at 10 kHz is then transformed into pulses by a slave dsp whose resolution is
100 ns. And finally the pulses are over-sampled by 50 MHz closely tracking the expected duty cycle.

The control algorithm follows the block diagram shown in Figure 5. The switching frequency is
set at 20 kHz. With 100 ns resolution of the carrier signal, the output’s duty cycle will have a resolution
of 0.2 %. The reading commands of ADCs and the updating of the modulation wave are arranged at
the beginning of the code. To a large extent, this fixes the time baseline when the variables are taken
and sent within a control period, which avoids the unexpected high frequency harmonics caused by
the embedded system, but introduces one-step delay to the actual control at the same time.
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Figure 13. CHIL interfacing method.

4.2. Exposed Control Problem

Taking a brief look at the CHIL test results reveals a power offset (shown in Figure 14), posing
unexpected power flow in the grid. This roots in the fact that theoretical ancillary service was
proposed under ideal conditions where the variables had infinite bandwidth, unit gain and zero latency.
However, this is not valid in CHIL and in practice. As it is explained in the previous subsection, there
are measurement devices between PCC and control system featuring limited bandwidth, delay and
filtering effect. The PLL introduces phase delay and time delay as well. These weak points influence
the precision of the phase angles based on which the voltages and currents are transformed from
rotating values to static ones. The consequence inspires control system designers to consider the effect
of the measurement chain in practical control design. In this case, the shifted phase angle caused by
the non-ideal signal transmission procedure and the PLL can be corrected by means of equivalent
delay compensation. However, it is worth noting that the signal transmission chain is a mix of absolute
time delays and frequency-dependent phase angle lags. Frequency dependent lags are estimated at
rated frequency, i.e., 50 Hz. After integrating the measurement delay into the control algorithm, the
reactive power seen by the controller is almost identical to the measured value in the micro grid, as
plotted in Figure 15.
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Figure 14. CHIL PV; reactive power seen by the controller (maroon) and seen by the microgrid (black).
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Figure 15. CHIL PV; reactive power seen by the controller(maroon) and seen by the micro grid (black)
after compensation of the measurement chain.

4.3. Final Test Results

The simulation initiates from the steady state where the 175.8 kW–6.1 kvar load is connected
to the PCC. The transients to be observed are induced by the connection and disconnection of the
27 kW–1.4 kvar load at 0 s and 10th s respectively. Figure 16 reports the CHIL test results in comparison
with the offline simulation. The reference test case does not include the activation of any ancillary
service. The results are marked as No AS CHIL and plotted in blue. The CHIL test results of the
proposed Q/f ancillary service are marked as Proposed AS CHIL and plotted in yellow. The offline
simulation test results are shown as well in order to compare the test between the offline simulation
and CHIL. It is marked as Proposed AS Sim and plotted in red.

The CHIL test results prove that the proposed method is able to attenuate the frequency
over-shooting caused by either the load connection or disconnection. In particular, the frequency
undershoot is reduced by 0.15 Hz corresponding to an improvement of 27.3% considering that in the
base case the undershoot is 0.55 Hz. Moreover, the overshoot is reduced by 0.14 Hz corresponding
to 23.3% of the base case variation equal to 0.6 Hz. The ancillary service has a negative effect on
the voltage transient as it was expected by the theoretical analysis: the voltage recovery process is
prolonged, but the over-shooting peak is not significantly increased.
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Figure 16. Dynamic performances of the systems with (yellow) and without (blue) ancillary service
in CHIL versus the ancillary service test results in offline simulation (red). ∗ pu values are obtained
according to the base values of the synchronous generation system in Table 2.

5. Conclusions

This paper proposes a frequency-assisting ancillary service. It works in the context of modern
micro grid with reduced inertia and it can be implemented in the distributed RESs. The proposed
algorithm presents performances comparable to those of a traditional VSG in mitigating frequency
transients due to load variations. Nevertheless, contrarily to VSG, the proposed service does not
require energy reserve to be implemented since it does not affect the active power exchanged by the
RES inverter with the grid. This represents an important added value of the proposed algorithm since
it is implementable in all the RES devices distributed in the grid with almost null additional costs.

The ancillary service is explained theoretically by equations and verified in simulation. The
performance is compared with that of the VSG method. Even though both of the ancillary services are
able to achieve improvement on frequency transients, the working principles behind them are quite
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distinct and thereby, the requested types of power used for the ancillary services differ as well. Finally,
a CHIL micro grid system is constructed to test the algorithm in an embedded system. However, it
was noticed that without cautious consideration related to the non-ideal measurement and the delay
caused by data processing, the control algorithm heads toward the performance deterioration and
unexpected power loss. After modification, the ancillary service on processor proves to be effective on
damping the over-shooting of frequency.
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Abstract: The rapid growth of grid integrated renewable energy (RE) sources resulted in development
of the hybrid grids. Variable nature of RE generation resulted in problems related to the power quality
(PQ), power system reliability, and adversely affects the protection relay operation. High penetration
of RE to the utility grid is achieved using multi-tapped lines for integrating the wind and solar energy
and also to supply loads. This created considerable challenges for power system protection. To
overcome these challenges, an algorithm is introduced in this paper for providing protection to the
hybrid grid with high RE penetration level. All types of fault were identified using a fault index
(FI), which is based on both the voltage and current features. This FI is computed using element to
element multiplication of current-based Wigner distribution index (WD-index) and voltage-based
alienation index (ALN-index). Application of the algorithm is generalized by testing the algorithm
for the recognition of faults during different scenarios such as fault at different locations on hybrid
grid, different fault incident angles, fault impedances, sampling frequency, hybrid line consisting
of overhead (OH) line and underground (UG) cable sections, and presence of noise. The algorithm
is successfully tested for discriminating the switching events from the faulty events. Faults were
classified using the number of faulty phases recognized using FI. A ground fault index (GFI) computed
using the zero sequence current-based WD-index is also introduced for differentiating double phase
and double phase to ground faults. The algorithm is validated using IEEE-13 nodes test network
modelled as hybrid grid by integrating wind and solar energy plants. Performance of algorithm
is effectively established by comparing with the discrete wavelet transform (DWT) and Stockwell
transform based protection schemes.

Keywords: alienation coefficient; hybrid power system network; protection; power system fault;
solar energy; wind energy; Wigner distribution function
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1. Introduction

Adverse environmental impacts of fossil fuel based power plants have forced the utilities to
integrate clean energy with the grid in order to meet future energy demands. Fast development of
renewable technologies and government incentives to reduce carbon footprints have motivated the
utilities to switch from the conventional power plants to the renewable energy (RE) generation
sources [1]. This is achieved by forming the hybrid grid with multi-tapped transmission and
sub-transmission lines to supply the loads and integrate RE sources such as wind and solar power
plants. Formation of hybrid grids using multi-tapped lines provide economic solutions for RE
integration to the grid; however it creates protection challenges due to variable nature of RE generation
and bidirectional flow of power in the lines. This resulted in the requirement of new protection
schemes, which can be deployed in the recent structure of hybrid grids for effective protection. These
techniques must be independent of direction of power flow, unbalanced nature of loads, fault current
and variable generation [2]. This can be effectively achieved by the use of machine learning and
signal processing techniques. Fang et al. [3], proposed an improved distance relay scheme using time
delay and zero-sequence impedance for the grid to which RE sources are integrated. This scheme
has high reliability compared to the conventional relays and reduced risk of malfunction. A detailed
study of challenges associated with the protection of grid integrated distributed generation (DG)
and adaptive protection schemes for these systems are presented in [4]. A detailed study related
to the application of signal processing techniques and intelligent methods such as artificial neural
network (ANN), fuzzy set theory (FST), and expert system (ES) in the field of protection of DG sources
integrated power system is presented in [5]. A sensor based fault detection isolation scheme for the
grid, interfaced with RE sources and electric vehicles (EV) is introduced by authors in [6]. This can
effectively be deployed in eleven order multi-area smart dynamic power system interfacing RE and EV.
In [7], authors introduced an algorithm based on the fast recursive discrete Fourier transform (FRDFT)
for the protection of distribution system, integrated with DG. This is a novel, fast and adaptive relay
technique for relay systems, which is effective for obtaining the optimal protection settings when
system conditions are continuously changing. Application of the syntactic methods for identification
of power system signals by measuring the parameters is reported in [8,9]. This method has the
capability to provide syntactic and semantic information simultaneously. Nieto et al. [10], introduced a
detailed study for improvement of quality of power in grid with integration of energy storage systems.
This study helps to differentiate the power quality disturbances from the disturbances associated
with the faulty events. In [11], a current-based transmission line protection scheme using Wigner
distribution function and alienation coefficient is introduced. However, this scheme fails to provided
protection to hybrid grids in the presence of both wind and solar energy penetration. Discrete wavelet
transform was implemented for the identification of wind and solar energy penetration into the utility
grid [12,13]. This method has the disadvantage of generating false tripping signals in the presence of
high noise level. Stockwell transform was implemented for the identification of wind and solar energy
penetration into the utility grid [14,15]. This method overcomes the demerits of discrete wavelet
transform (DWT) scheme; however, it has the disadvantage of slow speed of protection scheme due
to large data involved in the extraction of features from voltage and current signals. Therefore, new
protection scheme is designed to provide effective protection against various faults to the hybrid grid
with high RE penetration level. This protection scheme has merits, such as fast response (recognition
of fault in a time duration which is less than quarter cycle) and performance is not affected by presence
of high level of noise. Following are main contributions of the paper:

• An algorithm supported by the features of both voltage and current is introduced in this paper,
which is effective to provide protection for the hybrid grid with RE penetration.

• A W-index is computed by processing the current signals using Wigner distribution function
(WDF). Also an ALN-index is computed using sample-based alienation coefficients of voltage
signals. Furthermore, fault index (FI) is computed from these W-index and ALN-index, which is
effective for recognition of all the fault types incident on hybrid grid.
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• The performance of the algorithm is not affected by the presence of high level of noise.
• The proposed algorithm is effective to provide high speed protection of hybrid grid. Faults were

detected within a time less than (1/10)th cycle.
• The algorithm is effective in discriminating switching transients from the faulty transients.
• The fault type was recognized using the number of faulty phases and identified using FI. A GFI,

based on the processing of zero sequence currents using WDF is effective in differentiating the
double phase (2P) and double phase to ground (2PG) faults.

• This algorithm works effectively and efficiently for the identification of faults on the hybrid
grid during various operating scenarios such as fault location, various sampling frequencies,
variations in the fault impedance, fault incidence angle and hybrid combination of the OH line
and UG cable.

Nine sections are used to arrange the contents in the article. A brief introduction to carry out
research on the selected topic and main contributions is included in Section 1. Section 2 describes the
hybrid grid test network incorporated with RE generators. The proposed algorithm implemented
for the protection of hybrid grid is described in Section 3. Section 4 demonstrates the simulation
results related to fault identification in the hybrid grid. This section also includes the simulation
results to highlight the requirements of protection scheme for the hybrid grid. Fault classification
results are included in Section 5. Section 6 discusses the results of various case studies. Results for the
discrimination of switching events from the faulty events are discussed in Section 7. A brief comment
on the results and performance comparison of the proposed protection scheme with other existed
schemes in the presence of RE is detailed in Section 8, followed by the conclusions (Section 9).

2. The Proposed Test System

IEEE-13 node test network is modelled as hybrid grid by incorporating the wind and solar
photovoltaic (PV) generators. As specified by IEEE, the capacity of this network is equal to 5MVA
and operated at frequency of 60 Hz and two voltage levels of 0.48 kV and 4.16 kV [16,17]. Doubly
fed induction generator-based wind plant (WG) of capacity 1.5 MW is integrated at node 680 of test
system using transformer TRFW. Also, PV plant of capacity 1 MW is integrated to test network at node
680 using a transformer TRFS and an overhead line (5 km length) as described in Figure 1. Positive
and zero sequence resistances of this line are 0.1153 and 0.413 Ω/km respectively. Positive and zero
sequence inductances of the same line are 1.05e−3 and 3.32e−3 H/km respectively. Positive and zero
sequence capacitances of the same line are 11.33e−9 and 5.01e−9 F/km respectively. Since, wind and
solar PV plants are integrated at node 680, therefore this node is considered to be a point of common
coupling (PCC).

The configurations of overhead (OH) lines and underground (UG) cables are considered same
as that provided in the original data as illustrated in Table 1. Impedance matrix (Z601) of the OH
lines (configuration 601) is provided by the equation (1) where all the impedances are expressed
in Ω/km. Impedance matrix (Z606) of UG cables (configuration 606) is provided by equation (2)
where all impedances are expressed in Ω/km. Positive and zero sequence capacitance magnitudes of
1.57199 nF/km and 1.3398nF/km, respectively are used for OH lines. Similarly, the parameters for
UG cables (configuration 606) are taken as 15.96979 μF/km. All loads are assumed as 3φ balanced as
detailed in Table 2 [18,19].

Z601 =

⎡
⎢⎣0.2153 + j0.6325 0.0969 + j0.3117 0.0982 + j0.2632

0.0969 + j0.3117 0.2097 + j0.6511 0.0954 + j0.2392
0.0982 + j0.2632 0.0954 + j0.2392 0.2121 + j0.6430

⎤
⎥⎦ (1)

Z606 =

⎡
⎢⎣0.4960 + j0.2773 0.1983 + j0.0204 0.1770 + j0.0089

0.1983 + j0.0204 0.4903 + j0.2511 0.1983 + j0.0204
0.1770 + j0.0089 0.1983 + j0.0204 0.4960 + j0.2773

⎤
⎥⎦ (2)
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Figure 1. Hybrid power system network incorporating wind and solar energy plants.

Table 1. Feeder Data of Hybrid Grid.

Node A Node B Length of Feeder (m) Configuration of Feeder

632 645 152.40 601
632 633 152.40 601
633 634 0 XFM
645 646 91.440 601
650 632 609.60 601
684 652 243.84 606
632 671 609.60 601
671 684 680.00 601
671 692 0 Switch
684 611 91.44 601
692 675 152.40 606
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Table 2. Loading Data of Hybrid Grid.

Nodes Load Model
Load Capacitor Banks

kW kVAr (kVAr)

634 Y-PQ 400 290
645 Y-PQ 170 125
646 Y-PQ 230 132
652 Y-PQ 128 86
671 Y-PQ 1155 660
675 Y-PQ 843 462 600
692 Y-PQ 170 151
611 Y-PQ 170 80 100
632–671 Y-PQ 200 116

Test network of the hybrid grid with RE penetration is integrated to the network of utility grid
using a transformer designated as TRFG. A transformer designated as TRFF is used as interconnecting
transformer (ICT) between the nodes 633 and 634 of hybrid grid. Parameters of transformers used in
the hybrid grid are provided in Table 3.

Table 3. Transformer Parameters of Hybrid Grid with RE Penetration.

Transformer MVA kV kV HV Winding LV Winding

High Low R(Ω) X(Ω) R(Ω) X(Ω)

TRFG 10 115 4.16 29.095 211.60 0.1142 0.8306
TRFF 5 4.16 0.48 0.3807 2.7688 0.0510 0.0042
TRFS 1 4.16 0.260 0.1730 195.70 0.0007 0.7645
TRFW 5 4.16 0.48 0.3807 2.7688 0.0510 0.0042

Protection schemes PS-1 and PS-2 are installed at nodes 650 and 680 (PCC), respectively of the
hybrid grid. These schemes will be used to disconnect the test hybrid grid and RE generators from
the network of utility grid during the faulty events. Voltage and currents are continuously processed
using the proposed algorithm and tripping signals are given to the respective circuit breaker (CB)
if fault is detected. Protection schemes may be installed at any node of the hybrid grid by looking
towards the actual requirement of protection. This algorithm will work well for all the locations of
hybrid grid using a suitable weight factor for the proposed fault index. Results are discussed in detail
for the protection scheme PS-1.

2.1. Wind Energy Conversion System

The wind energy conversion system (WECS) is comprised of a wind turbine, a doubly fed
induction generator (DFIG) and a converter system. Kinetic energy of the wind is converted into
mechanical energy of wind turbine shaft, which is converted into the electrical energy using the DFIG,
coupled mechanically to the shaft of wind turbine. WECS consists of DFIG, with the capacity of 1.5 MW
and operating at 60 Hz frequency with output voltage of 575V [20]. Rated wind speed equal to 11 m/s
is considered and generators have the following data: H (inertia constant)= 0.685 s, Rs = 0.023 pu,
Ls = 0.18 pu, Rr = 0.016 pu, Lr = 0.016 pu, Lm = 2.9 pu. Wind turbine, DFIG and their control
systems were modelled using the parameters reported in [21,22].

2.2. Solar Photovoltaic System

The solar photovoltaic (PV) plant consists of components such as solar PV plates, boost converter,
maximum power point tracking (MPPT) system, inverter, transformer, grid coupling inductor and
capacitor. The solar panel where actual power is generated (solar to electrical energy transformation)
comprises of series and parallel combinations of solar cells. Solar cell is fabricated in a thin layer of
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semiconductor in the form of p-n junction (p-n diode), which has the same operational characteristics
as the p-n junction diode. Characteristics are dependent on the quantity of solar radiations and
temperature of PV plates. A single diode equivalent model of solar PV cell with parallel and series
resistances is used in this study and illustrated in Figure 2. This is simple in nature and has sufficient
accuracy [23]. This solar PV system is interfaced to the test system to design a hybrid grid.

Figure 2. Solar cell modelled using single diode equivalent.

The solar PV plant of capacity 1 MW is formed using the ten units (each with capacity 100 kW)
and integrated in parallel. The output voltage (V) of a solar cell (single-diode equivalent circuit) is
related to the output current (I) as per following relation [24].

I = Iph − I0

{
exp

[
q(V + IRs)

AkT

]
− 1

}
−

(
V + IRs

Rsh

)
(3)

where Iph: photo-current of solar PV cell, I0: saturation current of PV cell, A: curve fitting factor of
PV cell, Rsh: shunt resistance of PV cell, Rs: series resistance of PV cell, q: electronic charge, and k:
Boltzmann constant.

Magnitude of Rsh is infinite at short circuit conditions. At this condition slope of I-V characteristics
tends to zero [24]. Hence, Iph is equal to short circuit current (Isc) [23]. For a PV array organized in Np

parallel and Ns series connected solar cells, the current is expressed as below.

I = Np Isc − Np I0

{
exp

[
q(V + I(Ns/Np)Rs)

Ns AkT

]
− 1

}
(4)

Parameters simulated in this study for each module (at standard test condition) are as Voc = 64.2V,
Isc = 5.96A, Vmp = 54.7V, Imp = 5.58A, Rs = 0.037998Ω, Rsh = 993.51Ω, I0 = 1.1753e−8 A, diode
quality factor Qd = 1.3, and Iph = 5.9602A [25]. The Vmp and Imp are respectively the voltage and
current at point of maximum power tracking.

3. The Proposed Algorithm for the Protection Scheme

The algorithm for the recognition of faults in the hybrid power system, incorporated with RE
sources, is based on features that are extracted from both the voltage and current signals. The proposed
algorithm is implemented in two steps, where in first step faults are detected and in second step, faults
are classified. Furthermore, detection of the faults is also performed in two steps, where current-based
Wigner distribution index (WD-index) and voltage-based alienation index (ALN-index) are evaluated.
The WD-index and ALN-index are multiplied to obtain the proposed fault index (FI), which is found
to be effective for the discrimination of faulty events from healthy condition as well as faulty phase
from healthy phase. The FI corresponding to the faulty phase will have a higher magnitude compared
to the set threshold magnitude (TM) and it has a lower value than TM corresponding to the healthy
phase during all conditions. The algorithm was tested on 30 sets of data for each fault type to set a
threshold value of 5000. The data set is obtained by changing the parameters including fault impedance,
incidence angle of fault, location of faults at various nodes of hybrid grid, presence of noise on both
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voltage and current signals etc. Classification of the faults is achieved by estimating the number
of faulty phases. However, a ground fault index (GFI) using Wigner distribution function based
decomposition of negative sequence current signals is introduced for discriminating double phase
fault, with and without the involvement of ground. Deviations in the patterns of current and voltage
waveforms during faulty events were used for the identification of faults using proposed algorithm;
therefore there is no requirement for parameter normalization. The performance of the algorithm
will be affected by the power network configuration and penetration level of the RE. However, the
algorithm can be used in the different network configurations and RE penetration levels by changing
the threshold magnitude. All steps of algorithm are described with the help of flow chart as illustrated
in Figure 3. FI, GFI, current-based WD-index and voltage-based ALN-index are described below. The
study is performed in MATLAB/Simulink 2017a software environment on a laptop computer which
has a 64 bit operating system, RAM of 4 GB, and Intel (I) Core(TM) i5-3230M CPU@2.60 GHz processor.

START

Record three phase voltage and current signals at node
650 of test system and evaluate zero sequence current

Evaluate Winger distribution of current signals
over a moving window of quarter cycle

Evaluate WD-index using Winger distribution
matrix of current signals

Evaluate FI using element by element multiplication of
WD-index and ALN-index

Estimate number of faulty phases (N ) by comparing

FI of each phase with TM
FP

Is
=0N

?
FP

Is
=2N

?
FP

Is
GFI>TMGFI

?

Is
=1N

?
FP

2P Fault2PG Fault
Yes

3PG Fault
No

No

No

PG Fault
Yes

No

Evaluate ALN-index
using three phase voltage

signals over a moving
window of quarter cycle

Yes

Compute Wigner distribution of zero sequence
currents over a moving window of quarter cycle

and evaluate ground fault index (GFI)

Yes

Figure 3. The algorithm for the recognition of faults on the hybrid power system incorporating
renewable energy.
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3.1. Current Based Wigner Distribution Index

Wigner distribution function (WDF) is a phase space distribution function. This is effective
in description of signal in a space and frequency at the same time. This can be considered to be a
local frequency spectrum of the signal. This can be used for processing of both deterministic and
stochastic signals. The WDF is effective in providing local frequency spectrum of the signal. Hence, it
is most suitable for analysis of the faulty transients to identify the faulty events. The current signals
captured at node 650 are processed using Wigner distribution function over a quarter cycle with a
sampling frequency (SF) of 3.84 kHz. Window moving by one sample step is used for the continuous
computation of Wigner distribution. Absolute magnitude of the output is evaluated and designated as
WD-index. Energy density of current signal is used by the WD-index for estimation of the faults. This
is achieved by Bilinear analysis of current signal I(t) (in time domain ) twice. The WD-index has the
advantage of high concentration of energy as well as high resolution of time-frequency [26]. Following
relation effectively illustrates the evaluation of WD-index by processing the current signal (I(t)) [27].

WDindex =
∫ ∞

−∞
I(t +

τ

2
)I∗(t + τ

2
)e−jωτdτ (5)

here representations of symbols are as follows t: time (sliding variable); ω: signal angular frequency; τ:
time domain based signal function.

3.2. Voltage Based Alienation Index

Alienation index is computed using sample-based alienation coefficients of voltage signals at a SF
of 3.84 kHz and designated as ALN-index. This index is evaluated using the correlation coefficient (r)
between voltage magnitudes at two different time instants as detailed below.

ALNindex = 1 − r2 (6)

Here, r is the correlation coefficient between voltage variables x and y and can be expressed as
detailed below.

r =
Ns ∑ xy − (∑ x)(∑ y)√

[Ns ∑ x2 − (∑ x)2][Ns ∑ y2 − (∑ y)2]
(7)

here Ns is the numbers considered in a cycle (in this study Ns=64 is considered), x is the voltage
samples measured at time t0, y is the voltage samples measured at −T + t0 time where T is time period
of voltage signal [28,29]. The ALN-index is evaluated with the help of moving window technique
for the samples of quarter cycle. Implementation of this index is based on the comparison of data of
quarter cycle considered with the data of previous quarter cycle using a moving window (one sample
step). This index is effective in reducing the fault detection time because it has the merit of sharp
change at the time of fault incidence. This makes the protection scheme fast.

3.3. Fault Index Based on Voltage and Current Features

A fault index (FI), based on the features of both voltage and current is introduced for recognition
of faults in the hybrid power system with RE penetration. This index is computed using element to
element multiplication of ALN-index and WD-index as detailed in the following relation.

FI = (ALNindex)× (WDindex) (8)

The proposed FI effectively identifies the different nature of faults in the hybrid power network
with RE penetration by good accuracy and minimum time. This is achieved by comparing the
magnitude of FI with pre-set threshold magnitude (TM). Individual application of ALN-index will not
detect any type of fault due to its same value for all phases for all the events. However, application of
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WD-index individually will recognize the faults but time of fault identification will be low, which will
reduce the protection speed. Hence, FI combines the merits of both ALN-index and WD-index.

3.4. Ground Fault Index

Faults 2P and 2PG cannot be differentiated from each other based on the number of faulty phases.
This is achieved by introducing the ground fault index (GFI), which is obtained by processing the
zero sequence component of the current signal sampled at the frequency of 3.84 kHz using Wigner
distribution function as illustrated in Equation (5). A threshold magnitude for ground fault index
(TMGFI) is set equal to 2000 for differentiating the 2P and 2PG faults. Magnitude of GFI greater than
TMGFI will indicate the involvement of ground in the faulty event. Hence, values of GFI greater than
TMGFI detects the 2PG fault. However, values low compared to the TMGFI detects the 2P fault.

4. Faulty Event Recognition: Simulation Results

This section firstly elaborates the impacts of faulty events on performance of the hybrid grid and
requirement of protection schemes. Results of recognition of the faults with a different nature and
incidents in the hybrid power network with RE penetration are described and discussed in this section
Faults of different types are simulated at node 646 of test system. The current and voltage are recorded
at the location of protection scheme (PS-1) at node 650.

4.1. Impacts of Faulty Events on the Performance of Hybrid Grid and Requirement of Protection Schemes

To investigate the impacts of faulty events on the performance of hybrid grid, root mean square
(RMS) voltage at the node 650, frequency, power injected by solar PV system and wind power plant
into the hybrid grid during the event of PG (phase A) fault at node 646 at 6th cycle are illustrated in
Figure 4a–d, respectively. It is observed from Figure 4a that RMS voltage decreases during faulty event
whereas small deviations are observed in the frequency for short duration at the time of fault incidence
as depicted in Figure 4b. Power supplied by the solar PV and wind generators reduced as depicted in
Figure 4c,d, respectively. Hence, performance of the hybrid grid will be affected adversely, if faulty
events persist. Therefore, suitable protection scheme needs to be investigated and designed to isolate
the faulty section of the hybrid grid.

Figure 4. Phase to ground fault at the node 646 of hybrid power system network (a) root mean square
voltage (b) frequency (c) power injected by solar PV system into the hybrid grid (d) power injected by
wind power plant into the hybrid grid.
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4.2. Phase to Ground Fault

The phase to ground (PG) fault is simulated on phase A at 0.1 s at node 646. Current and voltage
signals captured at node 650 for the period of 0.2 s (12 cycles) are detailed in Figure 5a,b, respectively.
Current signals are processed using Wigner distribution function (WDF) and WD-index is computed,
which is described in Figure 5c. It is observed that WD-index corresponding to phase A has a high
magnitude after incidence of PG fault. However, this index, corresponding to phases B and C, has
values comparable to the pre-fault values. The ALN-index is computed from the voltage signals
and described in Figure 5d. It is concluded that the ALN-index corresponding to all phases sharply
increases just after the incidence of PG fault.

Figure 5e describes the FI corresponding to all the phases during the event of PG fault. It can be
inferred that FI corresponding to the faulty phase (phase A) has a higher magnitude compared to TM
after the incidence of PG fault. However, this FI corresponding to healthy phases (phases B and C) has a
lower magnitude compared to TM. Hence, the algorithm is found to be effective for the identification of
PG fault, discriminating the healthy and faulty phases. High resolution of FI is illustrated in Figure 5f.
It is observed that FI corresponding to phase A rises and crosses the TM after 6 × 10−4 s, whereas the
FI corresponding to healthy phases B and C remains below the threshold. Hence, the PG fault was
detected effectively in time duration, equal to 3.6% of the total time of the cycle.

Figure 5. Recognition of PG fault incident at the node 646 of hybrid test system (a) current waveform
(b) voltage waveform (c) WD-index (d) ALN-index (e) FI (f) plot to compute fault recognition time.

4.3. Double Phase Fault

The double phase (2P) fault is simulated on phases A and B at 0.1 s at node 646. Current and
voltage signals recorded at node 650 for the period of 0.2 s (12 cycles) are illustrated in Figure 6a,b
respectively. Current signals are processed using WDF and WD-index is computed which is detailed
in Figure 6c. It is observed that WD-index corresponding to phases A and B has a high magnitude
after incidence of 2P fault. However, this index corresponding to the phase C has values comparable
to the pre-fault values. The ALN-index is computed from the voltage signals and detailed in Figure 6d.
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It is inferred that ALN-index corresponding to all the phases sharply increases just after the incidence
of 2P fault.

Figure 6e details the FI corresponding to all phases during the event of 2P fault. It is seen that FI
corresponding to faulty phases (phases A and B) has a higher magnitude compared to TM, after the
incidence of 2P fault. However, FI corresponding to healthy phase (phase C) has a lower magnitude
as compared to TM. Hence, the algorithm is found to be effective for the identification of 2P fault
and the discrimination of healthy and faulty phases. High resolution of FI is illustrated in Figure 6f.
It is observed that FI corresponding to phases A and B rises and cross the TM after 7 × 10−5 s and
4 × 10−5 s, respectively, which are equal to 0.42% and 0.24% of the total time of a cycle in the same
order. FI corresponding to healthy phase C remains below the threshold. Hence, the 2P fault was
detected effectively in time duration equal to 0.42% of the total time of a cycle.

Figure 6. Recognition of 2P fault incident at node 646 of hybrid test system (a) current waveform
(b) voltage waveform (c) WD-index (d) ALN-index (e) FI (f) plot to compute fault recognition time.

4.4. Double Phase to Ground Fault

The double phase to ground (2PG) fault is simulated on phases A and B at 0.1 s at node 646.
Current and voltage signals recorded at node 650 for the period of 0.2 s (12 cycles) are described in
Figure 7a,b, respectively. Current signals are processed using WDF and WD-index is computed, which
is detailed in Figure 7c. This is observed that WD-index corresponding to phases A and B has a high
magnitude after incidence of 2PG fault. However, this index corresponding to the phase C has values
comparable to the pre-fault values. The ALN-index is computed from the voltage signals and detailed
in Figure 7d. This is inferred that ALN-index corresponding to all the phases, sharply increases just
after incidence of 2PG fault.

Figure 7e details the FI corresponding to all the phases, during the event of 2PG fault. It is seen
that FI corresponding to faulty phases (phases A and B) has a higher magnitude compared to TM after
the incidence of 2PG fault. However, FI corresponding to the healthy phase (phase C) has a lower
magnitude as compared to TM. Hence, the algorithm is found to be effective for the identification
of 2PG fault and for the discrimination of the healthy and faulty phases. High resolution of FI is
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illustrated in Figure 7f. It is observed that FI corresponding to phases A and B rises and cross the TM
after 8 × 10−5 s and 3 × 10−5 s, respectively, which are equal to 0.48% and 0.18% of total time of the
cycle in same order. FI corresponding to the healthy phase C remains below the threshold. Hence, the
2PG fault was detected effectively in time equal to 0.48% of the total time duration of the cycle.

Figure 7. Recognition of 2PG fault incident at node 646 of hybrid test system (a) current waveform
(b) voltage waveform (c) WD-index (d) ALN-index (e) FI (f) plot to compute fault recognition time.

4.5. Three Phase to Ground Fault

The three phase to ground (3PG) fault is simulated at 0.1 s at node 646. Current and voltage
signals recorded at node 650 for the period of 0.2 s (12 cycles) are described in Figure 8a,b, respectively.
Current signals are processed using Wigner distribution function (WDF) and WD-index is computed
which is detailed in Figure 8c. It is observed that WD-index corresponding to all phases has a high
magnitude after the incidence of 3PG fault. The ALN-index is computed from the voltage signals and
detailed in Figure 8d. It is concluded that ALN-index corresponding to all phases sharply increases
just after incidence of 3PG fault.

Figure 8e details the FI corresponding to all the phases during the event of 3PG fault. It is seen
that FI corresponding to all the phases has a higher magnitude compared to TM after the incidence of
3PG fault, which indicates that all the phases are faulty in nature. Hence, the algorithm is found to
be effective for the identification of 3PG fault. High resolution of FI is illustrated in Figure 8f. This
is observed that FI corresponding to phases A, B, and C rises and cross the TM after 1.7 × 10−4 s,
3 × 10−5 s and 7 × 105 s, respectively, which are equal to 1.02%, 0.18% and 0.42% of the total time of a
cycle in same order. Hence, the 3PG fault was detected effectively in a time duration equal to 1.02% of
the total time of a cycle.
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Figure 8. Recognition of 3PG fault incident at node 646 of hybrid test system (a) current waveform
(b) voltage waveform (c) WD-index (d) ALN-index (e) FI (f) plot to compute fault recognition time.

Therefore, it is established that all types of faults including PG, 2P, 2PG, and 3PG in the network of
the hybrid grid incorporated with RE were identified effectively by using proposed algorithm, within
time duration of (1/10)th of a cycle.

5. Fault Classification

Type of fault incident on the hybrid power grid in the presence of RE generation were identified
using the algorithm illustrated in Figure 3. The PG fault and 3PG fault were identified based on the
number of faulty phases, which are 1 and 3, respectively for the PG and 3PG faults. 2P and 2PG faults
are included in the same group using the number of faulty phases, identified based on the proposed
FI. These faults were classified using the proposed ground fault index as detailed in Figure 9. It is
observed that the magnitude of GFI is higher compared to the TMGFI (2000) for the 2PG fault event.
However, during the event of 2P fault, the GFI has values lower than the TMGFI. Hence, all the faults
were identified effectively using the proposed algorithm

Figure 9. Ground fault index for classification of 2P and 2PG faults.
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6. Implementation of the Algorithm to Recognize Faulty Events with Various Scenarios:
Case Studies

To generalize the implementation of proposed protection scheme to provide effective protections
for hybrid grid with RE penetration, algorithm was tested for recognition of the faults during various
scenarios such as fault location at different nodes of the hybrid grid, variations in fault impedance,
variations in fault incidence angle, effect of noise, effect of change in sampling frequency, effect of
transformers and effect of hybrid line with underground (UG) cable and overhead (OH) line sections.
The algorithm was also tested for identification of the faulty events by measuring voltage and current
signals at PCC. Detailed results for recognition of the PG fault during above mentioned scenarios are
discussed in following sections. The algorithm is equally applicable for all fault types.

6.1. Fault Location

Incidence of fault on a particular node/line of the hybrid grid affects the nature of faulty transients,
which ultimately affects the performance of fault recognition algorithm. To investigate this effect,
the algorithm was tested for the faults, simulated at various critical locations of the hybrid grid. FI
corresponding to all the phases during the PG fault event at various nodes of hybrid grid are tabulated
in Table 4.

Table 4. Fault Index at Different Nodes of Test System with PG Fault.

Test Node Fault Index Magnitude

Phase-A Phase-B Phase-C

646 5.055 × 104 332 1370
632 1.138 × 105 645 1855
634 5.001 × 104 348 998
652 4.956 × 104 1170 439
611 6.216 × 104 1491 1785
671 6.234 × 104 2711 2886
675 6.164 × 104 1529 2001

It can be observed from Table 4 that the FI corresponding to the faulty phase A is higher compared
to TM at all locations. However, healthy phases B and C have lower FI compared to TM. Hence,
PG faulty is effectively recognized at all nodes of the test hybrid grid with RE penetration. Detailed
discussion of PG fault at node 652 and 634 is presented in following subsections.

6.1.1. Fault on Node 652

The algorithm was tested for all the faulty events simulated at node 652 and found to be effective
for the recognition of these events. Position of this node is critical because there is hybrid combination
of line between this node and node 650 (where current and voltage are recorded), which consists of UG
cable and OH line sections. At the junction of UG cable and OH line, reflection of the faulty transient,
carrying travelling wave may take place, which might affect the performance of algorithm. Results of
PG fault simulated on phase A at 0.1 s on node 652 are included in Figure 10. Current and voltage
signals captured on node 650 for a period of 0.2 s (12 cycles) are detailed in Figure 10a,b, respectively.
Current signals are processed using WDF and WD-index is computed, which is described in Figure 10c.
It is observed that WD-index corresponding to phase A has a high magnitude after the incidence of
PG fault. However, this index corresponding to the phases B and C has values comparable to the
pre-fault values. The ALN-index is computed from the voltage signals and described in Figure 10d. It
is concluded that the ALN-index corresponding to all phases sharply increases just after the incidence
of PG fault.

Figure 5e describes the FI corresponding to all the phases during the event of PG fault. It can be
inferred that FI corresponding to faulty phase (phase A) has a higher magnitude compared to TM
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after the incidence of PG fault. However, FI corresponding to healthy phases B and C has a lower
magnitude compared to TM. Hence, it is established that algorithm is effective for the identification of
PG fault and discrimination of the healthy and faulty phases even when there is hybrid combination
of UG cable and OH line sections.

Figure 10. Recognition of PG fault incident on node 652 of hybrid test system (a) current waveform
(b) voltage waveform (c) WD-index (d) ALN-index (e) FI (f) plot to compute fault recognition time.

6.1.2. Fault on Node 634

The algorithm was tested for all the faulty events simulated on node 634 and found to be effective
for the recognition of these events. This node is considered due to the availability of a transformer
(TRFF) between nodes 633 and 634. Presence of transformer in the path of travelling wave carrying
faulty transients may affect the performance of algorithm as transformer is a magnetically coupled
inductive element. Node 634 is operated at voltage of 0.48 kV and node 633 is operated at the voltage
of 4.16 kV. Results for PG fault simulated on phase A at 0.1 s on node 634 are illustrated in Figure 11.
Current and voltage signals captured at node 650 for a period of 0.2 s (12 cycles) are detailed in
Figure 11a,b, respectively. Current signals are processed using WDF and WD-index is computed,
which is described in Figure 11c. It is observed that WD-index corresponding to phase A has a high
magnitude after the incidence of PG fault. However, this index corresponding to phases B and C
has values comparable to the pre-fault values. The ALN-index is computed from the voltage signals
and described in Figure 11d. It is concluded that the ALN-index corresponding to all phases sharply
increases just after the incidence of PG fault.

Figure 11e details the FI corresponding to all the phases during the event of PG fault. It can be
inferred that FI corresponding to faulty phase (phase A) has a higher magnitude compared to TM after
incidence of PG fault. However, FI corresponding to healthy phases B and C has a lower magnitude as
compared to TM. Hence, it is established that algorithm is effective for the identification of PG fault
and discrimination of the healthy and faulty phases even when there is a transformer between the
faulty point and relay location.
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Figure 11. Recognition of PG fault incident on node 634 of hybrid test system (a) current waveform
(b) voltage waveform (c) WD-index (d) ALN-index (e) FI (f) plot to compute fault recognition time.

6.2. Fault Impedance Variations

The nature of fault transients is affected by the fault impedance. Hence, fault impedance might
affect the performance of the protection algorithm. In common faulty events, the fault impedance
ranges from 0 Ω to 5 Ω. Therefore, the algorithm was tested for the fault impedances of 0 Ω, 5 Ω, 10 Ω,
15 Ω, 20 Ω and 25 Ω for all types of faults. FI magnitude associated with all the phases during the PG
fault event incident at node 646 is tabulated in Table 5. It can be observed that FI magnitude is higher
compared to TM (5000), corresponds to phase A. Further it is lower as compared to TM, corresponds to
phases B and C. It is also observed that FI corresponding to faulty phase decreases with increased fault
impedance. Therefore, it is established that PG fault will be effectively detected in hybrid grid with RE
penetration and fault impedance up to 25 Ω. Furthermore, the algorithm also works efficiently for all
types of faults with fault impedances up to 25 Ω.

Table 5. Fault Index During PG Faulty Event with Different Fault Impedance.

Phase Name Fault Index Magnitude

0Ω 5Ω 10Ω 15Ω 20Ω 25Ω

Phase-A 5.055 × 104 4.601 × 104 3.307 × 104 2.170 × 104 1.003 × 104 8252
Phase-B 332 317 284 253 232 199
Phase-C 1370 1101 923 457 333 316

6.3. Fault Incidence Angle Variations

Fault transients may also be affected by the fault incidence angle (FIA), which may result false
tripping indication. Hence, performance of the algorithm was tested by simulating the fault at node
646 with incidence angles of 0◦, 30◦, 60◦, 90◦, 120◦ and 150◦ for all types of investigated faults. FI
magnitude associated with all the phases during the PG fault event incident at node 646 for different
angles is tabulated in Table 6. It can be observed that FI magnitude is higher compared to TM (5000),
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corresponds to phase A and lower compared to TM, corresponds to phases B and C for all types of fault
incidence angles. It is also observed that FI corresponding to faulty phase is maximum for FIA of 90◦.
Therefore, it is established that PG fault will be effectively detected in hybrid grid with RE penetration
and all types of fault incidence angle with respect to current and voltage waveforms. Furthermore, the
algorithm also works efficiently for all types of faults for different FIA.

Table 6. Fault Index During PG Faulty Event with Different Fault Incidence Angles.

Phase Name Fault Index Magnitude

0◦ 30◦ 60◦ 90◦ 120◦ 150◦

Phase-A 5.055 × 104 6.848 × 104 4.641 × 104 7.531 × 104 3.875 × 104 2.139 × 104

Phase-B 332 1107 621 1323 1146 704
Phase-C 1370 1244 985 1327 156 75

6.4. Effect of Noise

There is a possibility of interference from external factors on the power system distribution and
transmission lines while passing through the terrain, which may superimpose noise on the faulty
transients travelling from the faulty point to the location of PS. Noise may affect the performance of
the protection schemes resulting in false tripping. To investigate the effect of noise on the performance
of algorithm, a noise level of 10 dB signal to noise ratio (SNR) is introduced on both the voltage
and current signals. The algorithm was tested for all types of faults whereas the results of PG fault
simulated on phase A at 0.1 s on node 646 are illustrated in Figure 12, where superimposed noise
can be seen easily. Current and voltage signals captured at node 650 for a period of 0.2 s (12 cycles)
are detailed in Figure 12a,b, respectively. Current signals are processed using WDF and WD-index is
computed, which is described in Figure 12c. It is observed that the WD-index corresponding to phase
A has a higher magnitude after the incidence of PG fault. However, this index corresponding to the
phases B and C has values comparable to the pre-fault values. Performance of the WD-index is not
affected by noise. The ALN-index is computed from the voltage signals and described in Figure 12d. It
is concluded that the ALN-index corresponding to all the phases has a high magnitude throughout
time range, indicating that performance of ALN-index will be affected by the noise.

Figure 12 details the FI corresponding to all the phases during the event of PG fault with
superimposed noise on both voltage and current signals. It can be inferred that FI corresponding to
the faulty phase (phase A) has a higher magnitude compared to TM after the incidence of PG fault.
However, FI corresponding to healthy phases B and C has a lower magnitude as compared to TM.
Hence, it is established that algorithm is effective for the identification of PG fault and discrimination
of the healthy and faulty phases even when there is high level noise (10 dB SNR) superimposed on the
current and voltage signals in the hybrid grid in the presence of RE generation. High resolution plot of
FI is illustrated in Figure 12f, where it can be seen that FI corresponding to phase A crosses the TM
and FI for phases B & C is below the TM.

6.5. Sampling Frequency Variations

To investigate the effect of frequency used for sampling the voltage and current signals on the
performance of protection scheme, the algorithm was tested for different sampling frequencies. FI
corresponding to the faulty phase A during the event of PG fault is observed and equal to 3.981 × 104,
5.055 × 104, and 5.170 × 104 while using the sampling frequencies of 1.92 kHz, 3.84 kHz and 7.68 kHz,
respectively. Therefore, sampling frequency, lower than 3.84 kHz, reduces the peak magnitude of FI,
which may also go lower compared to TM. Sampling frequency greater than 3.84 kHz increases the
fault detection time due to large size of input data set. Hence, 3.84 kHz is observed to be the optimum
SF for the protection scheme.
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Figure 12. Recognition of PG fault incident on node 652 of hybrid test system in the presence of noise
(10dB SNR) (a) current waveform (b) voltage waveform (c) WD-index (d) ALN-index (e) FI (f) plot to
compute fault recognition time.

6.6. Recognition of Fault by Recording Voltage and Current Signals at PCC

Performance of the algorithm was tested by recording voltage and current signals at PCC (PS-2
relay location), where RE sources are integrated to test hybrid grid and when PG fault is simulated at
node 646 to generalize the applicability of the algorithm. Results of the PG fault, simulated on phase A
at 0.1 s at node 646 with measurements at node 680 are illustrated in Figure 13. Current and voltage
signals captured at node 680 for a period of 0.2 s (12 cycles) are detailed in Figure 13a,b, respectively.
Current signals are processed using WDF and WD-index is computed, which is described in Figure 13c.
It is observed that WD-index corresponding to phase A has a higher magnitude after the incidence
of PG fault. However, this index corresponding to the phases B and C has values comparable to the
pre-fault values. The ALN-index is computed from the voltage signals and described in Figure 13d. It
is concluded that the ALN-index corresponding to all phases sharply increases just after the incidence
of PG fault.

Figure 13e details the FI corresponding to all phases during the event of PG fault, when current
and voltage signals are recorded at PCC. It can be concluded that FI corresponding to faulty phase
(phase A) has a higher magnitude compared to TM after the incidence of PG fault. However, the FI
corresponding to the healthy phases B and C has a lower magnitude as compared to TM. Hence, it
is established that algorithm is effective for the identification of PG fault and discrimination of the
healthy and faulty phases by recording the data at PCC. It establishes the applicability of algorithm to
provide protection against faults for the RE sources based hybrid grids.
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Figure 13. Recognition of the PG fault incident at node 646 by recording voltage and current signals at
PCC (a) current waveform (b) voltage waveform (c) WD-index (d) ALN-index (e) FI.

7. Discrimination Between Switching and Faulty Events

This section details the results, obtained by the application of proposed algorithm for the switching
events to differentiate these events from the faulty conditions.

7.1. Switching of Line Feeder

The event of switching on and off of the line feeder was realized by opening the circuit breaker
(CB) between nodes 671 and 692 at 4th cycle and re-closing the CB at 8th cycle. Results for the period
of 12 cycles in the event of switching of line feeder are presented in Figure 14. It is observed that the
current and voltage waveforms are distorted with small magnitude at the time of feeder operation
(on/off) as depicted in Figure 14a,b, respectively. It is inferred from Figure 14c that magnitude
of WD-index increases at the time of feeder tripping and re-closing. Figure 14d indicates that the
ALN-index has high magnitude peaks at the time of re-closing of the feeder. However, small magnitude
transients are observed at the moment of feeder tripping. Figure 14e gives an indication that FI has a
lower magnitude compared to threshold at both the events of tripping as well as re-closing of feeder.
However, small magnitude peaks are observed at the moment of feeder tripping as well as re-closing,
where feeder re-closing event has a large effect compared to tripping event. A high resolution plot of
FI is illustrated in Figure 14f.
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Figure 14. Recognition of event of switching of line feeder (a) current waveform (b) voltage waveform
(c) WD-index (d) ALN-index (e) FI (f) high resolution plot of FI.

7.2. Capacitive Switching

An event of capacitor switching is realized at node 675 by switching off the connected capacitor
banks at 4th cycle and again switching on at 8th cycle. Voltage and current signals recorded on node
650 are processed to obtain the FI using WD-index and ALN-index as illustrated in Figure 15. It
is inferred from Figure 15 that FI has lower values compared to the threshold during the event of
switching off and on of the capacitor bank. Hence, it is established that algorithm is effective for the
discrimination of the capacitor switching event from the faulty events.

Figure 15. Fault index with event of capacitor switching.
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7.3. Load Switching

An event of load switching is realized by switching off the load connected at node 671 at 4th cycle
and again switched on at 8th cycle. Voltage and current signals recorded at node 650 are processed to
obtain the FI using WD-index and ALN-index as illustrated in Figure 16. It is inferred from Figure 16
that FI has lower values compared to the threshold during the event of switching off and on the load.
Hence, it is established that the algorithm is effective for the discrimination of load switching event
from the faulty events.

Figure 16. Fault index with event of load switching.

8. Performance of Protection Scheme

This section presents brief comments on the results and comparison of results with the existing
algorithms.

8.1. Brief Discussion of Results

Results discussed in the Sections 4–7 show that the algorithm introduced in this paper is effective
in providing protection against different types of faults to the hybrid grids where conventional
generator, wind power plant, solar energy plant, loads, OH lines, UG cables, capacitors, transformers,
measuring devices and switches are available. This is effective only if both voltage and current signals
are used. It will not work when either current or voltage signals are used individually. This algorithm
is fast and accurately identifies as well as classifies all types of faults during different scenarios such as
presence of high level noise, different fault incidence angles, high fault impedance, different sampling
frequencies, different locations of the RE generators, and different fault locations. The algorithm is
effective for protection of the high voltage networks up to voltage levels of 765 kV which comprises
of thermal plants, hydro plants, nuclear plants, wind generators integrated to network at different
nodes, solar generators integrated to network at different nodes, feeding agriculture (induction motors)
loads, domestic loads and industrial loads. However, for ring systems the protection scheme has to be
installed at both ends of the line. Results also show that algorithm is effective in discriminating the
faulty and operational events.

8.2. Comparative Study

Performance of the proposed algorithm is compared with the algorithms used for the detection of
faults in the presence of renewable energy using DWT [12,13] and Stockwell transform (ST) [14,15].
It is observed that the DWT-based technique effectively detects the faults; however its performance
is adversely affected by the presence of noise above 50 dB SNR and generates false tripping signals.
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Hence, DWT-based technique is not effective for the detection of faults when high noise level of 10
dB SNR is present. The Stockwell transform-based algorithm uses the patterns of various contours
and plots for the fault detection, which ranges from half cycle to one cycle. The protection scheme
based on the application of proposed WD-index individually will be slow and fault detection time
will be high. However, its performance is least affected by the noise. The proposed ALN-index is
effective for reducing the fault detection time because it has the merit of sharp change at the time of
fault incidence. However, this cannot be used as a standalone protection scheme because at the time
of fault incidence, its magnitude increases for the faulty as well as healthy phases. Furthermore, the
performance of ALN-index-based method is adversely affected by the presence of high noise level.
Therefore, proposed algorithm, obtained using WD-index and ALN-index has the combined merits of
these indexes and provide fast performance of protection scheme, further it is not affected by the noise.
Hence it is established that the performance of proposed algorithm is superior as compared to DWT,
Stockwell transform, standalone WD-index and standalone ALN-index.

9. Conclusions

A method for the detection and classification of faults is presented in this paper to design a
protection scheme for hybrid grid system integrated with wind and solar energy plants. Various fault
types such as PG, 2P, 2PG, and 3PG were successfully identified in the RE sources based hybrid grid
using proposed fault index. The FI is obtained using Wigner distribution function based decomposition
of current signals (WD-index) sample with alienation coefficient of voltage signals (ALN-index). Fault
types were classified using number of faulty phases and identified using proposed FI. A ground fault
index, based on the Wigner distribution function supported decomposition of negative sequence
current is proposed to differentiate the 2P and 2PG faults. It is concluded that the algorithm is fast and
accurate for detection of all the types of faults in the hybrid grid with RE penetration. Furthermore, the
algorithm was tested and effectively works in the presence of high level noise, different fault incidence
angles, high fault impedance and different fault locations. The algorithm is also effective for the
discrimination of switching events of capacitor, load and line feeder from faulty events. The algorithm
is also effective in recognizing faults in the presence of transformers and hybrid lines consisting of OH
line and UG cable sections. It is also established that the proposed algorithm obtained using WD-index
and ALN-index has the combined merits of these indexes and provide fast response protection scheme
whose performance is not affected by the noise. Hence it is established that performance of proposed
algorithm is superior compared to DWT, ST, standalone WD-index and standalone ALN-index. As a
future enhancement, testing of performance of algorithm with data recorded on real time network of
the utility grids may be considered before implementation in the protection schemes.
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Abbreviations

Abbreviations used in this article are detailed below:

2P Double phase
2PG Double phase to ground
3PG Three phase to ground
PG Phase to ground
ALN Alienation
ANN Artificial neural network
CB Circuit breaker
DFIG Doubly fed induction generator
DG Distributed generation
DWT Discrete Wavelet transform
ES Expert system
EV Electric vehicle
FI Fault index
FIA Fault incidence angle
FRDFT Fast recursive discrete Fourier transform
FST Fuzzy set theory
GFI Ground fault index
ICT Interconnecting transformer
IEEE Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers
OH Overhead
MATLAB Matrix laboratory
MPPT Maximum power point tracking
PCC Point of common coupling
PQ Power quality
PS Protection scheme
PV Photovoltaic
RE Renewable energy
SF Sampling frequency
SNR Signal to noise ratio
ST Stockwell transform
TM Threshold magnitude
TMGFI Threshold magnitude of ground fault index
UG Underground
WECS Wind energy conversion system
WD Wigner distribution
WDF Wigner distribution function
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Abstract: At high penetration level of photovoltaic (PV) generators, their abrupt disturbances
(caused by moving clouds) cause voltage and frequency perturbations and increase system losses.
Meanwhile, the daily irradiation profile increases the slope in the net-load profile, for example,
California duck curve, which imposes the challenge of quickly bringing on-line conventional
generators in the early evening hours. Accordingly, this paper presents an approach to achieve
two objectives: (1) address abrupt disturbances caused by PV generators, and (2) shape the net load
profile. The approach is based on employing battery energy storage (BES) systems coupled with PV
generators and equipped with proper controls. The proposed BES addresses these two issues by
realizing flexible power ramp-up and ramp-down rates by the combined PV and BES. This paper
presents the principles, modeling and control design aspects of the proposed system. A hybrid
dc/ac study system is simulated and the effectiveness of the proposed BES in reducing the impacts
of disturbances on both the dc and ac subsystems is verified. It is then shown that the proposed
PV-BES modifies the daily load profile to mitigate the required challenge for quickly bringing on-line
synchronous generators.

Keywords: PV generator; power ramping; battery energy storage; duck curve; hybrid dc/ac grids

1. Introduction

The limitations of fossil fuel reserves and environmental concerns have increased interest in
renewable energy resources [1]. Solar photovoltaic (PV) generation is one of the most promising
renewable energy approaches. In recent years, PV power generation has increased significantly
thanks to the development of cost-effective, higher efficiency semiconductor PV technology, as well as
advancements in related power electronics and controls. Solar PV is projected to contribute 16% of
the world’s total electricity and 43% of the added electricity in the United States (US) by 2050 [2,3].
However, the uncertainty and variability of PV sources constitute the main obstacles against their high
level penetration. Furthermore, PV sources do not have inherent rotational inertia to support the grid
during the transients [4–6].

The power injected by PV can change suddenly due to cloud movements. In 2011, a study of three
PV systems, located in Porterville, Palmdale, and Fontana, California, found that the power ramp rate
was as high as 90%, 93% and 75% per minute of their rated power, respectively [7]. The sudden changes
in PV power can introduce voltage fluctuations in distribution system and frequency fluctuations in
the case of high PV penetration and weak grid, leading to grid stability issues [2,8–10]. Puerto Rico
Electric Power Authority (PREPA) limits the ramp rate to 10%/minute of the rated capacity for both
wind and PV generation, and the Hawaiian Electric Company (HECO) limits its ramps at ±2 MW/min
(even ±1 MW/min during some times) for wind generators under 50 MW [11]. According to IEEE
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standard 1547, distributed energy resources (DERs) cannot cause voltage fluctuations exceeding 3%
for a medium voltage interconnection and 5% for a low voltage interconnection [12].

A large number of distributed PV generators together create a duck-shaped daily net load profile
due to the variation in solar irradiation. The duck-shaped net load profile has steep slopes, especially
in the evening. This requires bringing a large number of synchronous resources online within a short
period of time. Such changes in the net load profile cannot be easily addressed by slow conventional
generators and the problem becomes severe with the increased penetration of PVs. The existence of a
large number of PV generators also increases the chances of negative net load that requires curtailment
of PV power [8,13,14].

The number of PV generators connected to the electric power grid has been rising continuously.
Authorities and researchers are considering the development of strategies and approaches to obtain
grid services, both transient and long-term, from the aggregation of these distributed resources [15].
Therefore, PV generators have been coupled together with complementary generation and storage
technologies to address the intermittencies and the disturbances, and these distributed resources are
utilized to obtain grid services. Battery energy storage (BES) systems and super-capacitors are two
important energy storage approaches that can be coupled with PV generators [16–18].

Most of the existing approaches that combine BES with household PV-prosumers are concerned
with optimization of battery size, and energy management strategies to minimize electricity
bills [19–21]. These methods do not address the impact of intermittency and power variation of
PVs on the grid. Moving average methods are used to mitigate the impact of abrupt PV power
disturbances. However, moving average method does not directly control the ramp rate, depends on
historical data, and operates the BES even though BES operation is not required due to the memory
effect [22]. The direct ramp control of PV power is an effective method. The ramp-up of PV output is
generally not a challenging issue, and it can be achieved using a proper controller without requiring a
storage, at the expense of total extracted PV energy [23]. However, the ramp-down is a challenge, and
it requires an energy storage to compensate for the PV power drop.

The fluctuations of wind/PV generators are compensated using the BES station in Reference [24].
The control approach calculates the target power for the BES station from the fluctuations of wind/PV
generators, and this power is shared by the constituting smaller BES units based on their SOC level.
In Reference [22], a BES is coupled with a PV system to mitigate the power fluctuations caused
by cloud passing using the ramping method. During PV power fluctuations, the BES is controlled
based on the inverse characteristics of the desired ramp-rate. Once the PV power fluctuation is
over, the BES power is brought to zero using SOC droop-based ramp rate. The control strategies
of References [22,24] are presented at system level, and ignore the dynamics of the converter and
details of the control design. Furthermore, the BES reference calculations involve complex algorithms.
A hybrid BES and super-capacitor setup is used in Reference [25] to provide frequency support.
Although this is combined with a PV generator, it does not directly address the PV power generation
variations. Moreover, the frequency does not directly and quickly reflect the PV disturbances at the
distribution level.

A battery is integrated in an ac-stack architecture in series with PV converters in Reference [26] to
achieve the controlled ramp rate in power. The BES control uses the derivative of the rms of ac string
current to determine the fluctuation in PV power. This method does not appear to be able to respond to
abrupt PV fluctuations in a timely manner due to the limitations with a derivative operator in practice.
Furthermore, this architecture is vulnerable to over-modulation that distorts the output. Finally, the
stack architecture compromises the plug-and-play flexibility of the system. In Reference [27], a power
management strategy is proposed for a BES in connection to a PV and a local load. If the local load
is larger than a predefined minimum value, the combined PV-BES supply the load and the rest of
power is offset by the grid. No power ramping is done in this mode. If the local load is less than
a predefined minimum, the battery performs a ramp rate control, based on Reference [22], if the
PV fluctuations exceed the predefined ramp rate; and the PV-BES operates in constant power feed
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mode otherwise. Further details of the control design procedures are not presented. A PV-battery
combination connected to an ac grid is presented in Reference [28] where the PV operates at the MPP,
a battery controls the dc bus voltage of the inverter and the inverter operates in constant power mode.
If the reference power of the inverter is properly determined, it can realize ramping. However, this is
not discussed in Reference [28]. One limitation of this approach is that the BES cannot be used for an
already operating inverter without altering the control system of the inverter. A similar approach is
used in Reference [29] where the BES supplies/absorbs the difference of power between the desired
and the PV power. The controller in Reference [29] requires communication of an ac signal which is a
major limitation. In Reference [30], a 1 MW/2 MWh BES is connected with a multi-MW PV system to
achieve (1) power smoothing using moving average and low pass filter, and (2) frequency regulation
using P-f droop control. The power smoothing method of Reference [30] has the disadvantages of the
moving average approach mentioned earlier. Also, the frequency regulation may not be useful at the
distribution level.

Most of the aforementioned works that implement BES to smooth PV power treat the matter
at the system level and ignore the dynamics at the converters level. There is a lack of systematic
design of the local controls to accomplish the desired power ramps. This paper presents a BES control
system concept to address both the abrupt and daily variations of PV power. The proposed BES
connects at the terminals of the PV generator (without requiring a change in the PV inverter) and
responds to the disturbances to execute desired power ramp rates. The ramp rate signals are either
generated locally or received from the grid operator. The paper presents the complete mathematical
model of the system including the dynamics of the converter and provides systematic approach in
designing the control. Furthermore, if the BES is only used to filter the abrupt PV disturbances for a
short period, it results in low utilization of the BES. Therefore, the ramping capability of the PV-BES
system has been utilized in this paper to improve the daily load profile. The grid operator can remotely
command the distributed PV-BES units with the desired ramp rate, and the proposed control executes
the command. The aggregated effect of the distributed PV-BES units with the proposed ramping
capability significantly enhances the daily net load profile in terms of (1) reduced peak, (2) increased
minimum, and (3) reduced slopes. The proposed method also includes an outer loop that controls
the SOC of the BES. The performance of the proposed system is verified using extensive computer
simulation and a laboratory prototype.

The contributions of this paper may be summarized as follows: (1) A simple yet effective
battery control philosophy to address both the abrupt and daily photovoltaic generation variations.
The two set-points of the proposed controller can be generated locally or through communications for
system-wide optimization; (2) Complete modeling and control design of the battery control system;
(3) Verification of the proposed approach using simulations and laboratory tests.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. The power variabilities, abrupt and daily
profile, originated from PV generators are discussed in Section 2. Section 3 presents a proposed
battery energy storage (BES) system, its mathematical model, and the proposed control to ramp the
output power of the PV. Numerical designs and the results obtained both in simulation and laboratory
experiment are presented in Section 4. The paper concludes with concluding remarks and limitations
of the proposed control in Section 5.

2. Power Variabilities of a PV Generator

2.1. Abrupt Disturbances in PV Generation

Cloud movements cause abrupt changes in solar irradiation, Figure 1. To study the impact of
these abrupt power changes, a hybrid dc/ac system is considered in this paper as shown in Figure 2.
The parameters of the dc microgrid and the ac system are shown in Tables 1 and 2, respectively.
The details of the PV control used in this study are given in Section 4.1.1.
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The PV generator of Figure 2 is controlled using a maximum power point tracking (MPPT)
algorithm. The control structure and the parameters are shown in Section 4. Figure 3 shows the
voltage and frequency fluctuations, at the point of coupling between dc and ac systems, to abrupt PV
disturbances. The solar intensity falls from 1000 W/m2 to 250 W/m2 at t = 5.0 s, and it rises back to
1000 W/m2 at t = 50.0 s. The dc voltage has a peak of 10% that oscillates over a second, and the ac
voltage (rms) has a peak close to 5%. The frequency oscillates with a peak of 0.23 Hz, and it takes
several seconds to settle.
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Figure 1. Solar intensity measured at Lowry Range Solar Station on 18 March 2013 [31].
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Figure 2. A hybrid dc/ac system to study the abrupt power disturbances of the photovoltaic
(PV) generator.

Table 1. Parameters of dc system.

Nominal bus Voltage: 600 V

Loads:

Load 0: 1.5 kW Load 1: 0.5 kW Load 2: 1.5 kW
Load 3: 2.0 kW Load 4: 1.5 kW Load 5: 5.0 kW
Load 6: 4.4 kW

Lines:
Line Length Resistance Inductance

Line1g 0.75 km 0.482 Ω 0.198 mH
Line12 0.5 km 0.321 Ω 0.132 mH
Line23 0.3 km 0.0.193 Ω 0.079 mH
Line34 0.5 km 0.321 Ω 0.132 mH
Line45 0.5 km 0.321 Ω 0.132 mH
Line56 1 km 0.642 Ω 0.264 mH

PV system:

Rated power: 15 kW at 1000 W/m2, 1000 V
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Table 2. Parameters of ac system.

Synchronous Generator (SG):

Power (Ssg): 250 kVA, voltage (vsg): 12.47 V
Inertia constant (H): 5.0

Loads:
ac load 0: 0.05 pu, ac load 1: 0.846 pu

Ac Line:
200 km, 32.2 Ω, 120.96 mH

Transformer:
Resistance (Rtr): 0.02 pu, Reactance (Xtr): 0.05 pu
Voltage ratio (VR): 207.8 V/12.47 kV

Three-phase dc/ac Converter:

Parameter Symbol Value

Filter inductance Linv 10 mH
Filter resistance Rinv 10 mΩ
Dc capacitor Cdc 1200 μF
Voltage on dc side Vdc 600 V
Voltage on ac side Vac 207.8 V
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Figure 3. Voltage and frequency fluctuations at point of common coupling (PCC) of the study system
due to the abrupt PV disturbances.

2.2. Daily Power Profile of PV

Figure 4a shows the power generation and the load demand of California Independent System
Operator (ISO) on 31 March 2019. As the sun rises, the PV generation increases and the net load
declines. Into the evening, the PV generation declines while the load demand increases. This creates a
duck-shaped net load profile with steep ramp rates. The net profile of Figure 4a has a ramp rate as
steep as 5300 MW/h. Such power ramps impose challenges in commitment of the slow conventional
generators [32]. The problem becomes severe with the increased penetration level of the PVs as shown
in Figure 4b.
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Figure 4. Load profile of California ISO; (a) Load demand and generation on 31 March 2019, and (b) net
load profile on March 31 for last 5 years (2015-19) [33].

3. Proposed BES System and Control

Figure 5 shows the structure of the proposed PV-BES system. The BES connects at the terminals of
the PV and executes ramping of the combined power of the PV-BES system. The BES either generates
locally or receives the ramp-up-rate (RUR) and ramp-down-rate (RDR) signals from the grid operator
and adjusts its operation accordingly. This can (1) prevent the abrupt PV disturbances, and (2) re-shape
the daily load profile, as will be demonstrated in this paper.

Figure 5. Structure of proposed PV-battery energy storage (BES).

3.1. Defining Operational Scenario of BES

Figure 6a shows the scenario where PV power (Ppvo) experiences an abrupt fall followed by
an abrupt rise. The BES power, shown in Figure 6b, compensates this sudden disturbance and the
combined power of PV-BES system, Po, has controlled ramp down/up. The charging and discharging
of the BES causes rise/fall of its state-of-charge (SOC), as shown in Figure 6c. The BES control system
should be equipped with an SOC control that charges/discharges the battery after the response to the
disturbance is completed to regulate its SOC to the desired level.
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Figure 6. Operational scenario of the BES.

3.2. BES Converter and Its Mathematical Modeling

In this study, the BES uses a bi-directional converter topology as shown in Figure 7. The control
system determines the duty cycle of the gating signal for the switches. Assume db(t) is the duty
cycle of PWM of the BES converter and vb(t) is the BES voltage, then the average converter voltage is
vbo(t)=db(t)vb(t). If ub(t)=vbo(t) is the control input, then db(t)=

ub(t)
vb(t)

and

dibo(t)
dt

= −Rb
Lb

ibo(t) +
1
Lb

ub(t)− Vbus
Lb

, (1)

where ibo(t), Rb, Lb, and Vbus are the BES converter output current, filter resistance, filter inductance,
and the voltage at the point of connection of the BES converter, respectively. In terms of power, (1) can
be rewritten as

dPbo(t)
dt

= −Rb
Lb

Pbo(t) +
Vbus
Lb

ub(t)−
V2

bus
Lb

, (2)

where Pbo(t) is the output power from the BES system. The dynamics of the SOC depends on the
amount of current flowing in/out of the battery and it is mathematically expressed as

d
dt

SOC(t) = − Pbo
Qvb

, (3)

where Q and vb are the battery capacity (in As) and battery voltage (in V), respectively.

Figure 7. BES converter system.
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3.3. BES Control Structure and Design

Figure 8 shows the block diagram of the proposed control structure for the BES system. The control
system can be divided into 3 parts: the Power Control (high bandwidth), the Reference Power
Calculator, and the SOC control (low bandwidth). These three parts of the controller can be designed
separately and independently due to their different time scales.

Ramp
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Prmp +
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k1soc
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k2soc

--
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+
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÷
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Figure 8. Mathematical model of the BES converter system with the proposed controller.

3.3.1. Power Control Loop

This loop generates the duty cycle for the converter to absorb/supply the reference power (P∗
b ).

A proportional-integrating (PI) controller is considered and its gains, k1b and k2b, are optimally
designed as follows. Define ẋ1(t) = e(t) = P∗

b (t)−Pbo(t), and x2(t) = Pbo(t) to obtain the state space
equations of the power control loop as

ẋ1(t) =−x2(t)+P∗
b (t)

ẋ2(t) =−Rb
Lb

x2(t)+
Vbus
Lb

ub(t)−
V2

bus
Lb

.
(4)

We use the approach [34] to convert this tracking problem into standard linear quadratic regulator
(LQR) problem by applying d

dt to both sides of (4) to obtain

ż1(t) =−z2(t),

ż2(t) =−Rb
Lb

z2(t)+
Vbus
Lb

Wb(t),
(5)

where zi(t) = ẋi(t) and Wb(t) = u̇b(t). It is assumed that d
dt Vbus and d

dt P∗
b are 0, which is justifiable.

Therefore, ż(t)=Az(t)+BWb(t) and the objective is to regulate z1(t)= e(t) to 0. The cost function is

J =
∫ ∞

0
[q1e2(t) + q2z2

2(t) + W2
b(t)]dt. (6)

As described in Reference [34], the qi parameters can be systematically adjusted for the design of
the gains (k1b, k2b) to achieve the fast and smooth response in the power control. The numerical design
stage for this system is described in Section 4.

3.3.2. Reference Power Calculation

The reference power is calculated using an algorithm to properly follow the desired ramp rate.
Figure 9 shows the flowchart that generates a reference power value, Prmp, that follows desired ramp
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rate whenever the PV power experiences changes. If P∗
soc is power for the SOC control, then the

reference power for the BES system is

P∗
b (t) = Prmp(t) + P∗

soc(t). (7)

Read
a) PV power: Ppvo(k)
b) time instance: t(k)
c) RUR & RDR command (if any)

ΔP=Ppvo(k)−Pr(k)
Δt= t(k)−t(k−1)

ΔP>Pth? ΔP<Pth?
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g=RDR
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g=0

No

Pr(k+1) = Pr(k)+g · Δt

Prmp(k) = Pr(k)−Ppvo(k)
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t
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Pr: Desired output power
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Figure 9. Flowchart to calculate power ramp reference for the BES.

3.3.3. SOC Control Loop

A PI controller is used and its gains, k1soc and k2soc, are optimally designed to keep the SOC close
to its reference value as shown in Figure 8 [6]. The SOC controller gains are designed such that the
power control loop and the ramp reference calculator are faster than it. Therefore, during the design of
this loop, the fast dynamics of the power control loop may be neglected (and this loop is substituted
with a unity gain and the ramp power Prmp is set to zero). With these assumption and also neglecting
the small voltage variations across the battery that is, vb ≈V∗

b , the system becomes linear. Defining
ẋ1(t)= e(t)=SOC∗−SOC(t), x2(t)=SOC(t), and u(t)=Psoc(t), the state equations of SOC control loop are

ẋ1(t) =−x2(t) + SOC∗,

ẋ2(t) =− 1
QV∗

b
u(t).

(8)

This can be converted to a LQR form by applying d
dt as

ż1(t) =−z2(t),

ż2(t) =− 1
QV∗

b
Wb1(t)

(9)

where zi(t)= ẋi(t). Thus, ż(t)=Az(t)+BWb1(t) and the objective is to regulate z1(t)= e(t) to 0. Define the
cost function

J =
∫ ∞

0
[q1e2(t) + q2z2

2(t) + W2
b1(t)]dt, (10)
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and use the method of Reference [34] for the design of the gains (k1soc, k2soc) to achieve smooth response
in the SOC control. Numerical design is provided in Section 4.

3.4. Determining the BES Capacity

The battery capacity depends on the desired slowest power ramp of the PV and the BES combined.
The minimum BES capacity (Qmin) is chosen such that during the maximum power disturbance (ΔPmax)
the system operates at desired slowest power ramp (Rmin) keeping the SOC within the desired range
(SOCmin, SOCmax) for all the time.

Figure 6 shows the typical desired response of the system. For maximum PV power fluctuation
ΔPmax (in W), the BES should be able to supply power with minimum ramp Rmin (in W/s) for the time
interval T where T = ΔPmax

Rmin
. Assuming that the battery voltage remains relatively constant at V∗

b (in
V) during this period, the total charge supplied by the battery is 0.5TΔPmax

V∗
b

(in As). If ΔSOCmax is the
maximum permissible fluctuation in SOC from its nominal value, SOCn, during this period, then the
minimum battery capacity required, Qmin (in As), is given by

Qmin =
ΔP2

max
2V∗

b RminΔSOCmax
. (11)

4. Numerical Designs, Results, and Comparisons

This section presents some numerical designs of the proposed system and also investigates its
performance in the context of both abrupt PV power variations and daily irradiation profile using
simulations and laboratory-scale experimentation. The structure of the this section is as follows.
(1) Section 4.1 studies the performance of proposed system in response to abrupt PV disturbances
in a simulated hybrid dc/ac system. (2) Section 4.2 shows the simulation results of applying the
proposed system to address abrupt PV disturbances in a real irradiation profile data. (3) Section 4.3
investigates the performance of the proposed method in mitigating the duck-curve phenomenon using
simulations on practical data. (4) Section 4.4 shows the results of a laboratory-scale realization of the
proposed method. (5) Section 4.5 shows the qualitative comparison of the proposed method with
existing methods to mitigate PV power fluctuations.

4.1. Abrupt Disturbances: Case Study 1

The proposed controller is applied to the study system of Figure 2 to study the impact of abrupt
PV disturbances. The design of system components are discussed first.

4.1.1. System and Control Parameters

Figure 10 and Table 3 show the PV system and its converter parameters. The controller gains of
the PV system are designed using the method discussed in Reference [34]. The internal current loop
is designed first, which gives k1pv and k2pv, and then the external loop is designed that includes the
design of k3pv, k4pv,k5pv, and k6pv. In the design of the external loop, all the dynamics of the internal
loop are carried along. Therefore, unlike common practice, the internal loop is not limited to be several
times faster than the external loop. In our study, the PV operates at MPPT using perturb and observe
(P&O) algorithm [35]. However, this is not a requirement for the proposed BES controller.
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Figure 10. PV converter system and its control.

Table 3. Parameters of PV system.

PV System:

15 kW @ 1000 W/m2 and 1000 V
Vbus: 600 V

Converter:
Cpv : 400 μF, Lpv : 10 mH, Rpv: 10 mΩ

Controller:
Switching Frequency: 10 kHz
Control Gains:
k1pv: −316.22, k2pv: 3.07, k3pv: 31.62
k4pv: 344.49, k5pv: 1.38, k6pv: −0.59

The objective is to obtain the desired ramp rate of 30 %/minute ≈ 75 W/s from the combined
PV-BES system. Table 4 shows the parameters of the BES system and its converter. The gains of the
power control loop of the BES controller are designed based on the method discussed in Section 3.3.1.
Figure 11a shows the plot of the closed loop poles of the power loop on changing qi’s. Here, q1 and q2

are subsequently increased between 10−3→102.5 and 10−6→10−4, respectively. The reference power
of the BES for the ramp control is calculated by using the method mentioned in Section 3.3.2. For the
SOC control loop, the control gains are designed based on the method presented in Section 3.3.3.
Figure 11b shows the plot of the closed loop poles of the SOC loop on changing qi’s. Here, q1 and q2 are
increased between 10−1.5→102.5 and 100→107.75, respectively. Table 4 shows the controller gains and
the location of the poles for both the power control loop and the SOC control loop. The poles of the
SOC control loop are selected such that its speed is several times slower than the ramp rate calculator.

The system and control parameters of the dc/ac converter are adopted based on the conventional
voltage source converter (VSC) and vector control method [36–38] to regulate the dc voltage at 600 V.
This ensures exchange of power between the dc and ac system in a desired way. The synchronous
generator is simulated using the method proposed in Reference [39].
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Table 4. BES system parameters.

BES System:
Vb: 1000 V, RUR/RDR: 30%/minute ≈75 W/s
Vbus: 600 V, ΔPmax: 15 kW, ΔSOCmax: 30%
Qmin: 5040 As, Choose Q: 5400 As

Converter: Lb:10 mH, Rb:10 mΩ

Controller:
Switching Frequency: 10 kHz

Power Control:
With q1: 316.22, q2: 0.0001
Poles: −789.6 ± j665.9
Gains: k1b: -17.78, k2b: 0.0263

SOC Control:
With q1: 316.22, q2: 5.62 × 107

Poles −0.0015 ± j0.0011
Gains: k1soc: 17.7828, k2soc: −15,757
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Figure 11. Poles of (a) the power, and (b) the state-of-charge (SOC) loops of BES.

4.1.2. Results and Discussion

The simulation scenario to study the impact of abrupt PV disturbances is defined as follows.
The solar intensity is initially at 1000 W/m2 and the system is operating at steady state. The PV system
supplies 14.2 kW power and there is 1.4 kW power from the ac to the dc system. At t=5.0 s, the solar
intensity drops from 1000 W/m2 to 250 W/m2 in a fraction of a second that drops the PV power to
3.42 kW. At t=50 s, the solar intensity goes back abruptly to 1000 W/m2.

Figure 12 shows the output power response of the system. There is a sudden change in the
power injected to the dc system (and then flowing into the ac system) when BES is not used. The BES
smoothes down those changes and establishes an output power ramp at the desired rate. Figure 13
shows the transient response details of the PV, the BES, and the combined output powers. It confirms
that the BES quickly compensates for the PV power practically without a delay.
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Figure 14 shows the voltage and frequency transients at point of common coupling (PCC) of the
dc and the ac system in response to the abrupt PV disturbances. The BES has reduced the peak and
duration of both dc and ac voltage transients. The ac voltage (rms) experiences a peak fluctuation
of close to 5.5 V (close to 5%) without the BES, and the BES limits the fluctuations within 0.1 V
(practically zero). The BES has also improved the transients in the system frequency. Figure 15 shows
the voltage transients at different buses in the dc system. The BES reduces the voltage transients across
the entire dc system. Without the BES, this disturbances causes voltage fluctuations with peaks of over
10%. The BES reduces the peak of the transients to about 1%, and damps out the oscillations quickly.
Over ten times improvement is achieved.
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The ac current of the grid dc/ac converter is shown in Figure 16. When the PV power drops, the
ac system supplies the deficit power to the dc system in the absence of the BES. With the proposed
BES, the ac current has smooth transitions. Figure 17 shows the SOC of the BES in response to the
abrupt PV disturbances. The SOC controller slowly regulates the SOC to the reference value after the
disturbance is taken care without affecting the ramping behavior of the BES.
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4.2. Abrupt Disturbances: Case Study 2

Figure 18 shows the total power of the proposed PV-BES system (designed in previous section)
in response to the real solar intensity measured at Lowry Range Solar Station on 18 March 2013 [31]
for different power ramp settings (0.5%/minute, 1%/minute, 5%/minute). It demonstrates that the
BES reduces the impact of the abrupt PV disturbances and smooths the power profile with the desired
ramp rate.
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Figure 18. Output power of the proposed PV-BES system for different ramp settings in response to the
real solar irradiance data.

4.3. Daily Power Profile of PV

The ramping capability of the proposed PV-BES system can be utilized to shape the daily load
profile. When the distributed PV generators are equipped with the proposed BES system, and properly
commanded, the aggregated load profile can become much smoother with some desired ramp rates.
This also enables peak-load reduction. To demonstrate these properties, two scenarios are studied in
this section as follows.

Scenario I: Figure 19 shows the power profile of California ISO on 31 March 2019 [33] with the
proposed PV-BES system. The BES charges and stores energy in the morning as the solar intensity
increases and avoids sharp decline of net load. This stored energy is released in the evening when
the PV generation declines and the load demand increases. Figure 19 shows the profile when both
RUR and RDR of the PV-BES system are set at 1200 MW/h. With a total of 5000 MW, 19411 MWh BES
systems, the ramp rate is reduced from 5300 MW/h to 2767 MW/h (almost 50%) and the peak load is
reduced from 22580 MW to 18747 MW.

Scenario II: In Figure 20, the RUR is set at 1400 MW/h while the RDR is set at 1000 MW/h till
20:00 and changed to 3000 MW/h afterwards. The required BES is 5571 MW, 15201 MWh and the
ramp rate of the net load is reduced to 2660 MW/h with peak load of 21535 MW.

The results are summarized in Table 5. This study concludes that by properly adjusting the
RUR and RDR, both the steep ramp-up rate and the peak of the net load profile may be mitigated.
The RUR and RDR may be optimally computed and supplied by a secondary controller through a
low-bandwidth communication.

Table 5. Impact of ramp rate settings on daily power profile.

S.N Ramp Setting
BES Size Maximum Ramp

in Net Load
Peak Net

LoadPower Energy

1 No BES - - 5300 22,580

2 RUR: 1200 MW/h 5000 MW 19,411 MWh 2767 MW/h 18,747 MWRDR: 1200 MW/h

3
RUR: 1400 MW/h

5571 MW 15,201 MWh 2660 MW/h 21,535 MWRDR: 1000 MW/h till 20:00
RDR: 3000 MW/h after 20:00
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Figure 19. Shaping of Daily Load Profile: Scenario I.
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Figure 20. Shaping of Daily Load Profile: Scenario II.

4.4. Experimental Results

This section presents the results of a laboratory-scale implementation of the proposed system
to evaluate its performance in a basic condition where all algorithms and controls are implemented
in real time. The ability of the proposed approach to counter the PV disturbances (generated using
an actual PV emulator hardware and other periphery circuits) is demonstrated. The results confirm
feasibility of the proposed algorithms and controls. The details are presented throughout the section.

4.4.1. Experimental Setup

Figure 21 shows a low-power laboratory-scale experimental setup built to evaluate the
performance of the proposed controller in response to the abrupt PV disturbances. An Agilent
E4360A modular solar array simulator is used to emulate the PV and its disturbances. It is connected
to a dc grid via a standard buck converter. A dc power supply in parallel with a local load models the
dc grid. Another dc supply with a local load acts as a battery, and it is connected to the dc grid via a
half-bridge converter for bi-directional power flow. The proposed control method is used and realized
on the micro-controller to control the two converters.

Table 6 shows the system and control parameters. The control parameters for the PV system are
designed to regulate the PV voltage to 20 V (maximum power point) using the method discussed in
Section 4.1.1. For the BES system, the reference power calculation and the design of the power control
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parameters are done using the method in Section 3.3. We have ignored the SOC control and the ac
system due to limitations in experimental setup.

Figure 21. Experimental setup.

Table 6. Experimental setup parameters.

Modular Solar Array Simulator:
PV Curve I: Vmp: 20.0 V, Imp: 0.3 A, Voc: 23.0 V, Isc: 0.5 A
PV Curve II: Vmp: 20.0 V, Imp: 2.0 A, Voc: 23.0 V, Isc: 2.5 A

PV converter: Lpv: 1 mH, Rpv: 0.2587 Ω, Cpv: 100μF

BES and converter: Vb: 30.0 V, Local Load: 30 Ω, Lb: 1 mH, Rb: 0.250 Ω

Dc bus: Vbus: 10.0 V, Local Load: 2 Ω

Controller:
Switching Frequency: 32 kHz
PV converter control gains
k1pv: −56.23, k2pv: 0.18, k3pv: 10.00, k4pv: 382.76, k5pv: 1.02, k6pv: −0.16
BES controller settings
RUR & RDR: 1.0 W/s, Control Gains: k1b= −5.6234, k2b= 0.0189 (Power control)

4.4.2. Results

Figure 22a shows the response of the system for the ramp rate setting of 1.0 W/s (for both RDR &
RUR). Abrupt PV disturbances are manually applied to the PV emulator by switching from PV Curve I
to PV Curve II and vice versa as specified in Table 6. When the PV conveter output increases, the
battery quickly intervenes to absorb the power. Similarly, the battery supplies power when there is
abrupt fall in PV converter power. With the grid voltage of 10 V, the ramp rate of 0.1 A/s in current is
obtained. Figure 23 shows the results when the PV power experiences random abrupt disturbances.
The study presented in this section confirms that the proposed control system can be successfully
implemented in real-time on a typical hardware platform and the desired ramping rates set by the
user are achieved by the combination of PV and proposed BES control system.
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(a) (b)
Figure 22. Experimental results: (a) ramp up response, and (b) ramp down response.

Figure 23. Experimental result: ramp up/down response for random PV power changes.

4.5. Comparisons

This section demonstrates comparison of the proposed method with conventional methods to
execute smoothing of PV power. The comparison is done based on various qualitative parameters
such as ramp calculation simplicity, plug-play level of proposed BES, coverage of converter model
details, optimal control design, and inclusion of SOC control. The evaluation are done at the levels of
poor, fair, average, and good. The comparisons are tabulated in Table 7.

Table 7. Qualitative comparison of proposed method with existing methods.

References Smoothing Method
Ramp Calculation

Simplicity

Plug-and-Play

Level
Model
Details

SOC Control
Design

Optimal Control

Design

[24] Ramp Average Poor Fair No No
[22] Ramp Fair Poor Fair No No
[25] P-f droop Average Fair Average No No
[26] Ramp Fair Poor Average No No
[27] Ramp, Constant power Fair Fair Average No No
[28] Constant power Average Fair Average No No
[29] Constant power Average Poor Average No No
[30] Moving average, P-f droop Fair Poor Poor No No

Proposed method Ramp Good Good Good Yes Yes

5. Conclusions

PV power experiences abrupt changes due to the fast moving clouds which cause voltage and
frequency fluctuations in the weak grid and high PV penetrations. A battery energy storage (BES) is
proposed in this paper to address fast power disturbances. Furthermore, the daily profile of the solar
irradiance creates sharp ramp in daily load profile, which imposes challenges on the slow conventional
generators. The ramping capability of the proposed PV-BES system is utilized to smooth and improve
the daily load profile in terms of its steep ramp up and peak demand. Although the concept is
developed for a BES system, it can be applied to other behind-the-meter distributed assets such as
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small gas turbine generators. The optimal computation and communication of the storage ramp rates
are the future directions of research. To mention a limitation, the proposed approach of this paper
requires the BES to be co-located with the PV and have access to its terminals in order to achieve the
desired power ramping of the combined PV-BES.
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Abbreviations

PV Photovoltaic BES Battery Energy Storage
DER Distributed Energy Resources LQR Linear quadratic regulator
MPPT Maximum power point tracking PCC Point of common coupling
PI Proportional Integrator pu per unit
RDR Ramp Down Rate RUR Ramp Up Rate
SG Synchronous generator SOC State of Charge
ISO Independent System Operator
Symbols and Variables

t Time k Sampling instant
Δt Change in time Ssg Synchronous generator power
vsg Voltage of synchronous generator H Inertia constant
Rtr Resistance of transformer Xtr Reactance of transformer
VR Transformer voltage ratio Vdc Dc voltage at the PCC
Vac L-L rms ac voltage at PCC Linv Filter inductance of dc/ac converter
Rinv Filter resistance of dc/ac converter Cdc Capacitor on dc side of dc/ac converter
Vbus Voltage at PV-BES connection Vbus i Voltage of ith bus
RUR Ramp up rate RDR Ramp down rate
Rmin Minimum ramp rate Ppv PV power
Ppvo Output power of PV converter ΔP Change in PV power
Pr Desired output power ΔPmax Maximum change in PV power
Po Total output power of PV-BES system Lpv Filter inductance of PV converter
Cpv Capacitor across PV terminals Rpv Filter resistance of PV converter
ki pv PV control ith gain ipv PV current
ipvo Output current of PV converter vpv PV voltage
vref

pv PV reference voltage Vmp PV voltage at maximum PV power
Imp PV current at maximum PV power Voc Open-circuit voltage of PV
Isc Short-circuit current of PV P∗

b BES reference power
P∗

soc Reference power for SOC control of BES Pb Battery Power
Pbo Output power of BES converter ib Battery current
ibo Output current of BES converter db Duty cycle for BES converter
ub Control input of BES converter vb Battery voltage
V∗

b Nominal voltage of battery SOC State of charge of BES
SOCn Nominal SOC of BES ΔSOC Change in SOC of BES
ΔSOCmax Maximum change in SOC Lb Filter inductance of BES converter
Rb Filter resistance of BES converter Q Battery capacity
Qmin Minimum battery capacity ki b BES power control ith gain
ki soc ith gain of SOC control J Cost function
qi ith weighting factor in cost function
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Abstract: PV modules tilted and oriented toward east and west directions gain gradually more
importance as an alternative to the presently-preferred south (north in the Southern Hemisphere)
orientation and it is shown to become economically superior even under the reimbursement of
feed-in tariff (FIT). This is a consequence of the increasing spread between the decreasing costs of
self-consumed solar power and the costs for power from the grid. One-minute values of irradiance
were measured by silicon sensors at different orientations and tilt angles in Hannover (Germany)
over three years. We show that south-oriented collectors give the highest electrical power during the
day, whereas combinations of east and west orientations (E-W) result in the highest self-consumption
rate (SC), and combinations of southeast and southwest (SE-SW) orientations result in the highest
degree of autarky (AD), although they reduce the yearly PV Power by 5–6%. Moreover, the economic
analysis of PV systems without FIT shows that the SE-SW and E-W combinations have the lowest
electricity cost and they are more beneficial in terms of internal rate of return (IRR), compared to the S
orientation at the same tilt. For PV systems with FIT, the S orientation presently provides the highest
transfer of money from the supplier. However, as a consequence of the continuing decline of FIT, the
economic advantage of S orientation is decreasing. E-W and SE-SW orientations are more beneficial
for the owner as soon as FIT decreases to 7 Ct/kWh. East and west orientations of PV modules do
not only have benefits for the individual owner but avoid high costs for storing energy—regardless
who would own the storage facilities—and by avoiding high noon peaks of solar energy production
during sunny periods, which would become an increasing problem for the grid if more solar power is
installed. Furthermore, two types of commonly used PV software (PVSOL and PVsyst) were used to
simulate the system performance. The comparison with measurements showed that both PV software
underestimate SC and AD for all studied orientations, leading to the conclusion that improvements
are necessary in modelling.

Keywords: incident solar radiation; PV output power modelling; tilt angle; orientation; rooftop solar

1. Introduction

Decarbonization of our energy supply is an important component to fulfill pledges of the Paris
Agreement to keep the global warming below 1.5 ◦C, because 65% of the world’s current CO2 emissions
are due to burning fossil fuels [1]. Renewable energy is one of the most cost-effective options to replace
fossil fuels and to reduce electricity-related emissions. In recent years, many countries have begun a
transition to more sustainable energy supply based on renewable energies. Solar energy represents the
most abundant natural energy resource on the earth and has the potential to replace fossil fuels to
satisfy this clean energy demand of our society in future [2]. This exceptional energy source is the most
simple and economic renewable energy technology available that can be easily installed, especially on
rooftops of houses. The costs for solar modules, measured in $/Wp, have reduced by as much as 90%
during the last decade and are expected to fall further in the future [3].
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Consequently, the evolution of renewable energy over the past decade has surpassed most
expectations. By the end of 2018, global total renewable generation capacity reached 2351 GW. PV
solar electricity has developed rapidly in minor private systems, as well as in large-scale installations
connected to national grids. Solar energy represented around 20.6% of renewable energy generation in
2018, with capacities of 486 GW [4].

The solar irradiance changes with geographical location, season, and time of the day according to
sun position in the sky. In addition, it varies by the influence of clouds, aerosols, and ground reflection.
The orientation and tilt angle of PV collectors are among the most important parameters that affect
the performance of a PV system, as they determine the amount of solar radiation received by the PV
collector [5]. The orientation and inclination of a PV installation has two effects on system output: On
the one hand, there is a larger or smaller amount of total annual yield; on the other hand, there is
an impact on the seasonal or daily timing of peak energy generation [6]. In general, PV systems are
divided into fixed and tracking systems. Fixed systems are often small systems installed on the roof of
a building, while tracking systems are often large PV systems installed to maximize the solar radiation
that reaches them [7]. Module performance is also affected by local factors for individual locations e.g.,
cloudiness, temperature, shading, dust, precipitation, and bird droppings [8].

Based on Earth-sun geometry, many studies were carried out to find the optimum tilt angle and
orientation of PV systems in certain areas worldwide, e.g., Italy [9], Turkey [10], Australia [11], the
United States [12], India [13], China [14], and Ghana [15]. Most previous studies show that the optimal
fixed tilt angle of PV collectors depends only on geographical latitude (ϕ), if local weather and climatic
conditions are not considered. However, because of the diffuse solar radiation, the optimal tilt angles
may differ from those in reality. Huld et al. [16] showed that climate characteristics have a huge
influence on the optimal tilt angle in Europe. Lave and Kleissl [12] showed that the optimal tilt is
reduced by up to 10 degrees when cloudiness is taken into consideration, particularly in the northern
United States. European studies [17,18] concluded that the optimum tilt must be reduced by 10◦ to 20◦
between southern and northern Europe because of the same effect. Beringer et al. [19] showed that
solar collectors oriented to the South at a tilt angle of 50◦–70◦ in the winter months (October–March)
and 0◦–30◦ in the summer months (April–September) would result in the highest monthly yield for the
location of Hannover, Germany.

Rooftop PV systems have gained importance in the last decade, especially from the drop in the
cost of solar PV modules and the increase of end-consumer electricity tariff. According to recent
studies, up to 25% of EU electricity consumption could be potentially produced in small rooftop PV
systems installed in the existing EU building [20]. Other authors estimate that all electricity needs
can be produced on rooftops [21]. There is increased interest in the self-consumption (SC), i.e., the
part of PV power production that is consumed by the house owner. The savings from self-consumed
PV-generated electricity are much higher than the profit from selling excess generation at spot prices. It
may also have a positive effect on the distribution grid and make the production profiles of PV systems
connected to the grid smoother.

The SC depends mainly on the system size: The more PV power installed, the more often the
produced electricity exceeds consumption; i.e., it is non-linear with installed power [22]. SC can also
be increased by energy storage and by load management; i.e., the influence of temporal resolution
becomes less distinct with added a battery storage [23]. In practice, the SC rate can range from a few
percent to a theoretical maximum of 100%, depending on the PV system size and load profile. Moreover,
estimation of SC depends also on time resolution; i.e., it is overestimated when using hourly data of
PV electricity production and household load profiles. Luthander et al. [24] found that for individual
buildings, sub-hourly data are needed to capture the behavior of high peak power. Leicester et al. [25]
found that SC is overestimated by 71.3% when using hourly data, compared with 54.8% when using
one-minute data. Accordingly, high temporal resolution data are required to quantify SC accurately.

There are very limited studies that described simultaneous direct measurements of PV generation
and consumption. However, one method to obtain more data with greater variety is to use PV data and
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separately-obtained load profile data, and estimate the SC fraction [25]. With the present reimbursement
for feed-in tariffs that value just the yearly sum fed into the grid, suitability studies focused for rooftop
have just concentrated on the yearly yield. Many studies and online web tools concerning the suitability
of the orientation of rooftop implicitly take only the yearly sum into account [26]. Calculations for the
diurnal variability are lacking.

In this study, we use one-minute data to compare the outputs of 12 solar collectors at various tilt
and azimuth angles in order to propose an alternative concept for increasing SC via non-south-oriented
PV systems and investigate its potential. The calculations are based on measurements from silicon
sensors with different orientations and tilt angles in Hannover (Germany). The SC of all orientations
is calculated by using a set of separately measured load profiles in order to evaluate the best and
more-economic orientations for rooftop PV systems. The results are also compared with the simulated
values of two widely used PV software packages, PVSOL [27] and PVsyst [28] to validate this software.
Detailed information about the simulation parameters are listed in Tables.

2. Methodology

The input dataset used in this study is composed of one-minute output of 12 solar collectors
(Figure 1) installed for three years (2016–2018) on the roof of the Institute for Meteorology and
Climatology (IMUK) of the Leibniz Universität Hannover (Hannover, Germany; 52.23◦ N, 9.42◦ E
and 50 m above sea level). Measurements have been made, using crystalline silicon PV devices with
individual temperature sensors (Mencke and Tegtmeyer GmbH, Hameln, Germany). The PV devices
have been calibrated by the manufacturer in November 2013 and they are cleaned regularly to prevent
the accumulation of dirt and dust. In addition, all devices are compared after one year of measurements
by placing them side by side horizontally. These comparisons were performed under different weather
conditions and have showed an agreement within ±3%.

 
Figure 1. Set of solar PV devices based on silicon sensors mounted in several different tilt angles and
orientations, operational at the IMUK (Institute for Meteorology and Climatology) [IMUK, 2017].

Two groups of identical devices are considered here: The first group consist of devices with 45◦
tilt, oriented to S, E, W, SE, and SW; the second group consists of vertical devices, oriented to S, E, W,
SE, SW, and N. The tilt angle for the first group (45◦) is chosen to represent the large number of roof
pitches, where most residential houses in Germany were built with a tilted roof angle between 40◦ and
45◦ [29]. According to the initial design of the measurement system, the S measurements are conducted
at tilt angles of 40◦ and 50◦, therefore we take the average of both sensors (40◦ and 50◦) to represent the
PV outputs at 45◦ tilt; the uncertainty resulting from this procedure and other orientation uncertainties
are less than 1% according to PVGIS calculations. Table 1 shows an overview about the inclination
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uncertainty, according to a Photovoltaic Geographical Information System (PVGIS) calculation [30]
for Hannover.

Table 1. Annual PV energy produced in Hannover with respect to the optimal inclination [%] according
to PVGIS.

East ← Azimuth → West

tilt 90 80 70 60 50 40 30 20 10 0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90
0 86 86 86 86 86 86 86 86 86 86 86 86 86 86 86 86 86 86 86

10 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 92 93 93 93 92 92 91 90 89 88 87 86
20 84 86 88 90 92 94 95 96 97 97 97 96 96 94 93 91 89 87 84
30 81 84 87 90 93 95 97 98 99 99 99 98 97 96 93 91 88 85 81
40 78 82 85 89 92 94 96 98 99 100 99 98 97 95 92 89 86 82 78
50 74 78 82 86 89 92 94 96 97 97 97 96 95 92 90 87 83 79 74
60 70 74 78 82 85 88 90 92 93 93 93 92 91 89 86 82 79 74 70
70 65 69 73 76 80 82 84 86 87 87 87 86 85 83 80 77 73 69 65
80 59 63 67 70 73 75 77 78 79 80 79 79 78 76 73 70 67 64 60
90 53 57 60 63 65 67 69 69 70 70 70 70 69 68 66 63 60 57 54

3. PV System Output Calculation

In general, there are several ways to calculate the power output of PV systems. We used in this
study a simple method for calculating it [31]:

Pm,i = Prel ×
Im,i

IUTC
×

(
1 + γ

(
Tsen,i − 25

◦
C
))
× PLF (1)

where Pm is power output of the PV system, Prel is the rated PV system power (the output power of PV
device under standard test conditions), Im is the measured solar irradiance, IUTC = 1000 W/m2, Tsen is
the module temperature (in ◦C), γ is power temperature coefficient, and PLF is the power loss factor.

The equation contains the temperature coefficient to take into account the drop of sensor signal
because of the temperature and to correct the testing conditions. The losses because of inverter and the
degradation mechanisms of the PV sensors (0.5%/a) are included in Equation (1) as a PLF, which is
time dependent because of the degradation of sensors.

3.1. Load Profile

The power generation profiles were calculated by using the Equation (1). A synthesized dataset
of actual measured load profiles provided by HTW Berlin [32] is used to simulate a household’s
consumption pattern of electricity. The data set consists of 74 load profiles of German single-family
houses with a temporal resolution of 1 min for every day of the year. The load profile used for
the calculations is the average of six selected profiles which have an annual consumption between
3900 kWh and 4055 kWh. The average profile has an annual electricity consumption of 4006 kWh
(Figure 2). It can be assumed that the selected profiles represent a four-person household.
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Figure 2. Six private household profiles which have an annual consumption between 3900 kWh and
4055 kWh [32]. The average profile (black curve) has an annual electricity consumption of 4006 kWh.

3.2. Economic Parameters

Feed-in tariffs are the most common policy instrument worldwide to support renewable energy.
Many PV installations sell their power at local grid, and the majority of feed-in tariff contracts are
at a fixed price per kWh for 10–20 years [33]. This results in an optimal orientation that is the same
for both maximum economic yield and maximum energy production. The German FIT for solar
photovoltaic uses varying rates depending on the size of the project. Countries in which the FIT
was eliminated usually replace it by net metering schemes. The net metering is also used in many
different countries under different rules, but consists of a system in which the excess electricity injected
into the grid can be used at a later time to compensate the consumption when PV generation is not
sufficient. The compensation usually covers a specific period (usually 1–3 years) depending on the
country’s regulations, and any excess energy after this period is not remunerated. So, the main idea is to
configure the system settings in a way its annual production does not exceed the annual consumption,
minimizing the deviation between them and increasing SC. Examples of countries using net metering
schemes are: the United States (with particular conditions depending on the state), Denmark, Greece,
Australia, Brazil, Mexico, and Chile [34–36].

The FIT used in the financial model for the calculation is 10.64 Ct/kWh (from July, 2019) and the
price is constant for 20 years. The electricity price (30.22 Ct/kWh) considered in the calculations in this
study represents the average price level for private households in Germany in 2019, including taxes
and levies [37]. The increase of electricity price is expected to slow down to 2% p.a. as an average
value during the next 20 years. The levelized cost of PV energy (LC) in northern Germany ranges
between 9.89 Ct/kWh and 11.54 Ct/kWh, depending on the annual solar irradiance [38]; a value of
10 Ct/kWh is used in this study.

In the design of PV systems, the self-consumption rate (SC) and the degree of autarky (AD) are
two important quantities used to assess the congruence of the PV generation and electricity demand
profiles. The self-consumption rate is defined by the ratio of PV directly used (PDU) to the total amount
of PV power generated (Pm), according to Equation (2).

SC =
PDU

Pm
(2)
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The degree of autarky is defined as a ratio of PV directly used to the total consumption by the
household [39], according to Equation (3).

AD =
PDU

L
(3)

where L is the energy consumed by the loads.
The electricity price PE used to evaluate the economic impact of PV system at specific orientation

has been calculated according to Equation (4).

PE = (PG − PFi) + LC (4)

where PG is the grid electricity price, PFi is the FIT, and LC is the levelized cost of PV energy.
Figure 3 shows a workflow diagram used in this study to calculate the SC with the feed-in

components. The calculations are always dependent on the consumption of electricity, with the primary
objective to fulfil the demand from the PV produced energy, before purchasing from the public grid. If
the produced electricity exceeds the consumption of the house, the excess is supplied to the public
grid. Moreover, the internal rate of return (IRR) for all available orientations has been calculated over
the life cycle of the PV system (20 years) in order to enlighten prospective owners/investors of rooftop
PV systems. The IRR, defined as a discount rate that makes the net present value from all cash flows
from a project equal to zero, is used to evaluate the attractiveness of a project or investment, and it is
probably one of the most meaningful metric for investors [40]. The degradation mechanisms of the PV
collectors (0.5%/a) and an annual increase of electricity price (2%/a) were taken into account in the
IRR calculations.

Figure 3. Schematic view of the calculation of system components. The calculations are always
dependent on the load demand, with the primary objective to fulfil it from the PV produced energy,
before purchasing electricity from the public grid.

3.3. PV Software

PV estimation models are generally used to estimate the expected energy output of a PV system.
These models need specific input parameters such as meteorological conditions of the location, system
design details, and definitions of the main components used. A variety of software for the simulation of
PV systems is available in the market, including PVsyst, PVSOL, and others. PVsyst, developed at the
University of Geneva, is one of the most common modeling software tools used in the PV industry to
simulate the performance of grid-connected or stand-alone PV systems and calculate their energy yield.
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PVsyst allows the definition of meteorological databases from many different sources and formats, as
well as on-site measured data [41]. On the other hand, PVSOL is a German software developed by
Valentine Software [27] for dynamic simulation with 3D visualization and detailed shading analysis
of photovoltaic systems. PVSOL gives customers the best return on their investment by visualizing
systems, and it can perform economic and performance analysis with comprehensive reports.

4. Results and Discussion

4.1. Production and Consumption under Different Weather Conditions

Figure 4 shows the PV production profiles for the S and E-W orientations during three days of May
2018 with different weather conditions (clear sky, partly cloudy, and fully cloudy) and correspondent
customer load profiles for the same days of the year.

Figure 4. PV Production profiles for three days of May 2018 and the correspondent customer load profiles
for the same days of the year. The thick (gray) curve represents the 10-minte average consumption.

The load profiles show different peaks over the day according to consumption patterns, while,
the PV power production changes according to the movement of the sun and the weather conditions.
The influence of orientation is shown clearly in clear sky days, when the energy production depends
mainly on the sun’s position. The E-W orientation covers more the edges of the day and reduces
noon peak. On the other hand, the orientation is irrelevant under cloudy conditions, when the solar
irradiance dominated by diffuse component. In general, SC rate is higher under cloudy conditions.

4.2. Annual Insolation

The annual total solar energy as function of surface azimuth and tilt angles is depicted in Figure 5.
The left side histogram shows that the maximum annual total energy is for a south-facing surface with
a tilt angle between 30◦ and 40◦, closer to 40◦. The annual total energy is less than the maximum by
approximately 0.2% for surface orientation of 30◦ S, and it decreases gradually with higher or lower tilt
angles. The annual produced energy for the surfaces oriented at the same tilt angle (45◦) toward E and
W are 77.0% and 75.9% of the optimal orientation respectively. For orientations of 45◦ SE or SW, the
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annual total energy produced are 94.8% and 93.3% of maximum produced energy. The inequality in
total energy for E and W and in SE and SW may denote asymmetric distributions of solar irradiance
before and after midday. On the right histogram of Figure 4 we can see that, for a vertical surface with
orientation of 90◦ south, the produced energy is 66.2% of the 40◦ tilted surface, whereas it is about 50%
for E and W surfaces. The annual total energy of the northern vertical surface is reduced by about 74%.

Figure 5. Produced and consumed PV power averaged over all days of the years 2016–2018 for the S,
E-W, and SE-SW orientations at 45◦ tilt. The area below the gray curve represents the average load
profile. The E-W and SE-SW facing installation produce more electricity in the mornings and evenings
with a lower midday peak, so they match the load profile more closely.

In general, the amount of energy produced by a PV collector is proportional to solar radiation
received by a surface in a specific orientation. Table 2 shows the annual produced energy and its
percentage from the maximum value (at 45◦ S) for different orientations and tilt angles. The table
also shows the SC rate and AD for each orientation. For 45◦ tilt surfaces, the lowest SC rate (37.9%) is
for the S facing solar installation, while the highest SC rate (51.4%) is for the E-W combination. The
high SC rate is because the power output of E-W installation matches the load profile more closely,
producing more electric energy at the beginning and at the end of the day, with a lower midday
peak (Figure 6). The AD has its maximum at SE-SW combination (40.7%) and its minimum at the E
orientation (35.4%). Moreover, the economic efficiency of all studied orientations for the cases with
and without FIT is also listed in Table 2. Overall, the E-W and SE-SW combinations have the lowest
electricity cost (29.2 Ct/kWh and 29.1 Ct/kWh respectively), while the E orientation has the highest one
(30.7 Ct/kWh), both cases for the system without FIT. For PV systems with FIT, the S-facing systems
have the lowest electricity price (22.0 Ct/kWh) because of the high PV generation and accordingly the
high feed-in amount, while the E-facing systems have the highest price (25.6 Ct/kWh).
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Table 2. Results of measurement for a PV size of 4.8 kWp at different tilt angles in Hannover, Germany.

Orientation S45 E45 W45
E45 +
W45

SE45 SW45
SE45 +
SW45

S90 E90 W90 SE90 SW90 N90

Percentage of SS45 (%) 100 76.2 75.0 75.6 94.6 93.1 93.8 66.8 49.8 50.3 64.6 64.4 25.8

Annual PV Generation
(kWh/a) 4145 3157 3111 3134 3921 3859 3890 2769 2064 2046 2678 2655 1069

SC rate (%) 37.9 44.9 47.9 51.4 38.6 40.7 41.9 50.9 57.4 66.2 50.0 55.4 95.1

Autarky (%) 39.2 35.4 37.2 40.3 37.8 39.2 40.7 35.2 29.6 34.5 33.4 36.7 25.4

Cost
Ct/kWh

No FIT 29.5 30.7 30.1 29.2 30.5 29.5 29.1 30.9 32.7 31.1 31.4 30.4 34.0

With FIT 22.0 25.6 25.3 24.7 23.0 22.8 22.5 27.0 30.2 29.1 27.6 27.1 33.9

IRR %
Over 20 ys

No FIT 1.59 0.20 0.84 1.90 1.10 1.57 2.09 0.13 −2.15 −0.19 −0.53 0.70 −4.23

With FIT 7.05 4.13 4.42 5.14 6.29 6.45 6.82 3.23 0.12 1.45 2.61 3.33 −4.10

  

Figure 6. Average annual total solar energy (2016–2018) measured at IMUK and normalized values (in
%) with respect to the annual total maximum energy at 40◦ S. The solar energy decreases for higher or
lower tilt angles and for other azimuth angles.

The IRR analysis of PV systems without FIT shows that the SE-SW and E-W orientations tilted at
45◦ is more beneficial with an IRR value of 2.09% and 1.90%, respectively, when compared to the S
orientation at the same tilt with 1.59%. For PV systems with FIT, the IRR for the S orientation is higher
with a value of 7.05%, compared to the SE-SW and E-W orientations with 6.82% and 5.14%, respectively.

As expected, for the vertical surfaces, the S orientations gives the highest output (66.8% of the
maximum), while the lowest energy is produced by N-facing surface (25.8 of the maximum), because
of the Earth-sun geometry in the northern hemisphere. In terms of the SC rate, the N surfaces have the
highest rate, due to the low energy production in this direction, while the lowest rate (50.0%) is for the
SE surface. The AD has its maximum at SW orientation (36.7%) and it is minimum at N orientation
(25.4%). Accordingly, the SW orientation has the lowest electricity cost (30.4 Ct/kWh) for the system
without FIT, while the S and SW orientations have the lowest electricity cost (27.1 Ct/kWh) for PV
systems with FIT. The difference between prices is found to be small and is within ±3%. However,
we found that a changing the irradiance of 3% cause only a small change of the price and therefore
conclude that the assessed measurement uncertainties do not significantly affect the prices.

Moreover, we examined whether the PV self-consumption will be influenced similarly in all
investigated orientations, by changing the system size. For that purpose, we varied the module area
by +/−50% in 5% steps (Figure 7). As expected, the SC rate increased by a reduction of the module
area (in our specific case the default area was 24.3 m2) for the orientations (S45, E45-W45, SE45-SW45).
This increase only slightly depends on the orientation: The E40-W40 increased by 29% while the south
orientation increased by 26% with a reduction of the module area of 50%. While it is obvious that the
SC rate becomes smaller for larger module areas, an increase in module size will affect all orientations,
but the S orientation will be affected slightly less than the other orientations.
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Figure 7. The change in self-consumption (SC) rate with varying the module area by +/−50% in 5%
steps. The change in SC rate depends on the orientations.

4.3. Effects of the Changing Feed-In Tariffs

Feed-in tariffs of renewable energy in Germany are decreasing as each year passes and PV FIT
drops faster than any other renewable power source. In the last 15 years, the FIT recorded a decrease
of approximately 80% for small rooftop PV installations and 90% for medium-size PV systems [42].
Figure 8 shows the decrease in German FIT from 2000 to 2020.

Figure 8. The changes of PV FIT and electricity price in Germany (2000 to 2020). The FIT dropped
approximately 80% for small rooftop PV installations and 90% for medium-size PV systems [42].

According to Obane and Okajima [43], the FIT scheme for small PV systems is fast approaching
its closure or expiration in many countries. In Germany, the EEG law stipulates that further FIT
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systems will not be allowed, when the total PV installations reach 52 GW. At the end of April 2018, the
country had 43.8 GW PV installed. With the current tenders of PV, this cap is expected to be reached in
2020 [44]. However, the German government presently reconsidering this plan and is considering to
allow FIT in future when the 52 GW is exceeded. With decreasing FIT self-consumption is gaining
higher importance, especially with increasing cost of delivering PV electricity and rapid decline in
the cost of solar PV modules. In addition, after 2020, the FIT will gradually expire for the oldest PV
plants [42] and the produced PV power will be mainly used for SC. Thus, E-W and SE-SW orientations
will provide the highest SC rate and will be more beneficial for the householders. Our calculation
shows that the higher benefit of south orientation is no longer existent if FIT decreases to 7.0 Ct/kWh
or lower, where at least the SE-SW orientation will have a higher IRR that the S orientation.

The economic calculations above were done for the conditions of the present FIT in Germany.
The major conclusions, however, can used for many countries around the world, which apply FIT or
similar PV cost structures. The results are especially relevant for the countries, which offer a very low
FIT (e.g., New Zealand and Portugal) or for which eliminated the FIT scheme (e.g., UK, Spain, Czech
Republic, Italy).

4.4. Comparison with PV Software

For simulation of the IMUK measurement system, a fixed PV system configuration, consisting of
a 4.8 kWp is considered in the calculations, corresponding to the installation of 24 modules. Moreover,
the same load profile that is used for the calculation of SC and AD at IMUK is also used in both models.
Table 3 shows the important model parameters used in the simulation.

Table 3. Model parameters used in comparison.

Parameter Model (PVSol, PVSyst)

Modules 4.8 kWp, mono, 24 modules
Inverter ABB, 4.6 kW

Climate data Meteonorm 7.2
Transposition model Perez-Ineichen model

Diffuse radiation model Perez model

Both simulation programs have been run for each orientation separately. Table 4 shows the
simulated annually produced energies for all studied orientations and tilt angles. The programs
overestimate the south-tilted irradiance and most of the studied orientations. This may result from
the use of an anisotropic model (Perez-Ineichen model) to calculate the tilted irradiance, where we
found in a previous study [45] that anisotropic models overestimate the south-tilted irradiance and
most vertical-tilted irradiances.

The table also shows the SC and AD fractions for each orientation. For the 45◦-tilt surfaces,
the lowest SC (PVsyst = 32.9% and PVSOL = 32.3%) are for the S orientation, while the highest SC
(PVsyst = 43.1% and PVSOL = 44.5%) is for the E-W combination, which agrees with the measured
results. According to PVsyst, the AD has its maximum at E-W combination (37.4%) and at S orientation
(34.7%) according to PVSOL calculations, while it is minimum at the W orientation for both models
(PVsyst = 34.0%, PVSOL = 31.9).

For the vertical surfaces, the results of both programs show also that the S orientations gives the
highest output, while the lowest energy is produced by a N-facing surface. In terms of the SC rate, the
N surface has the highest fractions (PVsyst = 85.7% and PVSOL = 89.0%), while the lowest (40.7%) are
for the S surfaces. The AD has its maximum for S surfaces (PVsyst = 31.8% and PVSOL = 30.6%) and it
is minimum at the N orientation (PVsyst = 24.6% and PVSOL = 24.7). Table 4 also shows that both
PV programs overestimate the percentage of energy production at 45◦ in most orientations versus the
southern maximum value.
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Table 4. Results of PV software PVSPL and PVSyst for a PV size of 4.8 kWp at different orientation and
tilt angles.

Orientation S45 E45 W45
E45 +
W45

SE45 SW45
SE45 +
SW45

S90 E90 W90 SE90 SW90 NN90

PVsyst
Annual PV

(kWh) 4457 3596 3531 3564 4250 4174 4212 3161 2439 2362 3053 2938 1148

Percentage
of the max

(%)
100 79.5 79.3 78.7 94.8 94.1 93.9 71.0 55.1 54.6 68.4 67.2 26.0

SC (%) 32.9 40.7 38.9 43.1 34.9 33.9 36.1 40.7 49.5 46.6 42.3 40.9 85.7

AD (%) 36.2 35.6 34.0 37.4 36.4 35.1 37.3 31.8 30.1 28.0 31.9 30.3 24.6

PVSOL
Annual PV

(kWh) 4330 3425 3046 3148 4160 3857 3920 3012 2289 1975 2945 2629 1115

Percentage
of the max

(%)
100 77.8 68.7 71.3 95.9 88.3 90.1 69.9 53.1 45.9 68.4 61.1 25.8

SC (%) 32.3 39.9 43.1 44.5 33.4 35.6 35.6 40.7 50.4 57.0 41.5 45.6 89.0

AD (%) 34.7 33.4 31.9 34.1 34.5 33.8 34.5 30.6 28.8 28.1 30.5 29.9 24.7

In order to have comparable results of simulation with the measured results, the generated PV
energy of the IMUK system have been controlled by changing the PV area to produce the same annual
output as the inverter output of simulation software. Figure 9 shows the results of the comparison:
Both PV programs underestimate SC and AD for all studied orientations; SC rate was underestimated
by 0.4% to 14%, while AD values were underestimated by 1.3% to 8.1%. These results lead to the
conclusion that improvements are necessary in the modelling of SC and AD.

Figure 9. Comparison between IMUK results and simulated values. The used PV simulation software
underestimate self-consumption and degree of autarky at all studied orientations and tilt angles.
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5. Conclusions

Using one-minute measured data of PV energy, the outputs of 12 solar collectors at various tilt and
azimuth angles in Hannover (Germany) were analyzed. For validation, the results were also compared
with the simulated values of two widely used PV software: PVSOL and PVsyst.

The measurements show that a south-oriented generator at about 40◦ gives the highest electricity
profile. For non-vertical devices, the combinations of E and W orientations result in the highest SC rate
and combinations of SE and SW orientations result in the highest AD. E-W and SE-SW combinations
have the lowest electricity coast for PV systems without FIT, while the E orientation has the highest one.
For PV systems with FIT, S orientation provides the highest transfer of money from the supplier. The
economic analysis using IRR of PV systems without FIT shows that the SE-SW and E-W orientations
tilted at 45◦ is slightly more beneficial, while S orientation has higher IRR for PV systems with FIT.

However, in light of the continuing decline of FIT, the advantage of S orientation is decreasing
and our results show that E-W and SE-SW orientations will be more beneficial if FIT is to 7 Ct/kWh
or lower. East and west orientations of PV modules and not south orientations should be supported
because they would also reduce the economic costs for storing renewable energy—regardless who
would own the storage facilities—and avoid high noon peaks of solar energy production, which would
become a problem for the grid for higher solar power penetrations levels.

Furthermore, the results show that the vertical tilted surfaces represent a high potential for PV
energy production and facade PV systems could be an alternative for many people, especially for
those who do not have access to a rooftop. So far, combinations of different vertically tilted modules
as well as the combinations between vertical and 45◦-tilted surfaces have not yet been taken into
account because of the problems with the standardization of shadows from nearby building, trees and,
other obstacles.

The calculation in this study assumed a constant price for the FIT over the day. However, if we
consider the general trend to link the price of electricity with the spot market price, so that the price of
selling or feeding electricity to grid changes according to the production and demand, the E-W and
SE-SW orientations might become even more beneficial against S-facing PV systems. In addition, the
suitability criteria for rooftops carrying solar modules must be questioned [26]. More roofs should be
taken into account when diurnal variations are considered. Based on our measurements and analysis
we conclude that the yearly sum of produced electricity can no longer be the only criterion for the
installation of PV modules. Instead, other orientations may be more beneficial for both the owner and
the society that uses solar power.

Regarding the model validation, both of the tested PV software overestimate the energy production
at most studied orientations and also overestimate the percentage of these orientations when compared
to the south-oriented generator. This result agrees with previous results [45], which showed that
anisotropic models overestimate the S-tilted irradiance and most vertical irradiances. The need to
improve existing modelling has also been shown in previous studies [46,47]. A major cause for the
deviation between models and measurements may be the oversimplified assumptions about the sky
radiance, which can be overcome by new measurement techniques [48,49]. Moreover, the study showed
that the overestimation increases with increasing deviation from the south direction. In addition, both
PV programs underestimate SC rate and AD for all studied orientations. SC rate was underestimated
from 0.4% to 14%, while AD values were underestimated from 1.3% to 8.1%. These results lead to the
conclusion that improvements are necessary when modelling SC and AD.

The amount of solar irradiance received by the surface of the PV collector is among the most
important parameters that affect the performance of a PV system. Therefore, high-resolution tilted
solar irradiance data in various orientations and weather conditions are needed to feed the models for
better simulation of PV Power.
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Nomenclature

SC Self-consumption
AD Degree of autarky
Pm Power output of the PV system
Prel Rated PV system power
Im Measured solar irradiance
IUTC Solar irradiance at STC (1000 W/m2)
Tsen Sensor temperature
γ Power temperature coefficient
Pdu PV directly used energy
PLF Power loss factor
ϕ Geographical latitude ϕ

PVg Total PV generated energy
Pe Electricity price
PG Grid electricity price
Pfi, FIT Feed-in tariff
LC Levelized coast of PV energy
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Abstract: Synchronization and islanding detection represent some of the main issues for
grid-connected photovoltaic systems (PVSs). The synchronization technique allows to achieve
PVS high power factor operation and it provides grid voltage monitoring. The islanding detection
control function ensures safe operation of the PVS. Focusing on low-power single-stage PVSs, in this
study the most adopted and the highest performance synchronization and islanding detection
methods are discussed. The role of the synchronization system is fundamental to detect the grid
conditions, for the islanding detection purpose, and to manage the reconnection to the grid after a
PVS trip. Hence a combined review is advantageous.

Keywords: photovoltaicsystems; synchronizationsystems; phase-lockedloops; islandingdetectionmethods

1. Introduction

At the end of 2018, the world had 152 GW of installed photovoltaic (PV) electricity capacity.
The best PV markets in 2018 were China with 44.3 GW, India with 10.8 GW, USA with 10.7 GW, Japan
with 6.7 GW, Australia with 3.8 GW. The European Union (EU) has registered rise for the first time in
years with 8.4 GW, but this growth is far from the 23.2 GW registered in 2011. However, the growth
can be considered slow, some of the EU countries have already achieved high PV penetration due to
past installations such as Germany with a PV overall capacity of 45.5 GW by the end of 2018, Italy
that exceeds 20 GW, United Kingdom with 13 GW, Spain with 5.6 GW, Belgium with 4.3 GW and
Switzerland with 2.2 GW. It is estimated that overall, the PV systems (PVSs) had contributed to the
2.9% of the global electricity demand in 2018 and that the climate change impact is of 590 millions of
tons of CO2 saving every year [1–3].

Due to the photovoltaic prize reduction and availability of loan products, a significant portion of
PVSs have been recently installed also in absence of governments initiatives especially for residential
applications. A performance evaluation of residential PVSs in some European countries is presented
in [4]. Considering the period 2014–2016, the highest specific yield in kWh/kWp has been registered in
Italy in 2015.

The PVSs inverters price has diminished around 0.10 $/Wp in the last decade [5]. In addition,
the design optimization of the PVS converters has facilitated the reduction of the total cost of
ownership [6]. Nevertheless, the increase of PVS grid-connected installations implies several
management challenges depending also on the point of interconnection between the PVS and the
grid [7–10]. In this scenario advanced control features of the PVS inverters can contribute to overcome
some of the grid management challenges due to high penetration [11–13].

Looking at the residential applications, the PVSs can be single-stage or double-stage. In case of
single-stage PVSs, the PV array is directly connected to the inverter avoiding a boost DC/DC converter.
Single-stage transformerless PVSs represent the most promising technology due to lower weight,
higher efficiency, smaller size and limited cost than double-stage PVSs or single-stage architectures
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coupled to low-frequency transformers [14–18]. Focusing on a single-stage PVS, a review about some
of the main control issues is presented in [19], however the analysis is limited to current and voltage
control methods and maximum power point tracking (MPPT) techniques.

About the most important issues to be considered in grid-connected PVS there are the
synchronization with the grid and the detection of the islanding condition. Synchronization deals
with PVS high power factor operation, since the synchronization algorithms objective is to provide
grid voltage information about amplitude, phase and frequency in order to generate a current/voltage
reference which is in phase with the grid voltage [13,20–24].

Synchronization deals also with the grid voltage monitoring. According to the grid-connection
requirements [25], the PVSs connected to the low-voltage distribution grid must operate without
causing step change in the RMS voltage at the point of common coupling (PCC) exceeding 5% of rated
value. In addition, the synchronization parameters limits for grid-connected PVS are: 0.3 Hz for the
frequency difference, 10% for the voltage difference. Abnormal conditions can arise on the utility grid
which require a prompt response from the grid-connected PVS, hence the information provided by the
synchronization system are fundamental for this purpose [26–28].

Unintentional islanding phenomenon is verified in case of grid power outages when the PVS
continues to supply the local loads. Unintentional islanding can cause damages to the local electrical
loads, to the grid-connected PVS inverter, to the technicians during the maintenance operations.
Numerous improved islanding detection algorithms have been proposed in literature in the last years
aiming to detect islanding phenomenon in all possible cases [29–35]. However, many these algorithms
are not designed peculiarly for PVS.

In case of low power residential PVSs and in particular in case of single-stage systems, the PVS
inverter is commonly in charge of the islanding detection, hence the anti-islanding functionality
represents one of the main challenge in the PVS inverters design [18]. The anti-islanding protections
must be implemented on the basis of the international standards requirements for distributed power
generation systems (DPGSs) [25,36–38]. In particular, it is required that unintentional islanding be
detected in less than two seconds as already established in the previous guidelines for PVSs [39–41].

After a disconnection due to the islanding detection an improper reconnection event is not
improbable if the PVS breaker connects the system to the grid when the PVS voltage is out of phase.
In this hypothesis a second disconnection can occur due to the PVS protections action. Hence the
reclosing procedure has to be managed in strict coordination with the PVS synchronization system.
For this reason, synchronization and islanding detection issues must be analyzed together.

About synchronization systems some books have been published such as [42]. Few review papers
can be found in literature [23,43–46]. In [43] all the main families of synchronization techniques (also
including the artificial intelligence techniques) are classified showing advantages and disadvantages.
Basic concepts about phase-locked loop (PLL) techniques are explained in [44]. Reference [45] is
devoted to three-phase applications, reference [23] is devoted to single-phase application, while [46] is
oriented to design issues.

About islanding detection methods many review papers have been published in literature
considering different DPGSs [47–57]. Reference [47] provides a review of the islanding detection
methods for high power DPGSs. In [48] an extensive review of the islanding detection methods is
provided focusing on some performance indices evaluation and in particular on the detection time.
Reference [49] is focused just on passive methods, reference [50] is focused just on active methods.
In [51] the focus is on active and passive methods and a new active methods is proposed for a
three-phase PVS. The same islanding detection methods are discussed also in [52] also including the
hybrid detection methods. However, hybrid methods are categorized just as combination of active and
passive methods. In [53] some active islanding detection techniques are compared on the basis of a
new index assessing the non-detection-zone (NDZ) size. In [54] the active techniques are classified in
two categories: techniques introducing positive feedback in the control of the inverter and techniques
based on harmonics injection. In [55] the islanding detection methods based on different signal
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processing techniques are discussed in detail. Reference [56] provides a comprehensive review of the
islanding detection techniques particularly oriented to recent intelligence-based methods. A similar
approach is adopted in [57]. Intelligence-based islanding detection is out of topic in relation to the
present study.

All the analyzed papers share as starting point a first classification among remote islanding
detection techniques (based on communication) and local islanding detection techniques. Currently
this classification can be overtaken considering the availability of communication protocols and local
communication interface equipment by most PVS inverters.

No studies combining the analysis of the synchronization systems with the islanding detection
techniques can be found in literature for PVSs or for other DPGSs applications. Nevertheless, many
islanding detection schemes are based on modification or employment of additional synchronization
systems to assess the unintentional islanding condition. In addition, independently of the adopted
islanding detection technique, two synchronization systems are required in order to manage the
reconnection procedure to the main grid by a PVS after an islanding event. Starting from this issues,
the aim of this study is to provide a combined analysis about synchronization and islanding detection
techniques which need coordinated operation and proper integration in the PVSs control structure.

Focusing on single-stage single-phase PVSs, the present study aims at giving an update of the
most-recent trends about synchronization techniques and islanding detection methods, in particular:
in Section 2 there are summarized the main goals of the single-stage PVSs control systems. The most
adopted and the highest performance grid synchronization methods are analyzed in Section 3;
while Section 4 is an overview of the islanding detection methods. Section 5 is about coordination
between synchronization and islanding detection systems. Finally, the conclusions are presented in
Section 6.

2. Control System Functionalities of a Single-Stage photovoltaic Power System

The overall control structure of a single-stage PVS is shown in Figure 1 where it is assumed that
the PVS can be connected to a local load, to the utility grid or it can be part of a smartgrid. The control
functionalities can be classified in basic control functions and ancillary control functions. The basic
control functions are the maximum power extraction, the grid synchronization, the current and the
voltage control, the unintentional islanding detection. High power factor operation and harmonic
rejection are achieved by proper design of current and voltage controllers and of the synchronization
system. The current/voltage control reference signal is provided by the PV source power control which
consists of a maximum power point tracking (MPPT) algorithm and a DC voltage controller. The MPPT
algorithm is in charge of the maximum power extraction.

Figure 1. Single-stage photovoltaic systems (PVSs) control functions.
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The ancillary control functions are the ride-through capability, the voltage and the frequency
support to the local loads or the main grid. The ancillary control functions are out of the scope of the
present study.

3. Grid Synchronization

The phase angle of the grid voltage is a critical piece of information for grid-connected systems
since it is used to obtain the control reference signal as previously pointed out. Numerous methods
using different techniques for synchronization and grid-voltage monitoring have been presented in the
technical literature about DPGS. Most of these studies are related to three-phase systems [22,28,58,59]
than to single-phase applications [60,61]. Some of the methods are not always categorized properly,
thus leading to confusion. In order to clarify, the most used techniques can be organized as presented
in Figure 2.

Figure 2. PVSs synchronization techniques classification.

Commonly the synchronization and grid voltage monitoring methods are classified in two main
categories: zero-crossing detection (ZCD) methods [62] avoiding the grid voltage phase control,
phase-locked loop (PLL) methods based on a strict control of the grid voltage phase [63]. The PLL
techniques are generally categorized as PLL based on ZCD, on the arctangent function [64] and on
the Park transform [44]. Among these, the Park transform-based PLL provides the best performance.
Actually, in the last years, a new family of PLLs known as enhanced PLL has been ranked as the
most promising.

Looking at the single-stage PVS shown in Figure 1, two synchronization systems are required in
order to manage correctly the disconnections and reconnections with the main power system: the first
synchronization system is used to monitor the voltage grid, the second one is used to monitor the
PVS voltage. Among the synchronization systems presented in literature, only some methods are
compatible with the considered application.

3.1. Zero-Crossing Detection Methods

An elementary method used to extract information about phase and frequency of the grid voltage
is based on the zero-crossing measurement [62,65–67]. The ZCD structure is shown in Figure 3.
When the grid voltage waveform crosses the zero, a counter provides in output information about the
period and, consequently, the estimated frequency ω̂ of the grid voltage is obtained. The phase θ̂ of
the grid voltage is achieved integrating ω̂. Despite the simplicity, this technique does not allow high
dynamic performances. Indeed, the phase tracking can be fulfilled just for each half cycle of the grid
voltage waveform.
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Figure 3. Zero-crossing detection (ZCD) structure.

Since the grid voltage e is generally affected by power quality disturbances, a low-pass filter
(LPF) is used to extract the fundamental frequency f̂ of the original signal. No controller is employed
in the detection and the method is not proper to track and to monitor the grid voltage in case of
abrupt changes.

3.2. PLLs

The PLL consists of a phase comparator and a PI controller. The phase comparator determines the
phase error ε which is provided in input to the PI. A reference frequency ωIC and the output of the
PI are summed in order to evaluate the grid voltage frequency ω̂. The feed-forward action allows to
improve the PLL dynamic performance. Later the grid voltage angle θ̂ is calculated by the information
of the grid voltage frequency. The phase comparator operation can be based on a reference signal
provided by the ZCD of the input grid voltage, by the arctangent function of by the Park transform.

In case of ZCD PLL, the ZCD discussed in the previous subsection is employed to extract the
phase reference for the phase comparator [42,68]. As described before, also this synchronization system
is not proper to track the grid voltage in case of abrupt variations. However, the ZCD PLL provides
better performance than the ZCD technique since the estimated angle θ̂ is controlled in closed loop.

Both the arctangent function-based PLLs and the Park transform-based PLLs require a voltage
orthogonal system. In case of the arctangent function-based PLL [42,64], the phase reference for the
phase comparator is extracted calculating the arctangent by eα and eβ information. The disadvantage is
that the arctangent function is not easy to implement.

In Figure 4 there is shown the structure of a PLL-based on the Park transform which represents
the most adopted solution.
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Figure 4. Phase-locked loop (PLL) structure based on the Park transform.

A coordinate transformation from αβ to dq is usually adopted to process DC signals instead of
AC signals. The grid voltage phase angle is extracted synchronizing the grid voltage vector with the dq
rotating reference frame. Forcing the q-axis voltage reference to zero, the lock with the grid voltage is
ensured [69]. The error signal is processed by a PI. The output of the PI controller is the grid frequency.
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The estimated frequency is integrated; hence the grid voltage phase angle is measured, and the result
is provided in input to the αβ-dq transformation block. As shown in Figure 4, the phase detection is
based on the Park transform [70] while the PI controller acts as a filter which determines the dynamics
of the phase lock. For this reason, the PI controller parameters are chosen considering the tradeoff
between filtering performance and fast dynamics [46].

All the PLLs described up to now need a LPF as in case of the ZCD synchronization method.
It occurs to extract the fundamental frequency f̂ of the original signal e which is commonly affected
by harmonic disturbances. Neglecting the LPF, the detailed structure of the PLL based on the Park
transform is depicted in Figure 5 for a better understanding of how the phase comparator is obtained
through the use of the Park transform.
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Figure 5. Detailed PLL structure based on the Park transform.

In case of single-phase systems, the orthogonal voltage system has to be artificially generated [21,71]
and it represents the main challenge for the grid voltage monitoring. The orthogonal signal generator
(OSG) is in charge of the orthogonal voltage system realization. One of the most advanced technique
adopts the second order generalized integrator (SOGI) [72,73]. The OSG based on the SOGI filter allows
also to extract the fundamental component of the grid voltage, for this reason the LPF used to extract f̂
can be avoided in case of the SOGI PLL. The OSG based on the SOGI filter is shown in Figure 6.

The grid voltage e is transformed in two sinusoidal signals denoted as e’ and qe’. e’ and qe are
phase shifted of π/2. The sinusoidal signal e’ is in phase with the grid voltage e. In addition, e’ and the
first harmonic component of the grid voltage exhibit the same magnitude.

qe s

ω

e k

s
e

Figure 6. Orthogonal signal generator (OSG)–second-order generalized integrator (SOGI)
standard structure.

The SOGI acts like an infinite gain band-pass filter whose transfer function is defined as:

HSOGI(s) =
ωns

s2 +ω2
n

(1)
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where ωn represents the undamped natural frequency of the SOGI which should coincide with the
estimated frequency (ωn = ω̂).

The performances of all the single-phase PLLs based on a OSG are particularly affected by the
voltage offset commonly introduced by the measurement equipment and by the signal processing
operation [27]. The frequency of the error derived by the grid voltage offset is the same of the grid
voltage waveform. The PLLs based on a OSG are not properly designed to provide rejection to the
voltage offset. However, since the PI controller acts as a filter, the PLL controller parameters could be
tuned in order to achieve filtering of the voltage offset. It would modify the bandwidth of the overall
system, but, unfortunately, it would impact considerably the dynamic performances of the PLL. In [71]
the performances of single-phase PLLs based on different OSGs are compared and a guideline for the
PLLs parameters tuning is proposed.

3.3. EPLLs

In the last years, an alternative synchronization technique known as enhanced phase-locked
loop (EPLL) has succeeded [23,74] due to high filtering performance. It consists of an adaptive
nonlinear detection algorithm which provides two orthogonal signals synchronized with the grid
voltage. The EPLL structure is represented in Figure 7. It allows to estimate the frequency, the phase
and also the amplitude EEPLL of the input signal fundamental component. The EPLL operates as an
adaptive filter (either a notch or a band–pass filter) whose frequency tracks the fundamental frequency
of the grid voltage. eEPLL denotes the filtered signal tracking the grid voltage supplied in input.

θε

K

p PLLk

i PLLk

ω

Figure 7. Enhanced phase-locked loop (EPLL) structure.

The EPLL represents one of the most promising synchronization systems for single-phase
applications since it provides: filtering capability in respect to the undesired harmonics, adaptive
detection of the grid voltage fundamental frequency, proper estimation of frequency, angle and
amplitude of the grid voltage supplied in input [24,75]. Some modifications of the EPLL have been
also proposed in the most recent literature, in particular in [76] the structure of the EPLL has been
modified in order to achieve a linear model.

The main differences of the EPLL compared to the PLL based on the Park transform occur
testing the two systems in presence of grid voltage perturbations, in particular frequency changes
and harmonics. It has been demonstrated that the EPLL exhibits higher filtering capability and
shorter transients [23,77]. For all these reasons the EPLL represents the ideal candidate to operate in
coordination with the islanding detection techniques discussed in the following Section.

4. Islanding Detection

In case of grid disconnection, the PVS operation depends on the power level provided by the
PVS before islanding occurrence. In Figure 8 it is represented the PVS power stage for the islanding
detection test. The grid utility breaker is denoted as Sg, two different breakers S1 and S2 are used to
connect the PVS to the point of common coupling (PCC) and to connect the load. A variable RLC
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load is considered in order to assess the islanding phenomenon in case of different load powers and
quality factors.

e

gZ

Figure 8. Photovoltaic system (PVS) power stage for islanding detection test.

For each islanding detection method, the non-detection-zone (NDZ) defines the area where
the anti-islanding methods fail to detect islanding. As a consequence, the NDZ can be used as a
performance index to assess the islanding detection methods [78–80]. However, in comparison with
the previous version of the standard [81], the new standard [25] requires voltage and frequency
ride-through capability of the PVSs which increases the NDZ of the islanding detection algorithms.
Hence it has to be pointed out that ride-through requirements hazard the islanding detection techniques.

Traditionally the islanding detection methods were classified in remote techniques (based on
communication signals) and local techniques. Considering the recent advancements of communication
equipment and the requirements updates related to the PVS standards, in this study a different
classification is adopted. The islanding detection methods are classified in four main categories:
Communication-based methods [82], passive methods [49], active methods [25,50] and signal
processing-based methods [55]. In addition, in order to improve the performance of the islanding
detection methods and to satisfy the standard requirements, hybrid techniques are developing in the
last years which are based on combination of the previous categories. In Figure 9 the main islanding
detection methods are summarized.

Figure 9. PVSs islanding detection methods classification.

4.1. Communication-Based Methods

Communication-based methods allow to achieve accurate and reliable assessment of the islanding
conditions. Otherwise, considering the number of PVSs to be managed and the power size,
the required equipment can vary [82,83]. Hence these solutions are not common in case of low
voltage and low power residential PVSs. The communication-based methods can be classified in:
power line carrier communication (PLCC) methods, Supervisory Control Moreover, data acquisition
(SCADA)-based methods.
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4.1.1. PLCC-Based Methods

The PLCC-based methods allow a continuous test of the grid connection. A continuous carrier is
adopted [84–87] and all the PVSs are equipped with a receiver. When the grid breaker Sg is opened as
a consequence of grid disconnection, the receivers do not catch signals and the islanding condition
is detected. The PLCC-based techniques are particularly resilient to noise since the PVSs inverters
switching frequencies do not influence the PLCC signals.

4.1.2. SCADA-Based Methods

The SCADA-based methods assess the status of the breakers connecting the PVSs to the
grid [57,88,89]. Using the SCADA methods, the coordination between the PVS and the grid utility
operations is significantly improved, and the islanding phenomenon can be detected avoiding a NDZ
area. Cost and complexity of the equipment represent the main disadvantages.

4.2. Passive Methods

Compared to the communication-based methods, the passive islanding detection methods present
simple implementation based on protection relays and synchronization systems [41,49]. The most
famous passive methods are over/under voltage (OUV) and over-under frequency (OUF), phase jump
(PJ), rate of change of frequency (ROCOF), voltage harmonic monitoring (VHM).

4.2.1. OUV and OUF Methods

All grid-connected PVS inverters are required to have OUV and OUF protections. The aim is to
avoid power supply by the PVSs when the voltage amplitude and frequency values at the PCC are
different from set values [41,90].

Considering an RLC load whose resonant frequency is equal to the grid frequency, no reactive
power absorption is verified by the load. In case of grid disconnection, the power absorbed by the load
is equal to the active power provided by the PVS. Hence the RMS value of the voltage provided by the
PVS at the PCC changes from EPVS = E before the disconnection to:

EPVS = δE (2)

where E is the rated RMS value of the grid voltage,

δ =

√
PPVS

PL
(3)

PPVS is the active power supplied by the PVS, PL is the rated load active power.
In conclusion the voltage value at the PCC increases or decreases depending on the PVS power

generation. As a consequence, also the reactive power changes on the basis of the following relationship:

QPVS =

((
1

LωPVS

)
−CωPVS

)
E2

PVS (4)

In (4) L and C are the inductive and capacitive components of the RLC load, ωPVS denotes the
voltage frequency at the PCC after the grid disconnection. Hence it results:

ωPVS =

−
(

QPVS
E2

PVSC

)
+

√(
QPVS
E2

PVSC

)2
+ 4

LC

2
(5)

The voltage frequency and amplitude variations allow to detect islanding operation. Unfortunately,
in case of power balance between the PVS generation and the load, no active and reactive power
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variations are registered and consequently no voltage frequency and amplitude variations can be
measured. Similarly, small active and reactive power variations imply small voltage variations in
terms of frequency and amplitude. For this reason, the OUV and OUF protection cannot detect
islanding. OUV and OUF protections are considered insufficient anti-islanding techniques since the
active and reactive power variations due to the islanding phenomenon are commonly limited and, as a
consequence, there is high probability to fall into the NDZ.

4.2.2. Phase Jump Method

The aim of the phase jump (PJ) method is the detection of a “jump” between the PVS inverter
current and voltage [78]. The PJ technique represents one of the first anti-islanding methods and
it is based on the use of synchronization systems extracting information about the current and the
voltage phase. However, considering the present availability of fast PLLs and the development of high
performance current controllers, voltage and current synchronization could be achieved also during
islanding operation. Consequently, the detection of the islanding phenomenon based on this technique
could fail.

4.2.3. Rate of Change of Frequency Method

The ROCOF islanding detection method measures the rate of change of frequency df/dt in a set
time window. When the grid is disconnected, the power mismatch between generation and load causes
frequency variations. The PVS is tripped when df/dt exceeds the threshold value [91,92]. The threshold
setting is the main issue of this method since it is necessary to distinguish islanding from load changes.
Besides the ROCOF exhibits a wide NDZ combined with slow dynamics.

4.2.4. Voltage Harmonic Monitoring Method

The voltage harmonic monitoring (VHM) method is based on the voltage harmonic distortion
estimation to detect the occurrence of the islanding phenomenon [49]. In grid-connected operation the
voltage at the PCC is set by the grid, but, in case of grid disconnection, the PVS inverter determines the
voltage at the PCC. Nevertheless, the voltage harmonic distortion varies with the grid impedance and
it depends on the loads connected to the PCC. As a consequence, the accuracy of the method can be
hazarded if the islanding detection thresholds are not properly set. Better performance can be achieved
monitoring some selected harmonics variations rather than the overall voltage harmonic distortion.
In this hypothesis the harmonics variations can be detected by means of PLLs tuned in order to track
the selected harmonic components.

4.3. Active Methods

The active islanding detection methods are developed with the goal to achieve better performance
than the passive methods. The active methods introduce a perturbation in the PVS through the
injection of an active signal [50,93]. The active signal injection is designed considering starting from
ideal operating conditions of the PVS. The main active methods can be classified in: Grid impedance
variation methods, active and reactive power injections methods, active frequency drift (AFD), Sandia
frequency shift (SFS), Sandia voltage shift (SVS), slip-mode frequency shift (SMS).

4.3.1. Grid Impedance Variation Methods

Islanding phenomenon assessment can be based on grid impedance variations
monitoring [78,94,95]. A small harmonic current component is drained into the PVS. The grid
impedance is evaluated at the frequency of the injected harmonic component. Additional equipment
can be employed to measure the grid impedance. Otherwise the grid impedance measurement can be
embedded in the PVS inverter control system.
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Stability and power quality issues must be tackled when this technique is applied to numerous PVS
connected in parallel due to the combination of the injected perturbations and possible inter-harmonics.

4.3.2. Active and Reactive Power Injections Methods

The rationale of the active power injections method is to use controlled active power injections
causing active power variations ΔPPVS in the PVS. Consequently, voltage variations can be observed
exceeding the threshold voltage value of the islanding protections [50]. Assuming a resistive load R,
whose power PL is constant, it is possible to express the power provided by the PVS as function of the
voltage at the PCC. In case of islanding condition, it results:

PPVS = PL =
EPVS

2

R
(6)

Hence it can be obtained:

∂PPVS
∂EPVS

= 2 · EPVS
R

= 2 ·
√

R · PPVS

R
= 2 ·

√
PPVS

R
(7)

The voltage variation can be evaluated as:

ΔEPVS =
ΔPPVS

2
·
√

R
PPVS

(8)

The method is effective but is requires some tuning procedure in order to avoid overcurrents due
to the active power injections. The disadvantage is that the islanding technique has to be coordinated
with the MPPT operation. Hence the main challenge is to determine when the active power injection
can be applied without jeopardizing the other control functions.

Similarly, reactive power injections can be used to cause reactive power variations ΔQPVS in the
system [96]. As a consequence, frequency variations are obtained exceeding the frequency threshold
value and islanding condition can be detected.

4.3.3. Active Frequency Drift

The active frequency drift (AFD) is based on a perturbation of the PVS inverter current. In particular,
the PVS inverter current reference is modified adding a disturbance current [29]. Denoting as T the
period of the grid voltage, it occurs that the PVS inverter current is null for a time portion indicated
with tc in each half cycle as shown in Figure 10.

T/2

tctc

Figure 10. Half wave of the PVS inverter current with and without active frequency drift (AFD).

During grid-connected operation the PVS inverter voltage is not affected by the perturbation.
Differently in islanding operation the PVS inverter voltage “drifts” up or down as a consequence of the
continuous inverter current variation. The frequency change has to be detected by the UOF protections.
Successively the PVS is promptly disconnected.
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The AFD method is characterized by a chopping factor c which measures the amount of
the perturbation:

c =
2tc

T
(9)

The method ensures correct islanding detection and simple implementation, but the main
disadvantage is the power quality detriment due to the current variation. Hence the method is not
appropriate in case of numerous PVSs connected in parallel.

4.3.4. Sandia Frequency Shift

The Sandia frequency shift (SFS) methods derives from the AFD technique. SFS perturbs the PVS
adding a dead-time to the PVS inverter reference current. Hence the inverter current exhibits a phase
“shift” [29,97–99].

For this method, the chopping factor cS is defined as:

cS = cSo + kSFS( fPVS − f ) (10)

where kSFS is a proportional gain, cSo is the chopping factor in absence of frequency error, f is the grid
frequency and fPVS is the output frequency of the PVS inverter.

When the PVS is connected to the grid, the frequency error is null since the grid sets the frequency
at the PCC. On the contrary, during islanding operation, the frequency error is not negligible. As a
consequence, the PVS inverter current grows in order to overcome the phase shift, the chopping
frequency increases, and the frequency varies beyond the OUF threshold values. Hence islanding
is detected.

The SFS NDZ is smaller than the AFD NDZ. The improved islanding detection performances
are achieved to the detriment of the power quality performances. In addition, in case of high PVSs
penetration, unexpected transient disturbances can be registered.

4.3.5. Sandia Voltage Shift

The Sandia voltage shift (SVS) method operates with positive feedback of the PCC voltage
amplitude [29,100]. During grid-connected operation of the PVS no significant variations are observed.
In case of disconnection of the grid, voltage variations are monitored at the PCC. As a consequence,
also the PVS inverter voltage varies and later the PVS is tripped since the voltage variations exceed the
OUV protections threshold values. The NDZ of the SVS method is very small. However, the power
quality is worsened and also the efficiency is reduced since the power processed by the inverter varies.

4.3.6. Slip-Mode Frequency Shift

The slip-mode frequency shift (SMS) detects islanding phenomenon using positive feedback to
lead the PVS towards instability in case of grid disconnection [80,101,102]. In case of grid disconnection,
the PVS frequency changes naturally. The PVS PLL action can be modified in order to increase the
frequency rate of change rather than to annul it. The phase is forced to be a function of the voltage
frequency at the PCC. The PLL acts to increase the frequency until the PVS inverter voltage phase
grows faster than the phase of the RLC load (unstable region). The PVS is tripped when the inverter
voltage frequency exceeds the threshold value. The method can fail when the load phase slope is
higher than the slope achieved by the SMS technique. In this case instability could not be recognized.

In Figure 11 there is shown how the action of the PVS PLL is modified on the basis of the SMS
rationale. The PVS phase angle changes from θ̂PVS to θSMS.
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Figure 11. PVS PLL operation in case of SMS islanding-detection technique.

4.4. Signal Processing-Based Methods

Signal processing techniques can be adopted to design new islanding detection algorithms or
to improve the performance of the previous developed algorithms [55,82]. The signal processing
islanding detection methods are generally based on (a) Fourier transform; (b) wavelet transform and
(c) S-transform.

4.4.1. Fourier Transform-Based Methods

The PVS output power is typically affected by variations after grid disconnection, as a consequence,
its spectrum varies with continuity in a certain frequency range. Fourier transform (FT) is not proper
for the analysis of non-stationary signals. Hence it cannot provide information about fluctuating
signals linked to the islanding occurrence [103]. For this reason, the application of this signal processing
technique to the analysis of transient phenomena such as islanding is not very common. However,
some islanding detection techniques based on the Discrete Fourier transform (DFT) and its modifications
have been discussed in literature [104,105]. In [104] a modified VHM islanding detection technique is
proposed. Since the equivalent harmonic components measured at the PCC change in case of islanding
occurrence, the DFT is employed to assess harmonic components variations. Differently in [105] a kind
of FT, named Goertzel algorithm, is employed to develop an active islanding detection method where
the Goertzel algorithm extracts the magnitude and phase of some selected components with limited
computational burden.

4.4.2. Wavelet Transform-Based Methods

Filters based on the wavelet transform (WT) can track the PVS output power spectrum variations
in a certain frequency range. Indeed, WT can process simultaneously signals varying in time and
in frequency also in case of non-stationary waveforms. The signal to be processed is decomposed
in different levels and the coefficient vectors of each level vary with the signal length. Numerous
islanding detection methods based on different mother wavelets were developed [106–111]. As an
example, in [108] the multiresolution analysis (MRA) based on the WT is employed to break down
the DPGS voltage into different scales. In [109] the WT is adopted just to enhance the performance
of the conventional islanding detection methods. In [110] the WT and the back propagation neural
network (BPNN) are combined to provide a new islanding detection method based on the normalized
logarithmic energy entropy estimation. In [111] the islanding detection technique is based on
localization of high-frequency harmonics due to the PVS inverter switching. WT-based algorithms
provide generally high performance islanding detection techniques with limited computational burden
and implementation complexity. On the contrary these techniques suffer particularly for noise.

4.4.3. S-Transform-Based Methods

S-transform (ST) represents a superior signal processing technique which was born to overcome
the noise sensitivity issue of the WT. Various high performance islanding detection techniques based
on the ST have been proposed in [112–114]. In [112,113] there are compared the performances of
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the ST and of the WT. Better results in terms of islanding detection and localization are obtained
using the ST instead of the WT. Similar results are achieved in [114] where the islanding detection
method is based on the analysis of the negative sequence voltage. For this reason, the method cannot
be applied to single-phase PVS avoiding modifications. However, it is demonstrated that the use
of the ST results particularly advantageous to detect islanding condition also in presence of noise.
In conclusion, higher performances are ensured in the islanding detection since S-transform allows the
extraction of the phase of each frequency component related to the time-varying signals involved in
the islanding phenomenon. Nevertheless, these techniques require more computational burden than
the WT-based methods.

4.5. Hybrid Methods

In the present standard [25], it is established that any requirements for ride-through shall not
be falsely inhibited by any methods or design features utilized to meet the unintentional islanding
detection when an actual unintentional island condition does not exist. Conversely, the unintentional
islanding detection requirements shall not be inhibited by ride-through during valid unintentional
islanding conditions.

Passive methods operating alone cannot provide satisfying results considering their poor islanding
detection performance and the need to ensure ride-through capability by the PVS. Better results can be
obtained using active methods, but the power quality is often affected.

Taking into account also the recent advancement in computing capability and communication
systems, hybrid islanding detection techniques, based on combinations of the four categories
previously discussed, represent the most promising techniques [115–125]. Starting from combination
or modification of conventional methods, in [115] some islanding detection methods are proposed
as integration of well-known passive methods. In [116] a modified active SVS method is presented,
and the modulation index is used as injected signal to achieve the voltage magnitude shift and to
detect the islanding phenomenon. In [117] a hybrid active method is developed combining a threshold
filter (based on a binary tree classifier) with a harmonic amplification factor used as perturbation
to detect islanding. In [118] a modified active islanding detection method is obtained varying the
amplitude of the PVS current periodically. In this case islanding occurrence is detected through the
AFD method when high current variations are registered. In [119] an active technique is obtained
combining the AFD with the SMS. In [120] a new active islanding detection method is proposed and
based on the droop control theory. The droop control is modified considering a correlation function
between the frequency and the reactive power. This function is used to detect the islanding condition.
Moving towards more innovative solutions, in [121] a new islanding detection technique is based on
the addition of a variable impedance and a hybrid automatic transfer switch. In [122] computational
geometry has been applied to derive an islanding detection technique based on a classifier module.
As in case of the active methods, the technique discussed in [123] uses harmonic current injection.
The islanding condition is detected through cross correlation. In [124] an original islanding detection
scheme based on machine learning adoption is proposed. In [125] a communication-based islanding
detection method is presented based on a wireless sensors network. The performances are improved
adding a combination of selected loads in the system in order to avoid excessive voltage variations.

4.6. Performances Evaluation of the Islanding Detection Methods

The performances of the considered islanding detection categories are reviewed in Table 1.
The main advantages and disadvantages related to the same categories are summarized in
Table 2. The hybrid methods are combinations of the islanding detection techniques categorized
as communication-based methods, passive methods, active methods and signal processing-based
methods. The performances of the hybrid methods depend on the original characteristics of the
techniques that they match, hence hybrid methods are not reported in Tables 1 and 2. The hybrid
methods are designed to overcome the disadvantages of the islanding detection techniques previously
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developed. As a consequence, hybrid methods are progressively updated, and they can be assessed as
tradeoff among advantages of the original methods and increased implementation complexity.

Table 1. Performances of the islanding detection methods.

Communication-Based Methods Passive Methods Active Methods Signal Processing-Based Methods

Accuracy high poor high high
NDZ area absent wide limited absent or limited
Dynamics fast generally fast medium slow fast

Impact on the grid no no medium or significant no
Price high limited limited high

Table 2. Advantages and disadvantages of the islanding detection methods.

Communication-Based
Methods

Passive Methods Active Methods Signal Processing-Based Methods

Advantage reliability simplicity accuracy
relative simplicity accuracy

Disadvantage expensive with regard to low
power PVSs

erroneous
detection in case of
power balance
between generation
and load

power quality detriment complexity

improper
estimation due to
ride-through
requirements
compliance

stability hazard in case of
numerous PVSs connected
in parallel

5. Synchronization and Islanding Detection Coordination

ZCD methods and ZCD-based PLLs exhibit low dynamic performance and are not suitable for
grid voltage monitoring in case of abrupt changes of the grid voltage and power quality disturbances.
Arctangent-based PLLs are not particularly widespread due to implementation issues. The PLLs based
on Park transform and SOGI OSG, known as SOGI PLLs and the EPLLs represent the most promising
synchronization systems for single-phase PVSs due to high filtering capability, also in presence of grid
voltage harmonic distortion, accuracy and high dynamic performances also in case of grid voltage
abrupt variations. SOGI PLLs and EPLLs are ideal candidates to be employed in the islanding detection
and in the reconnection of a PVS to the main grid after an islanding event.

5.1. Impact of the Synchronization Systems on the Islanding Detection Methods

Many islanding detection methods are based on information about the amplitude, the phase
and the frequency of the PVS voltage. These methods do not require additional synchronization
systems to be included in the PVS control structure. The SOGI PLLs and the EPLLs represent the best
synchronization systems for this kind of applications. Other islanding detection techniques require
additional synchronization systems in order to monitor some selected harmonics and the PVS current
or can require some modification of the synchronization system generally used to track the PVS voltage.
There are also some islanding detection techniques which are not based on synchronization systems
information. In Table 3 there are reported the main devices used by the different islanding detection
methods discussed in Section 4. The islanding detection methods which employ PLLs or EPLLs are
pointed out. Hybrid methods are not included in Table 3 since their characteristics depend on the
original methods that they combine.

Looking at Table 3, it can be observed that both communication-based techniques and signal
processing-based techniques avoid the use of PLLs. Indeed, the communication-based islanding
detection techniques are based on communication interface equipment, in particular receivers.
The signal processing-based techniques are based on harmonics measurement and localization related
to time-varying electrical signals such as voltage, power, entropy, etc. The harmonics decomposition is
achieved through the use of the FT, the WT or the ST.
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Table 3. Main devices of the islanding detection techniques.

Method Devices

Communication-based
PLCC-based

Receivers
SCADA-based

Passive

OUV/OUF Solid-state relays or PLLs/EPLLs
coordinated with relaysROCOF

PJ Additional PLL/EPLL for
current monitoring

VHM Additional PLLS/EPLLS for
voltage harmonics monitoring

Active

Grid impedance variation Impedance measurement

Active and reactive power injections

Solid-state relays or PLLs/EPLLs
coordinated with relays

AFD

SFS

SVS

SMS Modified or additional PLL/EPLL

Signal-processing-based
FT-based Harmonics measurement and

localization of electrical
time-varying signals

WT-based

ST-based

The operating principle of most active and passive methods is based on PLLs or EPLLs. Among the
passive methods, the OUV, OUF and ROCOF methods are based on PVS voltage amplitude and
frequency information. The PVS PLL or EPLL, used to monitor the PVS operation, can be employed
to detect the islanding occurrence operating in coordination with the OUV, OUF and ROCOF relays.
Some OUV, OUF and ROCOF protections avoid the PLL and are just based on solid-state relays.
The choice depends on the PVS power size, the cost, the desired level of performance. Similarly,
many active methods act in order to determine an OUV or OUF in the PVS. When the voltage or the
frequency exceeds the threshold value, islanding is detected. It occurs for the active and reactive power
injections methods, the AFD, the SFS and the SVS methods. Furthermore, for these methods the main
devices are solid-state relays or PLLs/EPLLs coordinated with relays.

Among the passive methods the PJ method requires an additional PLL/EPLL to monitor the PVS
current phase which has to be compared to the PVS voltage phase. The VHM requires more PLLS/EPLLs
to track the selected harmonics variations and to detect the islanding condition. Among the active
methods the SMS method is based on an additional PLL or on a modification of the PVS PLL to create
the perturbation in the PVS and to detect the islanding occurrence. In the field of the active methods,
just the grid impedance variation method does not require information provided by the PLL/EPLL
since it is based on the impedance measurement.

5.2. Reconnection of a PVS to the Grid after an Islanding Event

Independently of the adopted islanding detection technique, the reconnection of a PVS after an
islanding event needs to be managed by two PLLS or EPLLs circuits. Indeed, an improper reconnection
event is not improbable if the PVS breaker S1 connects the system to the grid when the PVS voltage is
out of phase compared to the grid voltage. In this occasion overcurrents can be verified or, in the worst
case, a second disconnection can occur determined by the PVS protections intervention. Hence the
reclosing procedure has to be managed in strict coordination with the PVS synchronization system.

Assuming, for example, to detect the islanding condition using the active and reactive power
injections method and to employ SOGI PLLs as synchronization systems, in Figure 12 there are shown
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the PVS voltage ePVS and the grid voltage e in case islanding occurs at t = 10 s. At this time, the grid
utility breaker Sg is opened and during the islanding operation the amplitude and the frequency of the
PVS voltage drift from the rated values.
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Figure 12. Grid and PVS voltages in case of islanding occurrence. (a) e and ePVS waveforms; (b) ePVS

amplitude; (c) ePVS frequency.

The information about the amplitude and the frequency of the PVS voltage, provided by the SOGI
PLL, is employed to assess the islanding phenomenon within 2 s on the basis of the active and reactive
power injections method. The grid and the PVS voltage waveforms are not more synchronized and,
when the ePVS amplitude and frequency deviations exceed the thresholds values, islanding is detected
and also the PVS breaker S1 is opened.

Denoting as ID the control signal providing information about the islanding condition, it is possible
to define ID = 1 when islanding is not detected and ID = 0 when islanding is detected. Similarly, it is
possible to use a control signal to assess synchronization of the PVS with the grid. In this analysis it is
indicated with synchronization = 1 the condition when ePVS and e are in-phase, synchronization = 0
the condition when the two systems are not synchronized.

Assuming that the grid is recovered in few seconds, at t1 = 15 s the grid breaker Sg is closed again
(Figure 13). Nevertheless, the reconnection of the PVS cannot be immediate. Since the grid and the
PVS are not more synchronized after the islanding occurrence, some reconnection time is required.
When the breaker Sg is reclosed, the control signal moves from ID = 0 to ID = 1. In the considered case
study, the grid recovery is detected in less than 0.03 s, but the PVS is reconnected just at t2 = 15.25.

The PVS reconnection is possible only when ePVS and e are assessed again in-phase. In particular,
the synchronization is detected when the phase and the amplitude difference between ePVS and e
is null. Only at this time the synchronization control signal moves from synchronization = 0 to
synchronization = 1.

In the described procedure two PLLs/EPLLs are required: one to monitor the PVS voltage and
one to monitor the grid voltage. This example is provided to point out the role of the synchronization
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system and to demonstrate the need of a strict coordination between the islanding detection and the
synchronization control units.
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Figure 13. Grid and PVS voltages during resynchronization process. (a) e and ePVS waveforms; (b) ID
and synchronization control signals.

6. Conclusions

An extensive analysis of synchronization and islanding detection methods for single-stage PVSs is
presented in this study. Synchronization and islanding detection represent some of the most important
control issues for PVSs in the light of the new standards requirements. Abnormal conditions can
arise on the utility grid which require a prompt response from the grid-connected PVSs, hence the
information provided by the synchronization system are fundamental for the grid voltage monitoring.

Synchronization and islanding detection techniques must operate in coordination. The islanding
detection techniques are based also on the information provided by the synchronization techniques.
Besides some islanding detection methods use additional PLLs for the harmonics monitoring. In other
cases, the normal operation of the PLL is modified in order to detect the islanding phenomenon as it
happens in case of the slip-mode frequency shift technique. Finally, it has to be considered that, after a
disconnection due to the islanding detection, an improper reconnection event is not improbable if the
PVS breaker connects the system to the grid when the PVS voltage is out of phase. In this hypothesis a
second disconnection can occur due to the PVS protections action. Hence the reclosing procedure has
to be managed with two synchronization systems.
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For all these reasons synchronization and islanding detection issues were analyzed together.
More than 120 publications were revised and discussed in order to provide a combined review.
Both the synchronization and the islanding detection techniques were categorized. The choice of the
islanding detection technique depends on numerous criteria. The EPLL and the SOGI PLL represent the
preferable synchronization systems to operate in coordination with the islanding detection techniques.
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